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This thesis bridges the gap between raw position sensor measurements
of individuals and high level strategic insights about group formations
and behaviours. Specifically, it investigates the viability of GPS player
tracking data in Australian Rules Football for strategy analysis and
shows how characteristics of the sport domain affect the design of the
data processing pipeline.
The core contribution of this thesis is a systematic investigation of the
pipeline of transformation operations necessary to lift raw GPS player
tracking data to a form that can be mined for insights relevant to a
sport coach. For each component of the pipeline, the design decisions
involved are identified and linked to the types of insights that can be ex-
tracted as well as the privacy implications for players. The methodology
recognises the role of both manual and automated analysis processes
in sport performance analysis as part of the processing pipeline. Data
provenance standards are adapted to the context of sport to document
the interplay of manual and automated analyses in a manner that is
repeatable and auditable.
A review of common methods for data de-identification prevalent in the
sport literature shows that: they are not suitable for position data; do
not protect individual player privacy against data linkage attacks; and
may be in violation of human ethics guidelines. This thesis addresses
these shortfalls through a proposal to de-identify position tracking data
by transforming them to a point cloud representation (an unordered set
of points) thus preventing re-identification of individuals while preserv-
ing the ability to perform spatio-temporal team-level analysis. To ad-
dress the gap between theoretical techniques for privacy preservation
and those used in practice, this thesis introduces a software tool and
associated interaction model for data sharing that reduces the potential
for human errors.
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Given the unique nature of Australian Rules Football, there are special
normalisation requirements to make effective use of positional data, as
each field has a different shape and orientation. This thesis develops
a novel technique for marking up coordinate systems at each venue to
account for this.
Finally, a computational pipeline for Australian Rules Football is con-
structed using the techniques proposed in this thesis to demonstrate
that they can be combined to provide meaningful team-level insights
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Elite sport coaches are always looking for new insights into their team’s
performance.
The rise of Sabermetrics1 in baseball, originally developed in the 1970’s
and later popularised in the book and film Moneyball [127], is evidence
of a historic shift of coaching attitudes. Reliance on coaching hunches
and intuition to select and train players has been largely overthrown in
favour of data driven decision making approaches based on quantitative
performance metrics.2
Traditionally, data driven approaches to sport analysis have been lim-
ited to simple mathematical formulas based on manually observable
attributes, such as the number of runs made by each player in cricket,
or the number of possessions by each player in basketball. However,
with the rise of low cost position tracking devices, such as computer
vision tracking systems and self-contained GPS tracking units, there
has been an explosion in the depth of data available3 which creates
opportunities for new approaches to sport analysis.
Currently, these tracking devices are being used by sport performance
analysts to analyse individual players. They are used to answer ques-
tions such as: How far did the player run? What was their maximum
speed? Considering the player’s past movement intensities and dura-
tions, at what point should the player be interchanged to prevent fatigue
or injury?
However, teamwork is about more than a group of individual players.4
As the devices allow tracking every member of the team, they offer the
potential to quantify the team dynamics as a whole. They could be used
1Phil Birnbaum, “A Guide to Sabermetric Research”, Society for American Baseball
Research. https://sabr.org/sabermetrics
2Leigh Steinberg, 18 Aug 2015, “Changing the Game: The Rise of Sports Ana-
lytics”, Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/leighsteinberg/2015/08/18/
changing-the-game-the-rise-of-sports-analytics/
3The technological advances that have resulted in rich datasets will be discussed
at length in Sec. 2.3.
4Matti Clements, “How to get your group to become a team”, Sports Coach, Aus-





to answer questions such as: Which formations lead to goals? How do
these formations change over time? Are any players out of formation?
[124]
1.1 Spatio-Temporal Analysis
A crucial domain concern for sport strategy, particularly in team inva-
sion games such as Association Football (soccer), basketball, and Aus-
tralian Rules Football, is the control of space on the field over time [46].
There are mature systems for spatial analysis, such as Geographic In-
formation Systems (GIS), as well as for time series analysis. However as
space and time are intricately interlinked, seamlessly integrating spa-
tial and temporal analysis as a unified system remains a challenge; ar-
eas such as the design of Moving Object Databases [179] and design of
appropriate visualisation techniques for large scale trajectory data [8]
are still an active area of research. The set of analysis methods at the
intersection of spatial and temporal analysis are referred to as spatio-
temporal analysis methods. The application of suitable spatio-temporal
analysis methods to the context of sport is the key to extracting insights
that can more fully utilise the high-dimensional data generated by po-
sition tracking sensors.
The objective of this thesis is to bring spatio-temporal analysis tech-
niques within reach for sport researchers and practitioners so as to
facilitate their widespread adoption for analysis of games. Statistical
platforms such as R contain a large library of existing spatio-temporal
algorithms and techniques which are freely available. However, pre-
existing spatio-temporal analysis algorithms cannot be meaningfully
applied to sport position tracking as-is without first transforming the
data into an amenable form. For example, movements during the half-
time break need to be discarded, and the field orientation and goal
directions need to be accounted for such that the direction of attacking
goals is in a consistent direction for each data point. Attempting to ap-
ply an existing spatial analysis algorithm without first accounting for
this would lead to a meaningless result. As such, a major portion of
3
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this thesis is dedicated to building a solid foundation for transforming
raw sport position tracking data into an form that sport practitioners
can utilise, such as Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Visualisation of team GPS tracking data. The blue dots
represent the position of the team. The red oval represents the posi-
tion of the ball. The trails represent past movements. The group of
four players on the left are the interchange/substitute players. Cre-
ating this visualisation requires preprocessing steps to reproject the
latitudes and longitudes reported by the GPS tracking devices into the
coordinate system of the field and to synchronise with the ball tracking
data. This forms the foundation for further quantitative investigation
of team formations.
1.2 Computational Pipelines
Conducting sport research requires a workflow of operations such as
player de-identification, data selection, data normalisation, visualisa-
tion, and statistical analysis. In contrast to computation of traditional
4
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sport statistics, the additional scope for data exploration permitted by
spatio-temporal data sources can lead to complex workflows that be-
come difficult for humans to manage. Even if each operation in the
workflow is an automated computer program, remembering which in-
puts and outputs to feed to each operation and how they connect to-
gether can become unmanageable as the workflow grows to integrate
additional data sources and analysis outputs. A pipeline is a sequence
of such operations chained together to automate the entire workflow
end-to-end.
Advances in data collection and processing have made highly sophisti-
cated data analysis workflows feasible to facilitate greater depth of data
analysis. However, unless the demand for increasingly sophisticated
analysis workflows coincides with development of appropriate tools to
manage this complexity, there is a risk that the rigour will suffer as
a result of others being unable to reliably repeat the process. Nature
has reported growing evidence of a “reproducibility crisis” [13] wherein
scientists in every discipline have admitted to being unable to repro-
duce other’s experiments, or even their own work. Scientific fields that
deal with analysis of large volumes of data, such as bioinformatics,
have recognised the need for development of automated computational
pipelines [87] and workflow managment systems [164, 107] to help en-
sure that the analysis process is repeatable.
Tools originally developed to allow creation of complex bioinformatics
pipelines (e.g. analysis of DNA sequences) include Apache Taverna [164,
107] and Python Ruffus [87]. In principle, these tools can also be used
as general frameworks for data processing and analysis in other do-
mains such as sport. However, it is well known amongst designers of
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) that generality and flexibility run
counter to the needs of supporting concise expression of a particu-
lar domain [215]. Thus, while a range of domain specific and general
frameworks for constructing pipelines exist, new frameworks and com-
ponents are needed to build a software ecosystem for spatio-temporal
analysis in the sport domain.
Being able to reproduce the end result of a process is not enough—
5
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auditing complex processes to validate and debug them requires a
record of data provenance (i.e. the ability to trace the flow of data,
particularly at the boundaries of sub-systems). Data provenance gives
analysts the ability to trace the flow of data backward so they can an-
swer questions about the data sources and specific data records that
were used to calculate the results of an analysis. For example, if a sport
practitioner arrives at an unexpected result, a player or coach may re-
quest to see the underlying video sequences for events in the game that
contributed to that result.
Common data operations required for spatial analysis of sport include:
de-identifying players; normalising spatial data with respect to the play-
ing field; mining spatio-temporal patterns; and aggregating and visual-
ising the results. Each of these is a form of data transformation. Each
transformation is introduced below, and an explanation is given of how
the transformation is interwoven with the concerns of the sport domain:
De-identifying players While it is trivial to partially de-identify sen-
sitive player data by replacing player names with unique codes, ensur-
ing that the data are truly non-identifiable requires consideration of
all possible linkages to other sport datasets that could be used to re-
identify a player. Specifically, when de-identified players are associated
with movement data, there is a high risk that the player could be re-
identified through fingerprinting techniques that correlate game events
detected in the movement data (such as kicks, tackles or interchanges)
with public match feeds and televised match video footage that contain
the player name alongside the actions they performed.5
Normalising spatial data When dealing with spatio-temporal
datasets where local movements are more important than global
movements, one should consider normalising the data with respect
to a reference frame. In sport, there is a need to normalise with
respect to the playing field. Specific types of sport may have additional
requirements that affect how the normalisation is performed. For
5The importance of properly de-identifying sport data to protect player privacy, and
the unique challenges to the de-identification process posed by player tracking data
are discussed in detail within Chapter 5.
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example, in Australian Rules Football, each field has a different size,
shape, and orientation that need to be accounted for.
Aggregating data Realising the promised potential of automated
team-level spatio-temporal analysis requires a sufficient number of
scoring formations to detect subtle patterns in a statistically sound
manner. Even in Australian Rules Football—which is considered a fast
paced sport—each team scores only 25 times6 (on average) over the
course of any given match. Thus it is necessary to aggregate data from
many different sport fields into a large unified dataset that can bemined
for patterns.
Mining spatio-temporal patterns In sport, the spatial movements of
players are related to the “phase” of the game (e.g. defence/offence).
Thus spatio-temporal analysis cannot be conducted in isolation; de-
tected patterns need to be analysed within the context of transitions
between phases of play.
Visualising results Visualisation is also a form of data transformation
[113]. Visualisations need to consider the domain in order to optimally
map data attributes to visual attributes [144]. Specifically, visualisa-
tions are needed for presenting de-identified Australian Rules Football
player position tracking data in a form interpretable by sport practi-
tioners that permits exploration and comparisons of different matches.
While the transformations described above may at first appear to be
common data operations available in existing data analysis software,
generalised approaches fail to adequately address the specific needs of
sport analysis and thus suffer from the “leaky abstraction”7 problem.
6Average number of scoring events derived from 1897-2018 match data from
afltables.com, retrieved 2018-05-21
7In software engineering, “abstraction” refers to the process of generalising con-
cepts to allow them to be used at a high-level without the need to concern oneself
with all the low-level implementation details (for example, one may abstract away
the details of how GPS devices work and treat them as a source of latitude, longi-
tude readings). However, when abstractions fail to capture essential aspects of the
real-world, these details inevitably “leak” (for example, GPS devices often experience
interference, particularly near the edge of sport stadiums [218], which needs to be
understood and accounted for in the analysis). The term “leaky abstractions” was




Investigating these operations within the context of sport analysis un-
covers new concerns which may have been overlooked by generalised
approaches that only deal with data transformation and integration at
a high level.
1.3 Research Questions
This thesis seeks to addresses the following questions:
1. Can team-level GPS analysis provide useful information to sport re-
searchers and practitioners beyond what they already know from
manual observation, video analysis, traditional statistics, and (in-
dividual) player GPS monitoring?
2. How can GPS player tracking data be processed to extract meaning-
ful team-level insights without compromising individual privacy?
To address these questions, the thesis systematically investigates each
layer of software architecture required to support the analysis of high-
dimensional spatio-temporal data in sport. This synthesis approach is
necessary to ensure the properties of reproducibility, traceability and
statistical soundness are preserved at each layer. The research outlined
in each chapter is brought together through a case study in the design
of a pipeline to analyse the shape of team formations in Australian Rules
Football. As the analysis of Australian Rules Football is a quantitative
observational study, it cannot establish causality without additional as-
sumptions; however, it may still highlight patterns of interest to sport
performance staff for further investigation. While the investigation of
Australian Rules Football forms a minor contribution in itself, it is pri-





This thesis makes the following contributions:
Elaborated in Chapter 3:
1. Structures Australian Rules Football jargon into a formal domain
model of consistent terminology, and uses this to identify variables
that form part of the game state. The full list of identified variables
provides a holistic understanding of game state, and can increase
awareness of the simplifying assumptions made by current sport
analysis models.
2. Applies information theory to sport in order to provide a mathe-
matically rigorous perspective for understanding the role of sport
performance analysis systems within the larger sport context. In-
formation theory is used to formalise the objective of performance
analysis systems into a single formula, which states that the goal
is to ensure information is valuable yet not already known to a
coach, and incorporates the need to transmit this over limited hu-
man information channels.
3. Provides an abstract datamodel that permits modelling both dense
and sparse spatio-temporal sport datasets, and draws attention to
all required accuracy attributes that need to be specified in order
to reason about the confidence of interpretations made from the
dataset.
Elaborated in Chapter 4:
4. Provides an analysis of the data provenance needs of the sport do-
main, and evaluates existing data provenance tools against these
criteria. A customised data provenance notation for sport is pro-
posed in order to ease uptake for sport performance analysts with-
out a computer science background.
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Elaborated in Chapter 5:
5. Exposes the prevalence of improper de-identification methods
used in sport research, and demonstrated that GPS player track-
ing data is particularly prone to re-identification. An interaction
model is proposed to help improve ethical conduct of research by
allowing the researcher to specify the de-identification operations
in cases where the data custodian lacks the technical resources to
strongly de-identify data themselves prior to data hand-over. The
proposed approach was applied to GPS player tracking data held
by an Australian Rules Football club to obtain the non-identifiable
data used in this thesis.
Elaborated in Chapter 6:
6. Proposes a novel method for representing spatio-temporal refer-
ence frames as geographic objects. This allows GIS novices, such
as sport performance analysts, to configure reference frames with-
out the need for deep conceptual knowledge of cartographic pro-
jections. It also facilitates partial automation (e.g. reprojecting
GPS data to the closest sport field), thus resulting in time sav-
ings when the analysis involves multiple reference frames (e.g. a
season of GPS tracking data involving multiple sport fields).
Elaborated in Chapter 7:
7. Develops a platform for spatio-temporal analysis of team sport,
demonstrated through Australian Rules Football as an example.
Feedback from an elite Australian Rules Football club confirms
that the techniques proposed are likely to offer useful insights.
8. Performs an analysis of team shape and game speed in Australian





The background chapter (Chapter 2) outlines the history of technolog-
ical developments in player tracking, as well as the types of analysis
made possible by these technologies. This is followed by models of the
sport domain and sensor data (Chapter 3) to establish terminology and
to clarify the objective of sport data analysis systems from an infor-
mation theoretic perspective. The subsequent chapters examine data
provenance (Chapter 4), GPS data de-identification procedures (Chap-
ter 5), and spatio-temporal transformations (Chapter 6) that are neces-
sary to accurately convert raw GPS data into a more accessible form.
This serves as a platform for investigating team formations presented
in Chapter 7. The work is applied in the form of a team GPS analysis
tool that was presented to elite Australian Rules Football performance
analysts in order to validate the usefulness of the approach to profes-
sional sport practitioners. Finally the thesis concludes with findings
and future work in Chapter 8.
The initial chapters (Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6), while
motivated by the needs of sport performance analysis, are written from
a computer science / software engineering perspective. In contrast,
Chapter 7 integrates the chapters together through application to sport
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Chapter 2. Background
This thesis opened with a practical motivation, namely to use spatio-
temporal analysis techniques to deliver elite sport coaches new insights
into their team’s performance. However, not all information is neces-
sarily insightful to coaches. As such, this background chapter begins
by examining team sport from a coaching perspective, and showing
where sport analysis—and by extension, automated sport analysis—fits
within this larger context. The results of spatio-temporal sport analy-
sis, regardless of how deep or sophisticated, are only insightful if they
can provide the coach and other sport practitioners with meaningful
information relevant to their objectives.
Following the high level coaching perspective, the background narrows
to examine the specific sport of Australian Rules Football as played at
the elite level in the Australian Football League (AFL). AFL is the main
application throughout the rest of this thesis. However, the methods
are, in principle, transferable to other team invasion sports.
Finally, the chapter conducts a review of the technological and analyt-
ical developments that have led to the rise of spatio-temporal data in
Australian Rules Football.
2.1 Competitive Team Sport
Sport coaches are tasked with optimising the performance of their team.
In two player games, such as chess, strategy describes the policy that a
player uses to select an action in response to the current game situation.
In team games, the strategy is a property of the team, and the team
action refers to the actions of all team players. Examples of strategy
include: decisions about when to interchange or substitute players (a
decision traditionally made by the team coach), which team member
to pass to (a decision typically made by the player with the ball), or
decisions about how to structure defence formations (a combination of
top-down commands from the coach combined with individual player
decisions about how to align themselves relative to other players).
13
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The coach cannot directly control their players during the game, in-
stead they must teach their players the skills and tactics that they
need. For example, in Australian Rules Football, when the game is in
play, the coach can only communicate with their team through send-
ing out “runners” onto the field to relay messages between the coach
and the players, thus this form of communication is only suited as a
means of feedback to inform future play rather than direct instruction.
Even during training sessions, modern coaching practices avoid direct
instruction of how to perform skills, and instead provide a feedback sys-
tem that allows the players to learn from their own experiences. This
is because directly instructing players how to perform skills leads to
“paralysis by analysis”, particularly when transferred to scenarios in-
volving stress or anxiety [195], and as such, best coaching practice is to
create an environment where “verbal, conscious attention to task rules
and procedures is minimised rather than maximised”1.
For closed skills, such as Olympic target shooting, sport scientists have
run empirical studies to determine the best type of feedback that will
allow the athlete to improve as quickly as possible. For example, in rifle
shooting, an intervention study was performed to evaluate the efficacy
of feedback delivered through visualisations to inform an athlete of rifle
barrel movement, and feedback delivered through auditory sounds to
inform an athlete of the magnitude of their aiming error [143]. Coaches
also provide players with video feedback that displays the player per-
forming a skill superimposed against their past performance, or the
“ideal” performance of an expert. However, comparisons against ideal
performance can be problematic, as players should be encouraged to
follow their own style. One famous example demonstrating the im-
portance of personal style over comparisons to the commonly accepted
ideal, is the invention of the “Fosbury Flop” [14] high jump style which
radically challenged what was considered the ideal style at the time.
In contrast, team invasion games [217] involve open skills [223] tak-
ing place within an unpredictable environment, and the effect that a
1Bruce Abernethy, “Theory to practice - Sports expertise” in Sports Coach, Aus-





player has on the team performance cannot be directly measured, as
it depends upon the behaviour of the rest of the team, as well as the
behaviour of the opposition. For example, standing in the correct po-
sition may deter the opposition from scoring, even if the player never
comes in contact with the ball. A common truism is that the team per-
formance is more than the sum of the individual performances. Sport
psychologists describe a team using factors such as “team cohesion”,2
thus there are properties that are best modelled as belonging to the
team as a whole rather than to individuals.
Traditionally, coaches have relied on a range of summary statistics
(such as number of successful passes) as heuristics for evaluating
player performance. However, relying on summary statistics without
taking into account their context can cause misleading results, as they
do not fully control for all aspects of game play needed to describe the
situations under which the attempts took place. For example, players
playing against a more difficult opposition may find passing more diffi-
cult, but the summary statistics do not account for this. In particular,
as teams may reserve key players for more important or difficult games,
this can lead to confounding effects.
Spatio-temporal sport analysis techniques offer the ability to better ac-
count for the game situations that players find themselves in, thus al-
lowing coaches to provide players with higher quality feedback. Spatio-
temporal sport analysis can also be used as a means to investigate the
team as a superorganism [64], thus allowing the coach to better un-
derstand how the interactions between players affect the overall team
behaviour, and to refine the team playing style based upon this knowl-
edge.
2Matti Clements, “How to get your group to become a team”, Sports Coach, Aus-





2.2 Australian Rules Football
The last section described competitive team sport at a high level from
the coach’s perspective. This section looks specifically at Australian
Rules Football—more commonly known as AFL (Australian Football
League) when played by the official rules at the national elite level—
which is the sport analysed throughout the rest of the thesis. The
purpose of this section is to introduce common game terminology and
structure. As the regulations are revised each year by the AFL Commis-
sion, the 2015 rules will be described for consistency with the period of
the dataset used later in this thesis. Note that a deep knowledge of the
game is not necessary to read this thesis, and additional details will be
provided throughout the thesis as required.
2.2.1 Game terminology and structure
Australian Rules Football is a game played between two competing
teams with an oval ball on an oval field. Each team is allowed 18 play-
ers on field, three interchange players off the field, and one substitute3
player.
Goal areas are at the two far ends of the field, and each goal area is
marked by two tall inner goal posts and two shorter outer posts. Each
team is assigned an attacking goal area at the start of the match, such
that teams aim to move the ball toward opposite ends of the field. Play-
ers may kick, catch, fist, pick-up, and hand-ball the ball to move it
towards the goal area they are attacking. Teams are awarded points for
kicking the ball between goal posts. The number of points awarded de-
pends upon the accuracy of the kick: 6 points for a “goal” between two
inner goal posts, and 1 point for a “behind” when the ball misses the in-
ner goal area and instead goes between two outer posts. The team with
the largest number of points at the end of the match wins. Draws are




Football.4 The results of multiple matches throughout a football season
determine the ranking of the teams, culminating in a finals knock-out
style tournament amongst the top teams to determine the team that
wins the season.
The match opens with a “centre bounce” in which an umpire throws
the ball vertically downward within the centre of the field such that it
bounces up into the air marking start of play, and ruck players attempt
to hit it towards their own team. When a team scores a goal, play is
stopped, and the ball is returned to the centre of the field for the next
centre bounce to restart play. In the case of a behind, the opposition is
given possession of the ball and play restarts with a “kick-in” from the
end of the field. A match consists of four quarters, with a short break
between each for players and spectators. At the end of each quarter
teams switch goal directions.
Interchange and substitute players sit on an interchange bench at the
side of the field. Player interchanges can occur at any time during the
game, although the number of interchanges allowed per game is capped
to 1205 for each team. The substitute player is intended as a replace-
ment in the event of player injury, but is often used for strategic reasons
instead.6
The rules permit a range of field sizes, so each field may have unique
characteristics. The oval shape of the ball introduces an unpredictable
element in the way that the ball bounces.
4To date, there have only been 158 draws in the entire recorded history of AFL,
which represent just 1.03% of all matches. Calculated from 1897-2018 match data
from afltables.com, retrieved 2018-05-21
5Under 2015 rules. http://www.afl.com.au/news/2015-09-03/sub-rule-
abolished-interchange-cap-reduced
6Recent rule changes remove the dedicated substitute player role and instead have
a fourth interchange player to be used at any time during the game
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2.2.2 Comparison to other sports
Australian Rules Football is classified as a team invasion game. Other
games in this category include Association Football, American/Cana-
dian Football (Gridiron), Rugby League/Union, Polo / Water Polo,
Lacrosse, Netball, Basketball, and Hockey / Ice Hockey [217]. Inva-
sion games are distinguished from the other classes of games by their
sophisticated attack and defence tactics as each team attempts to claim
territory from the other team.
In contrast to Association Football (informally known as “Soccer” in
Australia, or just “Football” internationally), scoring events in Aus-
tralian Rules Football are frequent. In contrast to American Football,
the rules of Australian Rules Football do not enforce any particular team
formations or player roles. Thus players are free to adapt to different
roles and positions during the course of the game.7
2.3 Evolution of Player Tracking Devices for
use in Australian Rules Football
2.3.1 Structure
The main sport focused on in this thesis is Australian Rules Football.
However, as Australian Rules Football is rare outside of Australia, this
review also draws on studies across a range of sports and technologies
to ensure an international perspective. For each sport technology, a
short chronology of the rise of that particular technology is provided,
followed by the analysis techniques enabled by that technology. Oc-
7Up until 2018. Rule changes proposed for the 2019 season intend to re-
strict players to certain zones based upon their role in order to reduce con-
gestion (i.e. the tendency for all players on the field to chase after the ball,






casionally, analysis techniques for a particular data type may predate
the technology necessary to collect that data, either through theoret-
ical analysis of hypothetical data, or through manual data collection.
This review starts with traditional sport statistics, and works through to
contemporary technology that continuously tracks every player’s every
movement.
The review finds that as positioning technology has matured, the mea-
surement errors have reduced from orders of meters to a few centime-
tres. As a result, the emphasis has shifted from the technology itself to
how to make use of the collected data. The review concludes with gaps
within the literature that have not yet been fully explored.
2.3.2 Traditional Sport Statistics
Origins of Traditional Sport Statistics
This section presents a brief chronology of traditional sport statistics.
Key dates leading to up to the collection of detailed AFL statistics are
listed in Table 2.1. Full timelines of contemporary developments will be
provided in subsequent sections.
Table 2.1: Timeline of Traditional Sport Statistics
Date Event
1859 Henry Chadwick invents the modern baseball
“box scores”
1897 AFL statistics collected since formation of
Victorian Football League.
1931 Detailed AFL statistics collected by
newspapers
The demands of sport fans for a detailed delineation of sport games has
driven sport data to be collected for centuries. Baseball is particularly
well-known for its obsession with statistics. Henry Chadwick is widely
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credited as developing the modern baseball “box scores” in 1859, which
record “Runs”, “Hits”, “put-outs”, “assists”, and “errors” for each player
in the team.8
Australian Rules Football was introduced in 1858.9 Official game
outcomes have been collected since the formation of the Victorian
Football League in 1897. Detailed statistics for each player such as
“kicks”, “marks”, “handballs”, “frees for/against”, “goals”, “behinds”,
and “misses” have been collected by newspapers since circa 1931 [100].
Analysis of Traditional Sport Statistics
Coaches use the statistics collected during the game for the purposes
of evaluating players. For example, when selecting forward players, a
coach will consider which player has had the highest accuracy kicking
goals in previous games. However, these statistics are limited, because
they do not account for the situation under which the goal was at-
tempted. For example, the player may have been under pressure from
the opposing team to dispose of the ball rapidly, or the situation may
have demanded that the player make an attempt from a more difficult
angle than normal. Furthermore, these types of statistics have the
problem that they may incentivise players to act in ways that enhance
their own statistical record at the expense of the team. For example, a
player that attempts to kick a goal in order to increase their own goal-
kicking statistics instead of passing the ball to a nearby team player
with a better position.
The summary statistics for each player are sometimes referred to as
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), mimicking the concept of Key Per-
formance Indicators in business environments. Both football and busi-
nesses alike suffer from the issue of seemingly valid KPIs that can have
unintended “perverse incentives” [165] if not used carefully. The per-
8M. Pesca, “The man who made baseball’s box score a hit,” 2009.
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=106891539 Ac-
cessed: 2016-03-22




verse incentive issue is a consequence of the principal-agent “incentive
problems” [176] in economics, which deal with the issue of designing
reward systems that align the agents’ (the AFL players) interests with
that of the principal (the coach). The field of Mechanism Design (re-
verse game theory) defines a similar concept called “incentive compat-
ible” that deals with creating reward systems that encourage agents
to truthfully report their situation [212]. In the five fundamentals of
modern football, coach Danny Ryan highlights best practice for KPIs in
sport by using a carefully selected subset of KPIs as a proxy measure of
the team’s adherence to an agreed upon playing style [175] rather than
focusing on any particular KPI itself.
An interesting statistic widely used in hockey is the plus-minus statistic
[116]. This statistic awards a point to all players on the field whenever
their team score a goal, and subtracts a point from all players on the
field whenever the opposition scores a goal. A clear advantage of this
statistic is that unlike the statistics discussed earlier, the plus-minus
statistic creates a rational incentive for all players to honestly co-operate
if they wish to maximise their own individual plus-minus scores. This
property is of importance even when team members are of sufficient
character that they would not deliberately harm the interests of the
team. The plus-minus scores can reveal the subtle influence of play-
ers on the team through invisible unintentional actions or inactions.
For example, a team member may passively deter the opposition from
scoring, simply by their presence occupying a strategic location. Due to
the complexity of team games, a coach, and even the player themselves,
may be otherwise unaware of how these actions are affecting the game.
Unfortunately, the plus-minus statistic is known to suffer from issues
relating to noise [88]. A large number of games are necessary for the
patterns to emerge. For small volumes of data the plus-minus statis-
tic may wrongly accuse players of not contributing to the team. Fur-
thermore, the plus-minus statistic suffers from statistical confounding
effects. For example, coaches may conserve their strongest players for
playing in games against the most difficult opposition. Thus there is
a correlation between stronger players and a more difficult opponent,
which in turn is correlated with lower team scores. This could lead the
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plus-minus statistic to wrongly give low scores to strong players, as it
does not correct for the stronger defence.
A logistic likelihood model that considered both the opposition and the
pairings with team-mates was suggested as an alternative by Gramacy
et al. [88]. However, to obtain sufficient data to fit their model, the
authors of the study assumed the player ability to be constant over four
seasons. Clearly such an approach is ineffective for player feedback
purposes, as any feedback system must track the change of skill over
time, and feed this back to the player with as little delay as possible.
The large volume of data collected on baseball facilitated the rise of
“Sabermetrics”10 introduced by Bill James, which is the practice of
defining “advanced metrics” intended to objectively quantify aspects of
a player’s performance. Many of these so-called “advanced metrics”11
are trivial formulas that can be calculated directly from the underlying
box scores. Building upon the ideas behind Sabermetrics, professional
baseball teams have used economic principles to evaluate the value
per dollar salary that players bring to the team, as popularised by the
book/film Moneyball [127]. Baseball fans have now devised a wide di-
versity of advanced metrics. However, it is questionable how useful
these metrics are for coaches and players. While framed in terms of the
(positivist) scientific method, many seem to be irrelevant from a per-
formance perspective,12 and are perhaps best understood as cultural
products through which certain subgroups of fans choose to express
their identity [152].
One suggestion to deal with the proliferation of metrics is to evalu-
ate them by their ability to predict future game results [103]. Pre-
dictive metrics are of interest to gamblers, and have been studied by
10J. Albert, “An introduction to sabermetrics,” 1997.
http://www-math.bgsu.edu/~albert/papers/saber.html Accessed: 2015-09-01
11For a community list of advanced metrics see https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Sabermetrics&oldid=713461203#Examples inspecting the arti-
cle for each advanced metric reveals that most advanced metrics are defined in terms
of the box score.




researchers under the topic “inefficiency of betting markets”13. Swin-
burne University emeritus statistics professor, Stephen Clarke, has
been heavily involved in AFL prediction, with predictions published on
Swinburne’s website14 to date. Clarke’s predictions use a simple ex-
ponential smoothing filter (moving average with more weight on recent
games) applied over the historic scores of each team [39]. The detailed
game statistics and players lists are not used in the prediction at all.
Despite the simplicity, Clarke’s predictions have been able to exceed
human predictions by experts [39].
In chess, the ELO15 rating system is used as a measure of a player’s
ability. The ELO rating system is purely based on the results of a
player’s past games, and the ELO score of their opponents. Similarly
to Clarke’s AFL predictions that use an exponential smoothing filter to
update a team’s predicted ability after each game, the ELO rating sys-
tem includes an update-step to slightly increase or decrease a player’s
rating after each game. In the ELO rating system, the size of the in-
crease is proportional to the unexpectedness of the win. For example,
if a strong player (with a high ELO rating) beats a weak player (with a
low ELO rating), neither of their ELO scores will change much, as little
information is learned from the encounter. However, if a weak player
beats a strong player, the weak player’s ELO rating will rise rapidly, and
the strong player’s rating will decrease, reflecting the significant “upset”
of the ELO prediction system.
The ELO rating system inspired the development of the “Glicko rat-
ing system”, and more recently, “Microsoft TrueSkill” [96]. Microsoft
TrueSkill predicts player ability for the purpose of finding a fair match
for XBox (computer game console) gamers. Unlike the ELO rating sys-
tem, TrueSkill models a player’s ability as a Gaussian distribution con-
sisting of both an expected value, and a standard deviation to represent
the uncertainty. Bayesian logic is used to update the player’s predicted
ability after each game against an opponent, causing the spread of the
distribution to reduce over time as the system infers more about the
13S. Clarke, “Want to win at gambling? Use your head,” The Conversation, Jun.
2011.
14http://www.swinburne.edu.au/research/our-research/footy-tips/
15Named after Arpad Elo, who developed the ELO rating system
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player’s ability. Whilst predominantly designed for free-for-all games
(no cooperation between players), TrueSkill is also capable of estimat-
ing player ability in team-games, but requires a much greater number
of matches for the uncertainty to reduce.
In summary, the history of sport statistics dates back centuries, high-
lighting the demands of fans and coaches alike for quantitative data on
the game. However, traditional sport statistics suffer from confounding
effects as they do not properly control for the conditions under which
the events took place. Traditional sport statistics are useful for measur-
ing and predicting (as evidenced by betting models) the overall perfor-
mance of the team; however, they often do not contain sufficient detail
to be useful for extracting insights into the underlying causes.
2.3.3 Sport Event Data
The last section concluded that traditional sport statistics, whilst useful
for summarising long-term performance, do not contain sufficient de-
tail to investigate the underlying causes for a team’s performance. Un-
derstanding these underlying causes requires investigation of the char-
acteristics of the individual events (kicks, handballs, etc.) that occur
during a game. However, the rapid pace of games, and the subtleties of
interaction makes it a non-trivial task to collect this kind of data. To do
so requires a carefully designed schema for recording these data. The
historical developments towards detailed sport event databases suitable
for automated analysis are presented visually as a timeline in Table 2.2.
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Development of Sport Event Databases
Table 2.2: Timeline of Databases in Sport
Date Event
1931 Messersmith describes tool to help determine
distance traversed by basketball players, and
notes this at 2 minute intervals.
1958 Donald Knuth writes computer program to
analyse his university basketball team.
1970 Downey designs Notational Analysis system
for manually collecting detailed information
about tennis.
1985 Hughes uses digitised data to compare
performance of squash players.
1985 Jon Patrick proposes CABER project for
design of an AFL database.
1996 Champion Data builds AFL database for
recording time-stamped events for every
transition of the ball.
Notational Analysis is a field of sport science that seeks to quantita-
tively capture the detailed movements and interactions of players in
order to understand and improve player performance. In contrast to
biomechanics, which primarily deals with studies of ‘closed skills’ of an
individual under controlled conditions, the field of notational analysis
includes the study of the interactions of players in team games [104].
One of the earliest [105] applications of notational analysis to sport
was conducted by Lloyd L. Messersmith in 1931 [139], who created a
scale model of a basketball court and a small electronic trundle wheel to
help record the distance each player moved. Observers would manually
trace the path of players on the scale model using the electronic trundle
wheel. The electronic distance measurement worked due to a pattern of
alternating conductive and insulated portions along the circumference
of the trundle wheel, which would create electronic pulses as the wheel
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rotated when a current was run through the wheel and into the base of
the conductive model. Messersmith had observers use the scale model
to record the distance each basketball player ran each 2 minute interval
of the game, and noticed that the distance run during intervals at the
start of the game was slightly further than the distance run during
intervals at the end of the game. Messersmith also broke the distances
down by possession, and found that players ran further in offence than
defence.
In the late 1950’s, Donald Knuth (now a renowned computer scientist),
an undergraduate student at Case Institute of Technology at the time,
served as manager of his university’s basketball team. Combining his
interest in computers with his role as manager of the team, he designed
a system to analyse the performance of the players within the team. A
spotter would observe each ball possession made and relay informa-
tion about how that possession was spent, for example, whether the
player: added value by stealing possession of the ball from the oppo-
sition; lost value by fumbling the ball, resulting in a turnover to the
opposition; or converted the possession into a basket scored. Knuth
then entered these data into a computer via punch cards. The computer
then calculated the estimated value each player was contributing to the
team using a formula Knuth devised. The key insight that differentiated
Knuth’s system from traditional sport statistics was his use of detailed
raw data to infer each player’s real contribution to the team rather than
just tallying the number of interactions they had with the ball. Knuth’s
formula for the “true point contribution” [118] is documented, but the
original program has been lost. No evidence was offered of the system’s
efficacy beyond anecdotal praise from the team coach and a (possibly
coincidental) improvement in the number of games won. A promotional
one-minute video of the system was created by IBM in 1959 and has
been republished online by the Computer History Museum16, but ap-
pears to have gone largely unmentioned in the literature other than as a
historic side-note in the history of computing. Similar systems did not
16[Video] IBM, “The Electronic Coach”, Computer History Museum, 1959. https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhh8Ao4yweQ Accessed: 2017-03-20. Knuth later re-
counts the experience in [Video] Web of Stories, “University life: my basketball man-




emerge until decades later when computing became more accessible to
sport performance analysts.
Much of the literature on notational analysis focuses on racket sport
[106]. In 1970, Downey [62] invented a hand notation system (a set
of symbols) for manually recording the details of shots in tennis, such
as the type of shot, whether the shot was straight/diagonal, whether
the shot was backhand/forehand, and the type of ball spin. Processing
data collected through hand notation systems was cumbersome, so not
well suited for long-term studies. This changed with the introduction of
computer analysis systems, such as demonstrated by Hughes in 1985
[102] for comparing the performance of squash players.
Databases for AFL have been proposed as early as 1985 [166]. For-
mer AFL player, Ted Hopkins, and his partner Angelika Oehme founded
Champion Data in 1995. Champion Data has maintained a detailed
database of AFL since starting operations in 1996.17 The database con-
tains qualitative data (such as whether a turnover was “hard” won from
the opposition, or obtained by collecting a “loose” ball off the ground)
on every event that occurs in AFL. An operator enters the data live dur-
ing the game (under supervision of a “backup-caller”), and the data is
broadcast to coaches, commentators, and media.18
Analysis of Sport Event Data
Sport event data are sparse time-coded events representing transitions
of the game between various states. Some of these states (such as ball
out of bounds) are explicitly stated in the game code, whereas other
states are physical or conceptual (such as being in an open position
out of reach of opposition players). The nature of the sport is such
that certain aspects of the game are virtually unpredictable (especially
in AFL in which the oval shape of the ball causes it to bounce unpre-
dictably). To analyse these data requires techniques that model the
17Champion Data, “HISTORY,” 2016. https://www.championdata.com/index.
php/champion-data/history.html Accessed: 2016-03-23
18Stathi Paxinos, “Why statistics rule,” The Age, Jun. 2004.
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game as stochastic system of transitions between states.
Markov models are a common technique for modelling stochastic sys-
tems, and have found applications in a diversity of fields from customer
loyalty studies through to animal behaviour studies. A Markov model
describes the system as a set of possible states, and specifies transition
probabilities between states. A constraint assumed by Markov models
is the Markov property that requires the transition probabilities to the
next state to be conditioned solely upon the current state, and to be in-
dependent of the long-term past history of the system. Whilst this con-
dition is seemingly limiting, the researcher can often define states so
as to ensure this property holds. For example, if state transition prob-
abilities depend on the last two events, then the researcher may look
for a ‘second order’ Markov model which defines its states as the set of
all possible pairs of the last two events. Furthermore, Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) researchers have found that even when the Markov property
does not strictly hold, it may still offer an acceptable approximation of
the system [202].
In 1996, McGarry et al. analysed squash using a Markov model [135].
Squash has developed terminology for a range of common shot-types
representing the different ways a player can hit the ball to the oppo-
nent (by bouncing the ball off different parts of the surrounding walls).
The researchers chose to use the combination of shot-type and player-
turn to define the states in the Markov model, and tabulated the transi-
tion probabilities to each type of response shot-type conditioned upon
the received shot of the player. Additional states were introduced to
represent the ways the rally could end. The researchers’ aim was to
use the resultant Markov model in order to build a behaviour profile of
the players. However, they found that the transition probabilities var-
ied depending on the opposition player challenged, so were unable to
build a consistent profile over multiple matches. Furthermore, they did
not attempt to validate that the Markov property held for their model;
i.e. that the response shot is purely dependent on the shot received,
and not the past history of shots. The researchers have since provided
an alternative explanation of squash as a dynamical model, which will
be discussed later in the section on Analysis of Spatio-Temporal Data.
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In 2002 Hirotsu andWright created a simple four state Markovmodel for
analysing Association Football [97]. The states were possession (by each
of the two teams) and goal-kickoff (by each of the two teams). Whilst
no database was available at the time, Hirotsu and Wright were able
to derive the probabilities for each transition from game records in the
analysed team’s “yearbook”. The resultant Markov models can be used
to perform “what-if analysis”. For example, suppose the coach knows
how the transition probabilities will change with the substitution of a
certain player. The coach can simulate the game using the Markov
model to consider what-if the player were substituted at any given fu-
ture time. This can be combined with dynamic programming (backward
induction) to find the optimal time to perform the player substitution
in order to maximise the expected chance of winning.
The advent of computer databases containing many past games has al-
lowed researchers to develop more sophisticated models. Forbes’ 2006
thesis [76] presented an 18 state Markov model for AFL. Forbes parti-
tioned the AFL field into three zones, and modelled separate states for
each combination of team possession, pass type (kick, handball, etc.)
and zone of the field. Forbes noticed differences between the transition
probabilities for each team, and related these back to the qualitative
playing style of each team.
Social scientists have used social network analysis to examine social
structures. More generally, the field of Complexity Science deals with
understanding emergent unintuitive phenomena that result from sim-
ple interactions. Researchers have subsequently attempted to apply
these concepts to sport. Duch et al. have applied this to the player
passing distributions in Association Football, and showed that the net-
work “flow centrality metric” corresponds to subjective ratings of player
ability [65]. Cotta et al. analysed the 2010 FIFA World Cup by manually
encoding events from video [44]. Neither of these network analysis pa-
pers attempted to provide predictions; however, they do provide insight
into each team’s strategy. A recent (2018) paper by Braham & Small
[25] claims to be the first published network analysis of AFL passing
structures. The “mean betweeness centrality” metric computed for the
previous match was found (among other network metrics) to be a pre-
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dictor of the outcome of the next match. Furthermore, it was shown
that it would have resulted in a profit if betted on, an indicator that it
contains information not present from other sources. The ability to pre-
dict game outcome with >50% probability was shown to be statistically
significant; however, the betting profit (a strong test of ability to offer
predictive information beyond what is already known) was only calcu-
lated over a single season and not tested for statistical significance.
The depth of analysis made possible by sport event data is an improve-
ment over traditional sport statistics, as event analysis can model in-
game scenarios rather than summarising overall trends. The use of
sport events databases has allowed sport scientists to progress from
small isolated studies through to large studies of many years of game
data. Most studies used a single data source, as merging multiple het-
erogeneous data sources remains an integration challenge. The mod-
els discussed so far have needed to approximate the system to a small
number of states in order to ensure sufficient data about the transi-
tions between these states. Micro-level analysis (such as the physics of
the ball bounce) remains out of reach. Complexity and network science
provide a theoretical foundation for analysis, and can provide deep in-
sights into the nature of the game. However, the predictive ability of this
form of analysis is often weak, so it is difficult to measure the benefits
objectively.
2.3.4 Spatio-Temporal Data
Computer-Vision Tracking in Sport
Computer-vision systems provide a means of tracking all player posi-
tions on the field. The key points of this section are presented visually
as a timeline in Fig. 2.1. For a review of the wide range of sport tracking
technologies available for use in Association Football see Carling et al.
[30].
In 1992, Noble G. Larson and Kent A. Stevens filed a patent for an “Au-
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of Computer-Vision Tracking in Sport
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tomated camera-based tracking system for sports contests” [123]. Their
system uses an overhead camera and simple background subtraction
to detect the approximate location of players. The patent admits the
limitation that it will not work when there is visual occlusion (i.e. one
player is hidden behind another in the video image) of the players. Thus
it will not work well if there are “pileups” as are common in AFL and
other types of football. The system does not have an automated means
of identifying which player belongs to which trace. Thus the patent
suggests that a human operator manually use a separate video feed to
match the traces to the player identities. If visual occlusion (e.g. two
players get too close to each other) causes the tracker to become uncer-
tain about which player is which, then a human needs to resolve the
ambiguity. An alternative suggestion was combining it with “telemet-
ric data” (i.e. trigonometrically resolving the locations of radio signals
emitted from devices carried by the players) to resolve the ambiguities.
Despite being heavily cited by other sport patents, the patent expired
in 2003 due to failure to pay a maintenance fee.
In 1996, Stan Honey (president of SportVision) developed software to
track the location of hockey pucks in order to highlight the puck on
television for easier viewing. SportVision went on to visualise the “first
down” line in American Football broadcasts.19
In 1996, Taki et al. [204] implemented a simple vision tracking algo-
rithm to estimate the positions of all players on the field. Their system
required a human to manually identify the players in the first frame,
and to manually re-identify the players under certain situations such
as if a player falls down. In the same paper, Taki et al. introduced
“dominant regions” as a means to analyse these data, which will be
discussed later in the Analysis of Spatio-Temporal Data section.
In 1998, VideoSports claimed to use its AMISCO video analysis software
to track the positions of players in preparation for the 1998 World Cup
Football.20 However, it is unclear how much manual user intervention
19Candice Shih, “Drawing the line,” 2002. https://www.mv-voice.com/morgue/
2002/2002_02_08.sportvision.html Accessed: 2018-12-13




was required [11]. VideoSports competed closely with Prozone, a com-
pany founded for performance analysis in sport, which also targeted
products towards elite sport teams [183].
In 2000, Delp (from Stanford University) and Loan (from Motion Analy-
sis Corporation) published a paper [58] describing a system that could
combine a musculoskeletal model with motion capture. The motion
capture system used a technique known as “stereophotogrammetry”
to create a three-dimensional image of human movements (such as a
volleyball spike) from multiple camera recordings with different views.
The musculoskeletal model was then used to infer the best estimate of
the underlying bone positions, which may not be obvious on the sur-
face. The vision system required physical ‘markers’ to be placed on the
human to detect movements. Ordinarily, the vision system is used in
laboratory and studio environments rather than outdoor sport. The
motion analysis system has been used to study baseball pitches from
video recordings of the 1996 Olympics without markers; however, this
required humans to manually estimate the locations of body joints from
the video [70]. Low cost alternatives for tracking body positions in out-
door environments have been suggested, such as covering the body with
ultrasonic transmitters and sensors to calculate the positions of body
parts from the distances reported by sensors (2007) [214].
In 2000, Pers and Kovacic described a system for tracking players using
computer vision for indoor sport [169]. The system used multiple cam-
eras for the purpose of covering the entire field, but the algorithm was
primarily concerned with tracking using a single camera at a time. The
authors found that a combination of colour detection and “template”
tracking (detecting features such as edges or alternating colours) gave
the best combination of tracking ability and noise reduction. Manual
intervention was necessary when the system lost track of a player.
Later studies have described techniques for detecting players using blob
segmentation (2001) [15], visualising ellipses of player movement (2005)
[141], tracking players in outdoor sport using a camcorder and the




[208], tracking Association Football games from TV broadcasts (2006)
[21], tracking players from a single moving camera using particle filters
(2006) [56], and hybrids of manual and automatic tracking (2007) [16].
In 2005, SportVU was founded by Michael “Miky” Tamir and Gal Oz
who both previously worked with Israeli military missile tracking tech-
nology.21 22 However, Tamir’s research on military tracking technology
is classified.23 SportVU uses a system of six cameras to track players24,
and was patented in 2006 [205]. Unlike previous systems that simply
use multiple cameras to obtain more complete coverage of the field, in
SportVU, the different camera angles are processed together to infer
the position of players in three-dimensional space. SportVU is primar-
ily targeted at basketball. In 2013, the American National Basketball
Association (NBA) installed cameras in every arena for the SportVU sys-
tem25, allowing detailed information about every player to be captured
and published for coaches and sport fans.
In 2006, Valter et al. conducted a study to validate the use of Prozone to
track players in Association Football under controlled conditions [210].
Players were asked to move at a variety of speeds between precisely po-
sitioned “timing gates” at known locations on the field. The study found
that the system was able to accurately measure speed when running
in a straight line, as demonstrated by a correlation coefficient of 0.999.
However, the system was not as reliable when a short 20m sprint was
combined with a turn, which had a correlation coefficient of 0.950.
Development of sport monitoring devices and associated software is un-
21Z. McCann, “Player tracking transforming NBA analytics,” 19 May 2012. http:
//espn.go.com/blog/playbook/tech/post/_/id/492/492 Accessed: 2016-03-17
22Israel21c, “Israeli company turns televised sport into whole new ballgame,”
2008. http://www.israel21c.org/israeli-company-turns-televised-sport-
into-whole-new-ballgame/ Accessed: 2016-03-17
23Business Wire, “Idea sports entertainment group partners with israeli-based
SporTVu, ltd., to launch patented revolutionary sports production technology,”
10 Jan 2005. http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20050110005651/
en/Idea-Sports-Entertainment-Group-Partners-Israeli-Based-SporTVu Ac-
cessed: 2016-03-17
24STATS, “SportVU player tracking,” 2016. http://www.stats.com/sportvu/
sportvu-basketball-media/ Accessed: 2016-03-17




dertaken by large commercial companies that target their products to-
wards elite clubs. Sport device manufacturers and software compa-
nies try to maintain commercial advantage by keeping the devices and
software proprietary. Furthermore, elite clubs have an incentive not to
share their current analysis techniques, as this allows them tomaintain
a competitive advantage over other clubs. As a result, descriptions of
technology found in academic sport literature may lag behind the state
of the art as implemented by commercial companies and only made
available to those working in elite clubs. Therefore, it has been neces-
sary to identify these companies and closely monitor any publications
originating from them in order to gain glimpses of the state of the art.
Despite a long competitive history, many of the major companies that
offer player tracking for elite sport have been merged into STATS,
LLC26. STATS acquired SportVU in 2008. VideoSports/AMISCO be-
came SportsUniversal, which merged with Prozone, then STATS ac-
quired Prozone in 2015. STATS and Catapult Sports (an Australian
GPS tracking provider, which will be discussed later) agreed to a part-
nership to integrate SportVU with GPS tracking, for use in NBA.27
In contrast to manually collected sport event data that record sparse
events usually relating to key interactions with the ball, video track-
ing technology provides dense spatio-temporal data; i.e. the position of
every player, at every moment in time. State-of-the-art video tracking
technology has matured to precisely track all players on the field, as
well as the location of the ball. Even with inexpensive video recording
equipment, vision tracking is possible, but suffers from issues of visual
occlusion when many players are in close proximity.
26STATS, “Sports technology company,” 2016. http://www.stats.com/about/ Ac-
cessed: 2016-03-17




Development of Geopositioning Devices in Sport
Geopositioning devices such as those utilising the Global Positioning
System (GPS) can be attached to players to track their movements dur-
ing the game. Often these devices contain a range of additional sen-
sors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, and heart-
rate monitors. One advantage of using geopositioning devices instead
of vision tracking is that this method doesn’t suffer from visual occlu-
sion issues. The key points of this section are presented visually as a
timeline in Fig. 2.2. For a review of the range of commercial geoposi-
tioning devices used for tracking athletes see Maddison & Ni Mhurchu
[131], Cummins et al. [50], and Dellaserra et al. [57].
The first GPS satellite was launched in 1978 by the US Department of
Defense. The system has been fully operational since 1995.28 The GPS
system consists of 31 satellites29 in orbit about the Earth. Each satel-
lite contains a high precision atomic clock, and broadcasts its current
time. GPS devices trilaterate their position on Earth based on the time
delays between signal transmission time reported by each satellite and
the actual time the signal reaches the GPS device (crudely, the distance
to each satellite can be calculated as the time-delay multiplied by speed
of light; however, the slowing and distortion of the signal as it passes
through the atmosphere complicates the situation). For accurate posi-
tioning, GPS devices require visibility of at least four overhead satellites
(to solve for their position in four-dimensional space-time)30 [209].
In 1996, William R. Fry filed a patent for a “Sports computer with GPS
receiver and performance tracking capabilities” [80]. In the original
proposed form, the device would attach to a bicycle, and log a range
of sensors including GPS, heart-rate, compass direction, and weather
conditions. The patent has since been assigned to Garmin Interna-
28Australian Maritime Safety Authority, “GNSS navigation and horizontal datums,”
May 2012. https://www.amsa.gov.au/forms-and-publications/Fact-Sheets/
GNSS_Fact.pdf Accessed: 2016-02-25
29US Government, “Space segment,” 2016. http://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/
space/ Accessed: 2016-02-25




Figure 2.2: Timeline of Geopositioning Devices for AFL analysis
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tional, Inc., which currently manufactures “wearable technology”31 for
fitness tracking.
Schutz and Chambaz [180] conducted what appears to be the first [50]
published study into utilising GPS for sport. In the initial study Schutz
considered the use of GPS to measure walker speed. The GPS device
used was a single frequency consumer device, valued approximately
500 USD when the study was conducted in 1997. Whilst the speed
reported using GPS was correlated with true walking speed, the error
was as high as 0.8km/h. Schutz concluded that due to the large errors,
GPS was “insufficient for research purposes”.
Selective Availability is a system where for “national security reasons”
the US Department of Defense programmed GPS satellites to broadcast
an intentionally inaccurate timing signal, with the deliberate timing
errors kept secret from the rest of the world. This degraded civilian GPS,
whilst allowing the Defense Department to correct the errors and use
GPS to its full precision. Finally in May 2000, at presidential order, the
US Department of Defense ended Selective Availability32, thus removing
artificial sources of errors. However, GPS devices still suffer from errors
beyond human control such as timing delays due to the atmosphere.
In 2000, Schutz co-authored a paper using high-precision GPS to in-
vestigate the individual steps of a walker [207]. In contrast to Schutz’s
1997 study, this study used differential GPS, in which a static reference
station placed within 100 meters of the receiver records signals from
the same satellites as the GPS tracker. As both devices experience the
same interferences, the differential GPS technique virtually eliminates
all sources of error, thus reducing positional accuracy from 10m (typ-
ical GPS precision) to within 1 cm (differential GPS). Furthermore, the
GPS device was placed in “differential carrier phase localization” mode,
which solves mathematical equations for Doppler shift of GPS signals
in order to obtain better estimates of speed. Schutz (citing a 1995 sur-
veying textbook) claims that this should allow a theoretical precision of
31Garmin, “Garmin,” 2016. http://www.garmin.com/en-US. Accessed:
2016-02-25




0.02km/h for measuring speed. Using this method, Schutz was able
to detect the small rise and fall of altitude occurring each human step.
Schutz realised that high precision GPS measurements were sufficient
not just for typical speed and position monitoring, but could be used to
explore the detailed characteristics of human movement.
GPSports (now owned by Catapult Sports) filed a 2001 patent for a
device designed for “conditioning and/or training a participant for a
sporting event” [72]. The patent described a device specifically tar-
geted towards training elite players that contained a GPS and heart-rate
monitor. In 2003, GPSports manufactured the SPI-1033, the first “Inte-
grated Technology” to incorporate GPS, an accelerometer, and a heart
rate monitor [57].
In 2003, Cairos Technologies and Fraunhofer IIS demonstrated a pro-
totype for tracking players using a microwave beacon in player shin-
guards. The technology was reported to estimate positions with 5 to 8
cm accuracy [20]. A 2016 evaluation [182] using the RedFIR system [91]
manufactured by Fraunhofer IIS found that it could track the position
of a fast moving football (soccer ball) with a root-mean-squared error of
13 cm accuracy. The system was originally intended for capturing Asso-
ciation Football matches, but Association Football has resisted the use
of technology in official matches, and only allows goal-line technology
(for determining whether a goal has been scored).34
Edgecomb and Norton [68] validated the use of GPS in 2006 for Aus-
tralian Rules Football to measure the distance a player moves. They
found an error of approximately 7%. An expertly trained operator
graphically tracking the player location on a computer screen was able
to achieve slightly better accuracy, but this was obviously much more
labour intensive compared to the GPS device.
In 2011, CSIRO published details of a Wireless Ad hoc System for Posi-
33GPSports, “The sport performance indicator (SPI 10),” 19 Dec 2003.
https://web.archive.org/web/20031219215313fw_/http://www.gpsports.
com/products.jsp Accessed: 2016-02-25





tioning (WASP) [177]. The WASP system allowed tracking players with
0.15m accuracy without the need for GPS, thus allowing the system to
be used indoors and in closed stadiums. This was later commercialised
by Catapult Sports as “ClearSky”.
These technological improvements mean that coaches now have access
to high quality positioning data. However, anomalies and data gaps
are still to be expected, for example it is common for GPS signals to
be lost for a brief period of time. The additional sensors on tracking
devices open up a range of possibilities, for example accelerometers can
be used to measure the impact forces a player experiences when tackled
by the opposition [82, 83]. However, data collection companies claim
that qualitative data about the nature of interactions (e.g. determining
the type of pass performed) still requires human observation.35
Analysis of Spatio-Temporal Data
GPS tracking devices, vision tracking and other tracking techniques
have brought about a large volume of spatio-temporal data. Either
geopositioning devices or vision tracking can be used to collect high-
precision player trajectories over time at a high sampling frequency.
As such, the choice of technology is primarily to do with economic
costs and regulations of the particular sport rather than one technology
emerging as superior in all situations. For example, GPS is typically
better suited than vision tracking for large outdoor fields where it is
difficult to mount overhead cameras or control for lighting conditions,
but can suffer from problems with interference caused by the stadium
structure. Unlike GPS devices, Radio Frequency based geoposition-
ing devices can precisely pinpoint players without the need for satel-
lite visibility, but require beacons to be pre-installed at the venue. Vi-
sion tracking is well suited to cases where regulations prohibit wearable
tracking devices. Due to the ability of different data capture technolo-
35Following a trial of ball tracking, Catapult Sports stated “the reality is we can’t
decide whether that was a kick or a handball.” A. Browne, “AFL scraps smart-




gies to collect similar kinds of data, the analysis of the various tracking
technologies will be considered together under the broader category of
spatio-temporal data analysis.
A recent (2017) review of spatio-temporal data analysis techniques in
sport is given by Gudmundsson & Horton [93]. The review pays very
little attention to the devices themselves so as to maximise discussion
of the analysis techniques used. The review finds a diverse set of tech-
niques, including dominant regions, network analysis, and various vi-
sualisation techniques. However, there is no consensus on which tech-
nique is the best, with little to no validation of the practical value these
techniques provide coaches or players.
Figure 2.3: Heat-map showing positions where a particular player
(name removed for privacy reasons) spent the most time during an AFL
match. The heat near the north edge of the stadium is the interchange
area. Background imagery ©2019 Google.
One popular tool for analysing spatio-temporal data is to create a heat-
map [111]. Spatial data are aggregated by location. A exponential time-
decay factor can be introduced to discard old data, so that the heat-
map only shows recent activity. The heat-map can reveal insights into
which areas of the field the ball moves in, which areas of the field the
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players are covering, as well as any gaps that the player(s) might be
missing. An example heat-map to visualise the positions of an AFL
player is presented in Fig. 2.3.
Inspired by the concept of “equity” in backgammon, defined as “the
value of a position to one of the players”36, O’Shaughnessy applied this
concept to AFL [162] to produce plots of the expected value of ball pos-
session over the surface of an AFL field. O’Shaughnessy showed how
this in turn can be used to produce an estimation of the expected game
outcome conditioned upon the current score, ball position, and the
team with ball possession. O’Shaughnessy’s plots show that the value
of possession increases steeply near the 50 metre from goal line, as
this is the distance that most players can kick a goal from. The value a
player brings to the team can be assessed by how their actions increase
or reduce the expected team score.
Karl Jackson built upon this concept to design the official AFL player
ranking system. The concept is outlined in one of his early papers [110],
and the full details of the completed system are in his thesis [111]. Play-
ers are rewarded points for the value their actions bring to the team.
For example, a player that manages to successfully traverse the ball
through a difficult region of the field where it would usually be lost to
the opposing team will be rewarded highly. In contrast, if the player
handballs the ball to a player nearby without incurring any risk or de-
livering any value, then they will not be delivered many equity points
for this manoeuvre.
In a recent paper presented at MathSport 2018, Spencer et al. [197]
demonstrate that equity can also be used to evaluate player decision
making by comparing the expected outcome (defined in terms of the
change to equity) of a passing decision made by a player to the ex-
pected outcome of the best alternative option available. This has only
been possible recently, due to the need for: position tracking data to
determine the locations of players open for passing to; tracking data
for the opposition team to determine players that might try to contest




the possession; and a model of reachable regions to determine how far
players will be able to move in time to catch the ball taking into account
their current direction and speed. The authors of the paper noted a
weak negative correlation between decision making and score margin
(i.e. teams that made better decisions according to the model performed
slightly worse), which highlights the early stages of this research and
need for further work to refine the decision evaluation model. Players
passed shorter distances than the theoretically better options available
further away. The authors of the paper speculated that this may be due
to obstruction of visibility. In Sec. 7.2, this thesis will offer an alterna-
tive explanation: moving the ball forward quickly does not leave time for
the team to restructure itself around the ball, and is strongly associated
with team spread. Thus players may be factoring in other considera-
tions not present in the theoretical model, such as the disruption to the
desired team shape.
However, the current expected value model used to calculate equity
rankings in AFL is solely dependant on the manually annotated posi-
tion of the ball37 and possession state. While Spencer et al. [197] used
player position tracking data to examine decision making options avail-
able, the underlying equity model utilised to evaluate those options was
solely conditioned on ball position and possession and thus does not
consider the implications of a pass that leaves the team in an undesir-
able formation. Ideally, the modelled state of a game should go beyond
just ball position and possession to also consider the position of players
on the field. Evaluation of decisions should look beyond the immediate
passing opportunity to consider whether this will leave the team in a
good position for subsequent passing opportunities. An example of this
is the work on Expected Possession Value (EPV) in basketball [32] which
provides a mathematical framework for computing the expected points
arising from a possession considering all known information about the
ball and position of players on both teams at a given time (similar to a
stock ticker). Computing this efficiently requires modelling the game at
different spatio-temporal granularities [31].




In a similar vein to O’Shaughnessy’s contour plots of expected value,
Stöckl and Morgan introduced the “isopar” visualisation (a play on the
name “isobar” used in meteorology) [200]. The isopar visualisation dis-
plays contours representing the expected score from any position in a
game of golf. In 2013, they adapted this visualisation for the purposes
of analysing scoring positions in hockey [201]. For hockey analysis,
they used association rules mining to infer the value of positions. The
visualisation revealed asymmetry of goal-shooting positions in hockey,
due to the left/right handedness of the players.
In 1996, Taki et al. [204] suggested the concept of “dominant regions”,
which is inspired by Voronoi regions and Delaunay triangulation pop-
ular in geometry and computer graphics. The dominant regions are
defined for each player as the set of points that they can reach before
any other player. In 2014, Gudmundsson et al. [94] integrated dom-
inant regions into a software tool for providing coaches with strategic
insights.
In 2002 McGarry et al. described sport as a dynamical system [136].
Plotting the distance of squash players from centre-court vs time, they
observed a sinusoidal waveform representing the to-and-fro of each
player as they move out to hit the ball then return to a more neu-
tral position. Superimposing the plots of both players, they observed
that there appeared to be an invisible coupling between the two players,
and measured the phase offset between the two position-vs-time plots.
Through closer inspection of the superimposed plot, they explained how
the characteristics of the plot could be explained using a dynamical sys-
tem model consisting of periodic oscillators, lead-lag relationships, and
damping.
Of particular interest, is the introduction of “perturbations” to the dy-
namical model. In sport notational analysis, perturbations are defined
as events that disrupt the control characteristics of the dynamical sys-
tem, causing it to fundamentally alter it’s nature. McGarry et al. [136]
suggested that players deliberately create perturbations to upset the
status-quo of the rally, allowing them to break the defence of their op-
position. The role of these instabilities in determining rally outcomes
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explains the difficulty that McGarry et al. initially had establishing con-
sistent behaviour profiles for players in their earlier 1996 [135] study.
After Disney acquired the ESPN sports entertainment network, Disney
focused research effort into the automated analysis of sport games. In
2014, Bialkowski et al. (from Disney Research and Queensland Uni-
versity) used clustering as a means of automatically identifying player
roles from position traces [22].
Numerous machine learning techniques have been proposed to exploit
the spatio-temporal data for predicting various attributes of the team
[103]. Grunz et al. [92] proposed that self-organising maps (a spe-
cialised form of neural networks) may be used to model player creativity.
RoboCup is a competition in which physical or simulated autonomous
robots compete in an Association Football inspired competition. The
competition has inspired research into formalising strategy. Of partic-
ular interest is ISAAC (ISI Soccer Automated Assistant Coach) [148],
an automated coaching assistant that analyses logs of the game using
decision tree induction [170] to learn rules and suggest strategy mod-
ifications to improve performance. Beetz et al. [20] suggested that a
similar approach could be applied to player traces of real Association
Football games, and suggested that the the rules could build upon each
other to express high-level strategies.
In 2017, Le et al. [124] were able to simulate expected team positioning
behaviour using team spatial data in Association Football. They trained
an LSTM model (a type of recurrent neural network) to predict the ex-
pected position of defending players given the position of the attacking
team. The expected positions can be overlaid (as player “ghosts”) on a
visualisation of the actual player positions to determine when a player
is out of formation. Preparing data to feed to the LSTM model required
construction of a computational pipeline with multiple sub-steps that
feed into each other, such as data cleansing, determination of consis-
tent indexes for players based upon their role, feature extraction, neu-
ral network training, inference, and visualisation. In 2018, Seidl et al.
[181] applied this to the context of basketball. They demonstrate a sys-
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tem whereby the coach digitally sketches their planed play on a tablet
computer, and the system in turn automatically visualises how the op-
position team is likely to position themselves in response.
2.3.5 Gaps
This section provides a list of gaps identified through the review. The
extent to which this thesis will address each identified gap is outlined
in Sec. 2.4.
Gap 1: There has been a proliferation of sport metrics and analysis ap-
proaches. While it is trivial to compare accuracy of predictive models
for betting purposes, these do not necessarily deliver insight to play-
ers and coaches. As Domingos [61] explains in his informal review of
Machine Learning:
“learners are typically compared on measures of accuracy
and computational cost. But human effort saved and insight
gained, although harder to measure, are often more impor-
tant.” [61]
Which sport analysis approaches provide sport practitioners with the
deepest insights, and how can insight be measured?
Gap 2: Researchers have used a range of different Markov models for
sport, with varying numbers of states defined by various attributes.
However, Markov models used in AFL currently only focus on the posi-
tion of the player with the ball and do not incorporate the position of
other team-mates.
How can the state explosion that occurs from the combination of all pos-
sible team formations be handled? What are the full set of attributes
needed to describe the state of an AFL game (player positions, player
velocities, player fatigue, ball position, time remaining, score margin,
communication received, etc.), and which of these attributes can be
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discarded or summarised while still providing a reasonable approxima-
tion?
Gap 3: Technology has advanced to the point that there now exists a
large volume of high-precision spatio-temporal data. Whilst theoreti-
cally valuable, it remains an open problem as to how this data can be
practically utilised for tangible gains:
• “sensed positional data contains an enormous amount of infor-
mation that must be correctly abstracted to give coaches optimal
support for controlling the competition” [20]
• “Several companies offer the ability to track the position of the
players and the ball with high accuracy and high resolution. They
also offer software that include basic analysis tools, for example
basic statistics about distance run and number of passes. It is,
however, a non-trivial task to perform more advanced analy-
sis.” [94]
• “there is a vast amount of literature on tracking objects from video
and hardly any research on analysing the obtained movement
data.” [94]
What will be the killer app (seminal software that gives value to a plat-




The review identified 3 key gaps: 1) the lack of an agreed upon definition
of “insight” in the sport literature, 2) that existing models of AFL focus
on the ball rather than the team, and 3) there is no open platform
for spatio-temporal team sport analysis. This section explains how the
thesis research questions (defined in Sec. 1.3) contribute toward filling
these gaps (detailed in Sec. 2.3.5). The mapping is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Mapping of Research Questions to Gaps
Addressing Gap 1
Research Question 1—can team-level GPS analysis provide useful infor-
mation to sport researchers and practitioners beyond what they already
know frommanual observation, video analysis, traditional statistics, and
(individual) player GPS monitoring?—contributes toward filling Gap 1
through providing an example of an approach that is useful to sport
practitioners, i.e. that offers insights that can help understand the
game (in contrast to betting models that solely attempt to predict game
outcomes). In particular, Chapter 3 provides theoretical modelling of
the problem in terms of player feedback (Sec. 3.2) and information the-
ory (Sec. 3.3) in order to reason about which types of solutions are most




Research Question 2—how can GPS player tracking data be processed to
extract meaningful team-level insights without compromising individual
privacy?—contributes to filling Gap 2 through considering the team
formation, and not just the player with the ball. Sec. 3.1 provides a full
list of all identified state variables involved; however, the thesis focuses
on the team formation, in particular the team spread. Chapter 5 deals
with the challenge of representing the team formation without revealing
individuals.
Addressing Gap 3
Gap 3 pointed towards the quest to develop a killer app that will offer
sport performance analysts with unprecedented strategic insights into
the game through uncovering patterns previously hiding in the wealth
of data now collected on players. While the work in this thesis is demon-
strated through a minor contribution toward better understanding how
AFL team formations spread/contract in defence/offence (Sec. 7.2), this
is not the main goal of the thesis.
Rather, by addressing Research Question 1 and Research Question 2,
the aim of this thesis is to create a platform that facilitates further
spatio-temporal analysis of team sport. This requires consideration of
the computational pipeline framework (Chapter 4), de-identification op-
erations (Chapter 5), and spatial normalisation operations (Chapter 6)
involved. While the importance of these topics is well established in
the software engineering literature, these details are often overlooked
entirely in the sport science literature. Each stage is designed with
consideration of Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) concerns, such
as permitting sport performance analysts to trace results back to rele-
vant video footage, safely de-identify data when sharing them with re-
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Chapter 3. Modelling
The previous background chapter began with a high level overview of
the game of Australian Rules Football and the coaches’ role in providing
feedback. This chapter formalises both of these concepts as models.
This allows a more precise discussion and analysis of the concepts, and
is an important step towards formalisms appropriate for mathematical
analysis of the game.
The first research question (as defined in Sec. 1.3) asked whether team-
level GPS analysis could provide useful information to sport researchers
and practitioners beyond what they already know. In order to more
precisely formulate this question, the field of information theory [185]
is used to provide a formal definition of useful information and to frame
the role of sport data analysis systems within the larger domain of sport.
In order to prepare for automated analysis of spatio-temporal sport
datasets, it is first necessary to establish terminology to describe the
different kinds of spatio-temporal data. This takes the form of an ab-
stract data model for spatio-temporal data. It is applied to describe the
diversity of spatio-temporal datasets available in sport generally, as well
as the AFL datasets used in this thesis.
3.1 Model of Australian Rules Football
The purpose of this section is to build a domain model of consistent
terminology to describe Australian Rules Football. This allows linking
formal reasoning about the game (e.g. mathematical models of game
state) back to the somewhat looser jargon used by sport practitioners
described in Sec. 2.2.
Formally modelling games requires an understanding of the game state.
Decisions can then be strategically evaluated in terms of how they
change this state. For example, in chess, the game state is the position
of all the pieces on the board, which player has the next move, as well
as other information needed to enforce the game rules, such as whether
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players still have the right to castle1. In contrast to abstract strategy
games such as chess in which the game state can be mathematically
defined, fully describing the state of an Australian Rules Football game
requires consideration of a large number of factors.
To capture aspects of the game relevant to describing the short-term
and long-term state, the official AFL coaching manual [2] was man-
ually mined for terminology, particularly chapter and section head-
ings. These were then reassembled into a domain model as presented
in Fig. 3.1. The domain model is specified using the Unified Mod-
elling Language (UML) standard maintained by the Object Management
Group. Diamonds denote aggregation, the numbers near connectors
represent multiplicity (e.g. a match has two teams, a team consists of
multiple players), and triangles denote generalisation (e.g. disposals,
possession and contact skills are types of individual skills, whereas
problem solving, technical awareness and choice of technique are types
of game sense). When mining the coaching manual, sections within a
chapter were taken as an indicator of a possible relationship between
terms in the section header and those in the chapter header. The devel-
opment of the final model required an iterative process to improve the
internal consistency of the terminology and incorporates minor refine-
ments based on feedback from sport researchers2.
1Wikipedia Contributors, “Board representation (chess)” Available: https:
//en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Board_representation_(chess)
&oldid=880707099#Requirements Accessed: 2019-02-19
2These were senior sport scientists on my current/former supervisory panel. This
information is provided as an acknowledgement of their input, but should not be taken







Figure 3.1: AFL Domain Model53
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This section will approximate the physical systems involved as rigid
bodies. To avoid repetition of the parameters involved, let the kinetic
state of a rigid body be the set of variables required to completely de-
scribe the current state of the body within classical mechanics, viz.,
the position, velocity, orientation, and rotational velocity. Forces are
not included as part of the kinetic state, as forces are transient proper-
ties that only last as long as they are applied.
The information required to describe the current game state during a
match3 includes:
1. The score differential
2. The time remaining on the clock
3. The play state, for example, whether the game is in play, or has
been paused by the umpires
4. Information needed by the umpires to enforce the laws of the
game4
5. The kinetic state of the ball
6. The kinetic state of all players on the field (from both teams), and
the team runners
7. The number of interchanges made by each team
8. The current weather and ground conditions
9. The level of fatigue each player is under
10. Any injuries sustained by players
11. The memory of players: what they have observed, and messages
from the coach
3If modelling the game for the purpose of long-term decision making, then it would
also be necessary to include additional information such as the team ladder position.
4For example, the player must bounce the ball at regular distance intervals, hence
the distance since the last bounce is part of the game state.
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12. The memory of the coaches: what they have observed, and mes-
sages from the players
13. The memory of the team runners: the current messages they are
relaying
As can be seen from the list of 13 game state components identified
above (each in turn consisting of further state variables), it is non-trivial
to precisely describe the state of an AFL game. Furthermore, some
aspects, such as the state of information flows between coaches and
players via team runners, impact upon the game5 but are not publicly
recorded. In practice, it is necessary to approximate the game state to
a simplified representation in order to permit formal reasoning about
the game. In the past, formal models of AFL have simplified the game
state by focusing solely on the location of the ball and which team has
possession [162, 111], but this thesis aims to more closely approximate
the true game state by using player position tracking data to incorporate
the formation of team players on the field as part of the analysis.
3.2 Model of Feedback
Ultimately, the information a coach has access to is only useful if the
coach can transform it into feedback for the players to action. A feed-
back model was developed to analyse feedback information flows avail-
able in competitive team sport, which is presented in Fig. 3.2, and de-
scribed in greater detail below.
Players select actions based upon the context of the situation they are
presented with. The actions of both teams combine through the laws
of physics, as well as the laws of the game enforced by the umpires, to
result in a concrete outcome, such as a goal scored. The outcome is the
combined result of all players. Lames and McGarry [122] discuss how





Figure 3.2: Feedback Model
this interaction process is so involved that the underlying skill is not
observable through a traditional approach, and go so far as to suggest
that performance analysis in team sport is so difficult that it requires a
qualitative methodology. Player actions can be observed, however their
consequences are not always directly apparent (e.g. a strategic pass
may at first appear a poor decision, but later lead to the team scoring
a goal). This is represented in the feedback model as a “Delay” between
when the player actions take place, and the final game outcome.
“Playing Conditions” is also included in the diagram to represent the
weather and ground conditions that introduce unpredictable variations
into the game. Although the laws of physics (to a classical mechanics
approximation) are deterministic in principle, small unmeasurable vari-
ations of weather and the playing surface can cause the ball to bounce
in a different direction, and ultimately affect the final outcome of the
game. Thus, for all practical purposes, the game is a stochastic process
[76].
For long term optimisation over many games, coaches could feed back
the final game outcome to the players as a way of training them how to
improve. However, this is not practical as the sole source of feedback,
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as players would need to experiment over many games to identify the
underlying cause of performance issues. Furthermore, it is not clear
how the coach should assign credit to individual player actions, as the
final outcome is a result of many actions combined.
Instead, the coach uses their observations of the game along with statis-
tics provided by sport performance analysts in order to provide players
with more direct feedback that reflects how the coach believes player
actions contribute to the final game outcome. This form of feedback is
more immediate and actionable than game outcomes alone, as it tries
to explain performance rather than just measure performance. How-
ever, it can be compromised in three ways: inaccurate observations of
the game state, feeding back a measure that does not align with over-
all team performance, or not accounting for the psychology of the way
players learn from feedback.
3.3 Information Theoretic Perspective
This section explains how information theory can provide the field of
sport science with rigorous answers to the following questions, which
were previously only answerable based upon the anecdotal experiences
of sport scientists and coaches: What is the purpose of transforming and
summarising sport data if it cannot create new information beyond what
coaches can manually observe by watching the game? What value does
interactive data analysis offer over pre-defined analysis procedures?
In a single player sport such as archery, performance is easily observ-
able through game outcomes. Whilst there is an element of luck in-
volved, this can be eliminated by averaging outcomes over multiple at-
tempts. In contrast, measuring performance in team sport is an in-
tractable problem, as the game outcome is the result of many players’
interactions. Furthermore, even a minor disturbance, such as a gust of
wind, could influence the game outcome. These issues led Lames and
McGarry [122] to declare classical quantitative performance indicators
unreliable measures of team sport. To address this failure, Lames and
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McGarry speculate upon the possibility of modelling sport as a complex
system, although they suggest that a qualitative approach may be more
practical.
This section analyses the flow of information in team sport performance
measurement from an information theoretic [185] perspective, which
provides a mathematical framework for rigorously reasoning about in-
formation flows. Unlike Lames and McGarry, it does not dismiss quan-
titative team performance measurement as unreliable based upon the
perceived complexity of team interactions; instead, it uses information
theory to reason about the theoretical limits of such an approach. Note
that qualitative approaches also constitute a form of information flow
that must also obey information theoretic constraints, albeit harder to
accurately measure.
3.3.1 Problem Formalisation
The information flow diagram depicted in Shannon’s original paper on
information theory, AMathematical Theory of Communication [185], was
adapted for the sport domain. The adaptation includes game interac-
tion process described by Lames and McGarry [122], sensing, auto-
mated analysis, as well as a simplified model to represent the cognitive
interpretation of visual information. The resultant information flows for







Figure 3.3: Information Flow in Performance Measurement Process
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The chain of processes involved (other than coaching interaction with
the computational pipeline, which will be discussed later in Sec. 3.3.4)
is represented mathematically as:
Know = (Interp ◦ Percep ◦ Comp ◦ Sens ◦ Dyn)(Per f )
Where:
f ◦ g represents function composition of two arbitrary functions f and
g. i.e. f ◦ g = f (g(...))
Per f is the team performance. This incorporates the individual skills,
abilities, and decision making of each player, as well as team fac-
tors such as team playing style, and team cohesion.
Dyn is a function representing the game dynamics that captures how
individual player interactions become game events.
Sens is a function representing the sensor observations of the game,
and any noise introduced by imperfect sensors.
Comp is the function implemented by the computational pipeline that
analyses sensor inputs and outputs game information for visual
display to the coach and performance analysts. The computa-
tional pipeline may contain many sub-components; however, to-
gether they are still only one component of the overall sport per-
formance measurement and feedback process.
Percep is a function representing the coach’s ability to perceive visual
information, taking into account visual acuity.
Interp is a function representing the coach’s interpretation of the vi-
sualisation, transforming a visual representation of the game into
knowledge about the game.
Know is the knowledge of the game delivered to the coach by the system.
This is defined to include both trivial facts about players, as well
as deeper knowledge about the game itself that helps the coach to
predict the results of actions within the game.
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The aim of a computational pipeline for sport performance analysis is
to give the coach greater knowledge of team performance. This can
be formalised in terms of information entropy. Specifically, by looking
at the amount of information about team performance that remains
unknown to the coach. From this perspective, the aim of the compu-
tational pipeline is to produce a visualisation that reduces the amount
of unknown information about team performance.
Formally this can be stated as: given prior knowledge of the sport do-
main, find a pair of functions for Computation and Interpretation, which
minimise the entropy of Team Performance conditional upon the knowl-





H is information entropy, as defined by Shannon [185].
Per f represents the team performance of interest to coaches as defined
earlier.
Know is the coach’s knowledge of team performance as defined earlier,
enhanced via computations Comp interpreted according to Interp
delivered via the chain of (noisy) processes described earlier.
3.3.2 Theoretical Solution
If the intermediate distortion functions were reversible, then it would
be possible to find an optimal solution. The components of an ideal
performance analysis pipeline, and its interpretation are depicted in
Fig. 3.4.
Theoretically, one could invert the sensor readings to obtain the game
events, and then invert the game dynamics in order to find the un-
derlying team performance. As sensor technologies improve, inverting
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Figure 3.4: Theoretical Solution: Inverse distortions.
the sensor data to obtain the game data is becoming feasible. Histor-
ically, only a small number of events were captured in sport games,
such as the total number of goals scored by each player. This discards
much of the game information (such as the time the goals were scored),
thus making an exact reconstruction of the game impossible. With the
development of pervasive sensing technologies for sport that can track
players’ every movement, near-exact reconstruction of game events from
sensor data is now possible.
The challenge, however, lies in inverting the game dynamics to obtain
the team performance from game events. In strategic games, such as
backgammon, it is possible to evaluate human decisions by comparing
to the ideal choice determined by computer simulation [161]. Whilst
AI players can dominate humans in abstract strategy games such as
backgammon, chess, and Go [187], AI controlled sport players6 are yet
to master basic skills within physical environments. As such, there is
no reliable “optimal” decision to evaluate players against, implying that
precisely inverting the game dynamics function is not yet possible.
However, heuristics exist to approximate the inversion so as to obtain
performance from game events. For example, AFL equity ratings [111]
examine the contribution a player makes to their team based upon the
changes they make to the expected score. Note that the current AFL
equity rating only considers factors such as team-with-possession and
position-of-ball, and discards consideration of players without the ball
in the estimation of expected score, so is clearly a heuristic rather than
a precise measure of a player’s true contribution.
If both game dynamics and sensing could be accurately inverted, then




team performance could be recovered precisely. At this point, trans-
mitting the team performance to the coach would simply be a matter
of encoding the performance results, either numerically or visually, for
the coach to interpret.
Shannon’s mathematical theory of communications [185] reveals that
this information can in theory be transmitted to the coach more effec-
tively by designing an encoding structure that takes advantage of the
known properties of the performance signal. For example, if the per-
formance is usually “player 1: normal, player 2: normal, . . . ”, then
one could create a simple symbol to represent all-players-are-normal-
performance, and devise more complex symbols to represent anoma-
lous situations that rarely occur. However, interpretation of visuali-
sations requires cognitive resources which are likely to outweigh any
information-capacity benefits attained through compressing data us-
ing complex visual encoding schemes. In practice, it is well established
in the information visualisation literature that visual encoding should
cater to address the limits of human cognition rather than maximum
information density [6, 101]. This can potentially be achieved using a
framework such as Physics of Notations [144].
3.3.3 Heuristic Solution
An alternative option that bypasses the need to build a full model of the
game is to extract features that correlate with performance. Ideally the
features selected for display to the coach should be independent of each
other, as a set of features that correlate with each other would contain
redundant information that makes inefficient use of both space on the
visualisation, as well as the coach’s cognitive resources to process this
information. The components of this heuristic solution are depicted in
Fig. 3.5.
A simple algorithm for creating such a set of independent features is
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Note however, that Principal Com-
ponent Analysis is linear, so will not be able to detect team performance
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Figure 3.5: Heuristic Solution: Extract features
features that aren’t revealed as simple linear combinations of sensor
features. This heuristic can be enhanced by first transforming the sen-
sor space into a domain where combinations of sensor features are more
likely to correlate linearly with team performance. For example, player
agility may not be obvious from player position recordings alone, but
might become obvious once transformed to frequency space using a
Fourier transform, thus revealing periodic movements—which might be
generated by movements such as swerving between players—as compo-
nents of the spectrum.
As with the theoretical approach, these derived features are then pre-
sented to the coach. The coach may interact with the system in order
to select the features that they believe provide the highest information
content. This interaction allows the coach to improve the efficiency
of the encoding by filtering out signals that do not correlate well with
team performance, as well as allowing them to removing unsurprising
features that reveal aspects of team performance that they were already
well aware of (e.g. from their manual observations of the game).
3.3.4 Discussion
By viewing sport analysis through the lens of information theory, it is
possible to draw answers to the questions set out at the start of this
section of the thesis.
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What is the purpose of transforming and summarising sport data if
it cannot create new information beyond what was present in the
raw dataset?
If the coach had unlimited cognitive resources, then computational
pipelines, from an information theoretic perspective, can not offer any
additional value beyond what is present in the raw dataset, as they can-
not generate new information in an information theoretic sense. How-
ever, in practice, the capacity of the coach’s cognition channels are lim-
ited. The psychological phenomenon of “inattentional blindness” [194]
shows that humans do not have the ability to reliably monitor all player
interactions simultaneously. As such, the purpose of a sport data anal-
ysis pipeline is to extract the features of the game that provide the high-
est information content about team performance, and filter irrelevant
information, thus maximising the value of information transferred over
the coach’s limited cognitive channels.
What value does interactive data analysis offer over pre-defined
analysis procedures?
As outlined in the Heuristic Solution (Sec. 3.3.3), interaction provides
the ability for the coach to customise the data analysis to provide them
with information they don’t already know. Minimising the entropy
H(Per f |Know) requires information that is independent of the coach’s
prior knowledge of performance.
3.3.5 Limitations
Team performance was defined to incorporate the individual skills, abil-
ities, and decision making of each player, as well as team factors such as
team playing style, and team cohesion. However, it is unclear how this
should be represented. It is also unclear whether it is possible to quan-
tify individual performance rigorously within the context of a team. The
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mathematical field of “game theory”7 shows many problematic scenar-
ios where maximising individual utility functions does not maximise net
utility for the team, which may undermine incentive schemes designed
to reward players for individual performance.
Through an information theoretic lens, the main constraint on the pro-
cessing was considered to be the information capacity limit on the
coach’s ability to perceive information. In practice, an additional con-
straint is the coach’s speed of mental computation. Even if a coach has
access to all the knowledge that they need to accurately determine per-
formance in theory, it’s possible that the knowledge is in a form such
that computing the performance from the knowledge could take exces-
sive amounts of computation, well beyond what a human is capable
of. In future, the model could be extended to include mental compu-
tation constraints by combining the information theoretic perspective
used to analyse information capacity constraints with a cognitive load
perspective to analyse the mental computation constraints.
3.3.6 Conclusion
Using an information theoretic framework, this section of the thesis
showed that computational pipelines have a clear role to play in the
sport coaching process, as a tool to provide coaches with the most im-
portant information required to enhance their knowledge of the game.
Conventional performance indicators such as “number of kicks” are un-
likely to offer the coach any useful information, as this is something
that the coach will already have approximate knowledge of from their
manual observations of the game. Instead, the proposed model sug-
gests that sport performance analysis systems should focus on provid-
ing information that the coach has minimal prior knowledge of.
Future work is needed to devise measures for each attribute, and ap-
proximations of each function, in order to provide numerical estimates
of the information gain offered by incorporating analysis tools into the




sport performance process (this is a non-trivial task as it requires both
functions to simulate the game, as well as functions to approximate the
coach’s cognition). Another area to explore is to model the feedback as
part of a learning system where the goal is not knowledge of any in-
dividual signal, but rather stability of the overall system—possibly de-
liberately taking sub-optimal actions in order to learn from them (the
human equivalent of the exploration-exploitation trade-off faced by au-
tonomous agents in the field of reinforcement learning [202]). As future
work, it is also necessary to incorporate computation limits into the pro-
posed model. However, even as stands, the model provided is capable
of providing a new perspective on the value of computational pipelines
within the larger sport performance feedback process.
3.4 Abstract Data Model
The previous sections of this chapter established the motivation for
building computational pipelines for spatio-temporal analysis of team
sport and modelled the game of AFL as well as the player feedback sys-
tems involved. This section will model the types of sensor data available
that could power such an approach.
Traditionally, only summary statistics such as total number of goals
were recorded. However, the advent of sport databases has allowed a
much richer set of data to be collected, such as the time and players
involved in every pass. Recently, the National Basketball Association
(NBA) have installed computer vision technology that tracks the precise
location of the ball and every player on the court. Similarly, AFL players
are also tracked, albeit through a different technological means. In AFL,
players wear tracking devices during the game that have a GPS chip for
tracking position, in addition to sensors for measuring acceleration,
orientation, and (optionally) heart rate.
It is not just coaches that are interested in these data. Sport fans,
betting markets, sport reporters, and sport researchers are also stake-
holders with an interest in the data collected. Each stakeholder re-
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quires access to different kinds of data depending on the objective they
wish to achieve, and their intended method of analysis.
Clearly, the detailed player tracking data available today provides much
more detail than the simple counts that have been recorded historically.
However, what lacks is a consistent language for expressing the detail
and type of data each stake-holder requires, and which types of analysis
the data can support.
Further complicating the issue is that of measurement errors inherent
to the sport data collection technology used. For sound sport research,
it is vital that sources of errors are known so that errors can be dealt
with in a rigorous manner using appropriate statistical and inference
techniques rather than simply neglected [103].
This section presents an abstract data model that establishes the fun-
damental data types involved in sport datasets, with a focus on the
ability to describe spatio-temporal datasets, such as those collected by
GPS tracking devices. This abstract data model is later used to describe
concrete data schemas for specific datasets (Appendix A).
3.4.1 Related Work
In 1946, Stevens proposed classifying measurements as Nominal, Or-
dinal, Interval, and Ratio scales [199]. The scale classification was de-
fined with respect to two competing concerns: transformations that
could be applied to the scale whilst still preserving its essential rela-
tionships (for example, player identification numbers are on a nominal
scale, and can be arbitrarily re-assigned); and statistical operations
that could be meaningfully be performed upon the scale (interval and
ratio scales such as player speed allow taking the mean, but it is mean-
ingless to talk about the mean player identification number).
Stevens’ classification model was revolutionary in its realisation that
qualitative measurements and physical measurements could both be
described on the same scale hierarchy, and both permit sound scientific
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analysis so long as the limits of the particular scale are respected. How-
ever, Stevens’ levels of measurement are not without criticism; in partic-
ular, the limits they place on which statistical operations can be mean-
ingfully performed, whilst theoretically justified, can be overly restric-
tive and unpragmatic in practice [227]. Stevens’ levels of measurement
may not be well suited for certain domains; in 1998, Chrisman iden-
tified that Stevens’ original levels were not well suited for cartographic
measurements, and proposed additional levels for Graded membership,
Log-interval, Extensive ratio, Cyclic ratio, Derived ratio, Counts, and
Absolute [38].
The introduction of low cost positioning sensors that monitor both time
and location has led to the question of how to handle spatio-temporal
data, and the need to distinguish between datasets that merely consist
of separate space and time measurements from those where space and
time are intricately interlinked. Moving object database research [179]
attempts to rethink the design of databases to handle the unique chal-
lenges posed when storing and querying spatio-temporal data rather
than conventional tabular data. Suitably accounting for measurement
errors when processing spatio-temporal data requires careful selection
of techniques based upon the type of data queries performed [29].
In practice, most spatio-temporal data models either: provide full sup-
port for the spatial aspect of the data, with secondary consideration
given to the temporal aspect (for example, Geographic Information Sys-
tems); or focus on the temporal aspect of the data, with secondary con-
sideration of the spatial dimensions (for example, time series analy-
sis). These differences are so fundamental, that in the design of the R
software package “Spacetime”, multiple representations are provided to
deal with the different forms of spatio-temporal data [167].
Sport databases are typically designed for a specific sport. This is sur-
prising, as sport media networks typically cover a range of different
sport types, so one would assume that they could reduce costs by ab-
stracting the common elements of multiple sport types into a unified
structure. Furthermore, sport researchers require consistent schemas
to conduct meta-analysis. The lack of a common structure has made it
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difficult for sport scientists to conduct systematic reviews across mul-
tiple sport types, such as in Cummins et al. [50] where inconsistencies
of speed zones, even within the same sport, were noted as a limitation
of the analysis.
Despite the growing prominence of sport analytics, very few attempts
have been made to construct a unified model of sport performance data.
The Sports Standards Alliance8 attempts to promote a standardised
schema for sport. However, this attempt at standardisation is catered
to sport fans rather than coaches or researchers, and hence tends to
focus on traditional summary statistics. It includes data fields for in-
game events for some types of sport, but support for time dense spatio-
temporal data (such as player position tracking data) is limited.
Motivated by the desire to reduce the burden on clubs to perform cus-
tom data processing to integrate with specific tracking providers, FIFA
proposed the Electronic Performance and Tracking Systems (EPTS)
standard data format9. Notably, the same format is used to support
Optical, GPS, or Radio Frequency based tracking data. As the standard
is specifically designed for Association Football, it includes meta-data
fields for teams, players, sessions, and field dimensions. Rather than
enforcing a specific format for the main tracking data, the standard
provides fields to specify parsing details such as the field separators so
that tracking output format variations are possible while still allowing
all variations to be parsed automatically. While providers are free to add
additional data fields, unfortunately the standard itself does not make
any attempt to standardise reporting of the accuracy of the tracking
data (e.g. the Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) used to report
the accuracy of GPS tracking data).
The W3C Semantic Sensor Network Ontology10 is the W3C standard
for modelling sensor data in an machine-readable format. In the stan-
dard, a platform may have multiple sensors, which make observations
8http://www.sportsdb.org/sd
9FIFA, “EPTS standard data format” https://football-technology.fifa.com/
en/media-tiles/epts-standard-data-format/ Accessed: 2019-02-20




of (real-world) properties. The standard provides the ability to model the
accuracy and precision of sensor readings, and to associate these with
operating conditions. Current applications11 of the standard include
Internet of Things, smart cities and environmental sensing.
Gudmundsson and Horton conducted a recent literature review [93]
of spatio-temporal sport analysis techniques, and distinguish between
event logs containing data points at the time of just key events (for ex-
ample the set of time and location pairs from which goal attempts were
made), and trajectory datasets containing regularly sampled data points
(for example player GPS trajectories). In the design of the R software
package “zoo”, event logs are classified as irregular timeseries, and tra-
jectory data are classified as regular timeseries [229].
As highlighted above, there exists well established theory on measure-
ment scales, there is research directed towards the challenges of pro-
cessing and storing spatio-temporal data, and that there exists statisti-
cal and mathematical work on the proper treatment of errors in spatio-
temporal datasets. The work of Chrisman [38] demonstrates the neces-
sity of adapting existing measurement theory to cater to the subtly dif-
ferent properties that measurement scales acquire when contextualised
to a specific domain. The FIFA EPTS standard data format demon-
strates the ability to separate the representation of spatio-temporal data
from the specific technology used to collect the data; however, does not
currently standardise reporting the errors associated with data points.
The W3C Semantic Sensor Network Ontology provides a general frame-
work for formally modelling sensors and sensor accuracy, which in the-
ory could be used to model sport sensor data; however, unlike the FIFA
EPTS standard data format it has not been designed with the needs
of sport specifically in mind. There exist mathematical models for pre-
cise treatment of errors in spatio-temporal data, but errors are often
neglected by sport practitioners working with real game data, outside
of isolated studies to validate equipment.





This sub-section provides a means to describe datasets in terms of the
sensors that record the data. It bares some high level similarities to
the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (e.g. the need to model
platforms consisting of multiple sensors and to describe the accuracy
associated with each recorded parameter). However, in contrast to the
W3C Semantic Sensor Network Ontology, the focus is on describing the
different types of spatio-temporal data encountered in sport (wearable
position tracking devices, human data entry, etc.) rather than attempt-
ing to provide a machine-readable specification for data interchange of
all forms of sensor data.
A sensor measures one or more sparse parameters together as a func-
tion of one or more dense parameters, for example, a GPS position sen-
sor collects sparse position measurements as a function of dense time
measurements. To distinguish between interlinked measurements ver-
sus aggregation of different datasets, the model distinguishes between
a sensor and a sensor platform. A sensor platform is a collection of
heterogeneous sensors. For example, a player monitoring device may
contain both a GPS position sensor, as well as a heart rate sensor. Mod-
elling these as separate sensors allows modelling the heart-rate sensor
with a different sampling rate to the GPS position sensor. Note that
a measured parameter represents a measurement of some real-world
parameter, not the actual real-world parameter itself. Unlike real-world
parameters, measured parameters represent samples at discrete inter-
vals, and will contain an error due to the limitation of the sensor used.
The proposed model is presented using UML domain modelling notation
in Fig. 3.6.
There are multiple types of sensors ranging from humans (manual ob-
servations entered into a database) to wearable devices (electronic ob-
servations automatically streamed to a database). In some cases, mul-
tiple types of sensors can collect the same type of information, e.g. a
human could manually annotate player paths, albeit tedious compared
to computer vision approaches that automatically track players. The
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Figure 3.6: Abstract Data Model
Figure 3.7: Sensor type hierarchy
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Figure 3.8: Measured parameter hierarchy
model is refined to categorise different types of sensors according to
the hierarchy in Fig. 3.7.
Classes of measured parameters were identified to distinguish between
fundamentally different kinds of unit systems encountered in datasets.
In physics, the theory of relativity shows that space and time dimen-
sions are intricately related, and hence space and time share common
units (e.g. “light-years” describes spatial measurements in terms of
time). However, for the purposes of sport, they can be considered inde-
pendent. These classes of measured parameters in sport are presented
as a hierarchy in Fig. 3.8. Note that each of these types can be either
sparse or dense.
Each of these classes are listed in Table 3.1, along with required meta-
data to describe these measurements. Accuracy is a critical consider-
ation in description of any measurement. Measurements on a nominal
scale, such as Events and Qualitative measurements, require specifi-
cation of the granularity of the scale, in addition to accuracy.
Dense parameters require additional meta-data to describe the regular-
ity of the sampling, as listed in Table 3.2. Sequences identifiers are al-
ways modelled as dense. The accuracy, error, and reliability attributes
listed in Table 3.1 are optional for dense parameters in cases where
the dense parameter is taken as a definitive (e.g. cell size), and error
estimates of measured sparse parameters (e.g. count of players in cell)
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account for any inaccuracies in observation of the dense parameter (e.g.
inaccurate player counts due to ambiguities of the cell boundary).
Table 3.1: Attributes of Measurements
Measured Param. Attribute Example
Spatial Error Radius 5 m error radius
Temporal Accuracy ± 5 sec
Event Accuracy 95% correct classification
Granularity {Pass, Tackle, Score}
Qualitative Inter-rate Reliability Cohen’s kappa = 0.9
Granularity {Easy Pass, Hard Pass}
Count Accuracy ± 1
ID Accuracy 98% correct ID classification
Table 3.2: Attributes of Dense Measurements
Measured Param. Attribute Example
Spatial* Cell Size 10 m × 10 m square cells
Temporal* Sample Rate 10 Hz
Count* Bin Size {(0,10),(10,20),(20,30),. . . }
ID* (Sequence) Accuracy 95% follow correct sequenced
3.4.3 Definitions
Using the proposed model, one can now precisely define the differ-
ence between various levels of spatio-temporal data. The model can
be used to describe either raw data, or processed data ready for visu-
alisation. However, note that transformations during the processing of
data (e.g. summarisation to reduce data, or calculation of new derived
variables) can change the data type.
• Event-Count data: Sensor data dense in Event parameter, and
sparse/dense in Count parameter.
• Spatio-Temporal data: Sensor platform with a sensor that col-
lects any form of Spatial parameter and a sensor that collects any
form of Temporal parameter. (e.g. time and distance of a sprint)
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• Time Dense Spatio-Temporal data: Sensor data contain-
ing sparse/dense Spatial parameter, and dense time parameter
(e.g. GPS trace).
• Space Dense Spatio-Temporal data: Sensor data contain-
ing dense Spatial parameter, and sparse/dense time parameter
(e.g. static heat-map of time spent in each position).
• Space-Time Dense Spatio-Temporal data: Sensor data contain-
ing dense Spatial parameter, and dense time parameter (e.g. heat-
map of recent events as function of time).
The model is applied to describe various sport datasets in Appendix A.
In particular, the model was used to describe the dataset collected by
wearable tracking devices used in this thesis (Appendix Sec. A.1.2). In
applying the model, it became apparent that some relevant accuracy
details were undocumented in product details, e.g. specifications de-
scribing the position accuracy and sample rate, but not how precise the
internal clock was12. An awareness of timing drifts is vital for analysis,
as the distance players can move in a second is greater than typical
positioning related error. This demonstrates the value of the model in
drawing attention to all relevant parameters that could potentially affect
the results of the analysis.
3.4.4 Conclusion
Sport performance datasets contain various forms of spatio-temporal
data. An abstract data model was introduced and associated syntax
for describing the different forms of spatio-temporal data contained in
these data sets. It was demonstrated that the proposed model can
be used to describe both traditional and contemporary sport perfor-
12In the case of GPS devices, satellites broadcast GPS timing information, which
allows a theoretical accuracy of 40 nanoseconds. US Government, “GPS Accu-
racy,” 2017. https://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/performance/accuracy/ Ac-
cessed: 2019-02-20. However when reporting this information accuracy can be de-
graded by conversion issues such as improperly accounting for leap seconds.
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mance datasets. The model also revealed missing error estimates that
are needed in order to systematically reason about the data quality.
3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter developed models to describe the state of an AFL game and
the sport performance feedback process. While of a high-level theoret-
ical nature that require simplification to use in practice, they allowed
positioning the thesis within the larger context of sport. The chapter
also established an abstract data model for describing spatio-temporal
datasets, which was applied to describe the diversity of sport datasets
available, including the player tracking dataset used in this thesis.
Future Work
While the information theoretic framework presented in Sec. 3.3 is not
practical to utilise numerically at this stage, it is included as a founda-
tion for further work and is used to motivate the rest of the thesis.
Specifically, it provides a lens through which to answer Research Ques-
tion 1 – can team-level GPS analysis provide useful information to sport
researchers and practitioners beyond what they already know from man-
ual observation, video analysis, traditional statistics, and (individual)
player GPS monitoring? From an information theoretic lens, it becomes
clear that the role of computational pipelines should be to provide
coaches and sport performance analysts with insights that they cannot
otherwise observe due to the limits of human information and process-
ing channels. For this reason, the thesis seeks to design a platform for
extracting new spatio-temporal insights into the game (see Chapter 7) in
contrast to traditional summary statistics that tend to quantify aspects
of the game that coaches can already observe.
Further work is needed to calculate the information gain delivered by
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introducing more sophisticated sport analysis techniques that can sur-
face previously untapped information from rich datasets, and to study
the extent to which the information gain provided by an analysis tech-
nique correlates with sport performance analysts’ perceptions of its use-
fulness. Accurately measuring the information gain requires more data
than could be accessed for this thesis, but a brief proposal is outlined
in Sec. 8.3.4.
Contributions
1. Structured AFL jargon into a formal domain model of consistent
terminology, and used this to identify variables that form part of
the game state. The full list of identified variables provides a holis-
tic understanding of game state, and can increase awareness of the
simplifying assumptions made by current sport analysis models.
2. Applied information theory to sport in order to provide a mathe-
matically rigorous perspective for understanding the role of sport
performance analysis systems within the larger sport context. In-
formation theory was used to formalise the objective of perfor-
mance analysis systems into a single formula, which states that
the goal is to ensure information is valuable yet not already known
to a coach, and incorporates the need to transmit this over limited
human information channels.
3. Provided an abstract data model that permits modelling both
dense and sparse spatio-temporal sport datasets, and draws atten-
tion to all required accuracy attributes that need to be specified in
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Chapter 4. Computational Pipelines
The previous chapters introduced sport technologies, and looked at
common techniques in the literature to analyse spatio-temporal sport
data. Compared to traditional sport statistics, spatio-temporal data
analysis involves sophisticated modelling to mine the data for mean-
ingful insights. Furthermore, it is common to combine multiple spatio-
temporal analysis procedures together into a computational pipeline:
e.g. a preprocessing stage to correct for field shape, followed by ap-
plication of a data mining algorithm to detect patterns, followed by vi-
sualisation of the results to translate these patterns into a form that
humans can interpret.
This chapter lays the foundations for describing and reasoning about
computational pipelines for sport analysis. Many tools are available
for constructing computational pipelines (e.g. operating systems, such
as Unix, provide primitive operations for constructing pipelines where
the output of one program is fed as input to another). However, an
important criterion for sport analysis is to be able to trace the final
output (e.g. a player rating) back to the source (e.g. the events that
contribute to that player rating in the video recording of the match).
This ability to trace the output of a pipeline back to the original source(s)
is referred to in the computer science literature as data provenance and
is the main property sought after in this chapter.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Definition of Data Provenance
A desire to track provenance of information exists at multiple levels. In
this thesis, data provenance refers to the capture of information, either
prospectively or retrospectively, to allow the traceability of data that un-
dergoes transformations back to the original source(s). For example, a
statement of the form “dataset Y was arrived at by applying transforma-
tion operation T to dataset X”. In contrast, provenance in the general
sense is defined as the ability to trace some output back to the inputs
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that caused it to occur. For example, a coach may wish to establish the
provenance of a goal by tracing back the actions that contributed to it.
The former concept of data provenance can be formalised and solved
through technological means. The latter concept of provenance, is gen-
eral and difficult to formalise. As provenance relates to questions of
causality, at a minimum, it requires a model that can be used to answer
what-if questions to establish whether an alternative value for some in-
put would have impacted on the final output. Attempts to design data
provenance systems to support this more general concept of provenance
have led to it being informally declared “an unsolvable problem”1.
Due to the insurmountability of designing a protocol for capturing
provenance in the general sense, this chapter will focus on design of a
protocol for capturing data provenance in the stricter sense of data and
the transformations applied to them. The purpose of the data prove-
nance system is to establish a foundation that later chapters can build
on top of. Its design is influenced by the higher level provenance ques-
tions that sport performance analysts seek to answer about the game.
4.1.2 Designing for Data Provenance
Data provenance systems can be designed systematically by consid-
ering the use-cases of queries a user wishes to ask of it [24]. Sport
performance analysis can be thought of as a scientific workflow. Thus
designing a data provenance system for sport performance analysis re-
quires that the system can answer typical questions one would ask of
a scientific workflow, such as which years of data were used to produce
a specific graphical figure. It should also incorporate reasoning appro-
priate to the sport domain. For example, if a dataset includes data from
games played simultaneously at different venues, the two games should
be treated separately from each other for data provenance purposes to
incorporate prior knowledge of physical limitations that prevent the two
games from having any meaningful influence on each other. As another
1[Presentation] Jennifer Widom, “Panda: A System for Provenance and Data”,
GoogleTechTalks. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tprA7aOb7Is 12:18
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example, one may be able to treat certain stoppages, such as events
that return the ball to a centre bounce as state resets to decouple them
from past actions and thus make human reasoning simpler due to the
smaller provenance chain. There may also be provenance information
that should not be tracked. For example, there may be a restriction that
for player privacy, it should not be possible to trace information back
to individual players (Chapter 5). In such a case, the data provenance
foundations need to be designed to capture provenance information to
support the questions one wishes to ask, while being able to reason
with partial data due to the need to hide certain details of how the data
were derived.
4.1.3 Data Provenance Protocols
This section provides an overview of data provenance systems and rep-
resentations proposed in the literature. It identifies W3C PROV [147]
as influential in standardising the core concepts needed to represent
provenance information. Recent developments attempt to increase the
ease and level of detail with which one can capture provenance infor-
mation.
2005
Simmhan et al. [188] provide a taxonomy for describing data prove-
nance systems in terms of “use of provenance”, “subject of prove-
nance”, “provenance representation”, “storing provenance” and “prove-
nance dissemination”. They outline multiple needs for provenance,
including: estimating data quality; auditing; ability to replicate pro-
cesses with updated inputs; attribution to ensure proper citation or for
compliance with intellectual property laws; and informational reasons
to allow querying the provenance to help understand the data, or to
search out datasets that were produced in a particular manner (for ex-
ample, when conducting a meta-review, one might limit their search
to datasets that comply with a certain methodological requirements,
such as having a randomised control). While their taxonomy considers
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the representation of provenance information, surprisingly their paper
does not consider how the representation of provenance information
relates to the representation of the underlying workflow. Nevertheless,
many of the systems they surveyed used, either explicitly by design
or implicitly through dependencies, a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to
represent the workflow, coupled with a provenance system that either
eagerly produces provenance information upon execution of the work-
flow (i.e. provenance metadata is produced as an additional artefact
alongside the other data transformations), or lazily allows determina-
tion of provenance after execution by inverting transformations (invert-
ing transformations requires that they are analysable, thus most of the
work for inverting transformations focuses on inverting standard SQL
queries rather than arbitrary code).
2006
Bowers et al. [24] describe a provenance capture format and query
mechanism for the “Kepler” scientific workflow system. They introduce
the Read, Write, State-Reset (RWS) provenance model, a minimalis-
tic system for capturing provenance while allowing complex workflows
such as those that involve sliding time windows and recursion. Log-
ging groups (called “firings” in their paper) of reads and writes allows
tracking data dependencies. Explicit state-resets prevent implicit de-
pendency on all previous inputs. They utilise Datalog (a specialisation
of the logic programming language Prolog) to reason about provenance
and allow reconstruction of DAGs describing data provenance from the
event log. They distinguish their work from existing systems by the fo-
cus on general purpose scientific workflows (as opposed to the existing
database literature) and focus on “user-oriented” queries (suggesting
the queries a user wishes to perform can be used as use-cases to drive
the design of a suitable schema for capturing provenance).
2008
Wang et al. [216] implement a system for data provenance of geospa-
tial datasets, intended for use with Geographic Information Systems
(GIS). As working with geospatial datasets typically involves integrat-
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ing many different datasets from different sources whilst at the same
time requiring knowledge of the accuracy of the resultant dataset, the
demands of GIS have been one of the early motivations for data prove-
nance, with GIS provenance meta-databases emerging as early as 1991.
While Wang et al. only provide a course-grained model of provenance,
they note some unique characteristics of data provenance for spatial
datasets, specifically that provenance can be limited to spatial bounds,
demonstrated through the example that a rainfall data error for one
city is not likely to undermine an analysis that involves rainfall data
of a city in another state, even if they are both derived from the same
country-wide rainfall dataset.
2010
Ikeda & Widom [108] implement a data provenance system, motivated
by the need to debug complex analysis pipelines, and to allow re-
computation of the affected elements when data errors are discovered.
They describe two primitive data operations that a data provenance
system should support: backward tracing (which inputs contributed to
a given output element? ), and forward tracing (which outputs are influ-
enced by a given input element? ). These primitive operations can be
combined to support data refresh (i.e. backward tracing an output
value to the inputs that contributed to it, then recomputing the output
using updated input values). In Jennifer Widom’s Google tech talk, she
opines that after her three attempts at designing a provenance system
“I actually have a fairly strong opinion about the area of data prove-
nance, which is that you’re never going to solve it. It’s an unsolvable
problem. There is never going to be a general framework”2 on the basis
that, much like data integration, data provenance is too general for any
one-size-fits-all solution.
2011
The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) [90] is a set of guidelines/s-
tandards for data provenance that have gained prominence as a means
2[Presentation] “Panda: A System for Provenance and Data”, GoogleTechTalks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tprA7aOb7Is 12:18
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of archiving social science data to facilitate reuse. In a recent talk at
the Australian Research Data Provenance (RDP) Interest Group, Steve
McEachern explains how the DDI standard has come to be “used by
about 90 different countries [particularly OECD countries], [and used
by] the World Bank and World Health Organisation”3. Despite modern
questionnaires being conducted electronically, a large effort is currently
required to convert documentation produced by the survey tool into a
standardised form used by DDI [211]; this is particularly problematic
because provenance information is lost when researchers use scripts
(e.g. written in R) to transform their dataset without consideration of
how to also transform the survey metadata. However, the C2Metadata4
project aims to bridge this gap by parsing common scripting languages
used in the social sciences, to analyse the transformations and create
a metadata pipeline that mirrors the data pipeline.
2012 - 2015
PROV [147] is the W3C standard proposed for provenance informa-
tion on the Web. It models provenance using the concepts of Entities
(data/artefacts), Activities (processes, whether manual or automated,
that produce or derive new entities), and Agents (the person or system
responsible for carrying out the activities), shown in Fig. 4.1. The focus
of the PROV standard is on simplicity (while allowing extensibility for
aspects that it cannot capture appropriately) and interoperability be-
tween different provenance systems. As PROV activities (processes) are
a “generic concept”, it is easy to model provenance as part of systems
that require manual human input. However, it also means that PROV
activities are not necessarily reproducible.
2016
Regalia et al. [173] propose the VOLT language to add provenance on
3Presentation: Steve McEachern (Director, Australian Data Archive), 2017, “Man-
aging provenance in the Social Sciences: The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI)”
in “Provenance and Social Science data - 15 Mar 2017” https://youtu.be/
elPcKqWoOPg?t=12m24s. Presented at the Australian Research Data Provenance
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Figure 4.1: Concepts in PROV, copied without modification from
https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-o-20130430/
top of SPARQL (the W3C standardised query language for semantic
databases). VOLT works as a proxy, that dynamically generates de-
rived properties on demand, then queries the result using standard
SPARQL as if the properties had been manually defined. Furthermore
it captures provenance. It is demonstrated with a case study of spatial
queries to dynamically generate compass direction relations between
nearby locations (e.g. A is east of B). This is both more accurate and
storage efficient than manually defining the compass direction between
every possible pair of locations. The system supports provenance in two
ways. Firstly, all queries run are serialised as an abstract syntax tree
along with their outputs and stored in a temporary results graph or per-
sistent output graph. This allows the framework to determine whether
a cached result is still valid, or whether the inputs have changed and
it needs to be recomputed. The user can also perform queries over the
results graph itself to query the provenance of a result stored in the
results graph (such as which data sources were used, or which func-
tions the query depended on). Secondly, functions in VOLT optionally
support collection of additional metadata that help the user understand
how the result was computed. The authors of VOLT provide the example
that an operation to sum up attributes frommultiple geographic regions
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would also capture the combined geographic region involved in the cal-
culation as well as any overlap between regions. The user can visualise
this metadata to as a form of assurance that the query was calculated as
expected (e.g. if visualising the overlap between regions reveals signifi-
cant overlapping area, this may indicate unintentional double counting
when summing up attributes from these regions).
D. Wu, L. Zhu (Data61), et al. [224] describe “Pipeline61”, a tool for
constructing and managing pipelines that contain components that are
implemented in different big data frameworks and data stores. While
not the main focus of their article, their pipeline is also designed to
capture data provenance in a manner that integrates with the need for
dependency management and version control of components.
To do this, they capture an execution trace, a dependency tree and a data
snapshot. The execution trace captures a DAG of the pipeline each exe-
cution. Capturing a separate DAG each execution allows version control
of the pipeline itself to deal with configuration changes such as addi-
tional inputs or different versions of components. The execution trace
itself does not include data or source code, so the cost of capturing
a complete DAG each execution is minimal. The dependency tree cap-
tures the dependencies of each component: the environment it depends
on, the path to the component source code, and the executions it was
used on. The description of the environments is constrained to a set of
prespecified labels such as SparkPipe or ShellPipe which are supported
by Pipeline61. In their example, the source code of the component is
assumed to be a single file, so it is unclear how one would represent
components with dependencies on specialised libraries or components
that share code with each other. The tracking of the executions the
component was run on as part of the dependency tree appears to be
redundant considering that this information is also in the execution
traces (perhaps the authors intended it as a view rather than a capture
of duplicate information); however, exposing this information helps re-
gression test new components against real inputs and outputs fed to
the previous version of the component in production. The data snap-
shot captures all inputs to each version of a component, the output,
and the execution state (i.e. whether there were any errors). The data
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captures themselves are identified by the component, component ver-
sion, and execution trace ID. The use of execution trace ID as part of the
data capture ID would seem to prevent the ability to perform an incre-
mental build that can reuse the output of initial stages of the pipeline
that haven’t changed (perhaps the authors desired the entire pipeline
to be rerun each execution due to non-pure5 functions in the pipeline
that may generate a different output for the same inputs, interact with
an external system, or produce errors6 that resolve themselves after
restarting the process).
2017 – 2019
As W3C PROV can be tedious and error-prone to generate, Moreau et
al. [146] describe a templating system to generate valid W3C PROV
statements. The templates are expressed as PROV documents contain-
ing variables as placeholders. This simplifies the process of modifying
an application to output provenance information, as all the application
needs to generate is a mapping that binds template variables to values.
These bindings are then used by the templating system to expand the
templates into full PROV statements (or can be left as is in compressed
form).
Stamatogiannakis et al. [198] describe PROV2R, a tool for capture of
provenance information on systems where one is using off-the-shelf
software, and does not have the ability/resources to modify the soft-
ware itself to output provenance information. This is achieved by run-
ning the whole system within an emulated machine using PANDA [60],
which captures a re-playable snapshot of the system along with a log of
all non-deterministic operations. These logs can then be replayed with
taint-tracking at the desired granularity to determine which inputs af-
fect which outputs. The resultant logs can be exported to W3C PROV
and queried.
5“purity” is used in the sense of the functional programming paradigm. I.e. a “pure”
function is like amathematical function that has no effect other than returning a value
in contrast to a “non-pure” function that has side-effects that alter the program state.
6e.g. errors could result from race conditions in poor concurrent programming
implementations, or be induced by spontaneous hardware faults such as “soft errors”
arising from ionising radiation
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4.1.4 Computational Pipelines that Capture Prove-
nance
For human interpretation, data processing workflows are commonly
represented as a flowchart showing the data inputs, processes that
operate on them, and final outputs of the system. For purposes of
workflow automation (i.e. allowing machines to automatically execute
the workflow) the data processing flowcharts are typically formalised
as a graph (also known as a network) data-structure [24, 224]. Nodes
(also known as vertices) are used to represent inputs and processes,
and edges (also known as arcs) are used to represent the flow of data
between each process. The edges are directed to represent the direction
of data flow (the input dependencies of a processes are in the reverse
direction to the data flow). Under the assumption that there are no
cyclic dependencies (i.e. an output that (indirectly) depends on itself),
the graph is said to be a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). An example work-
flow (pipeline) for computing a sport player’s goal accuracy is provided
in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Example of a simple data processing workflow flowchart
(formally, a directed acylcic graph)
Optionally, additional nodes can be introduced to represent the inter-
mediate data output of each process. Under this representation, there
are two types of nodes: data nodes and process nodes, with chains
that alternate data, process, data, process, etc. While this form is more
cumbersome to write, it can help with formalisation. This is similar to
the notation used by Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs). An example pipeline
marking these intermediate data outputs is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a simple data processing workflow with inter-
mediate outputs explicitly shown
While such pipelines are sufficient for describing processes, or in some
cases automating them, it is also necessary to consider the description
of the processes themselves. Assuming the process can be precisely
described as written software (as opposed to a task that a human per-
forms), then there is a need to track the version of the software used,
as well as the environment that it requires. While in principle, software
source code should unambiguously describe the actions it performs, in
practice source code may have complex dependencies and assumptions
about the environment that need to be met in order to build it into an
executable. As the provenance of data depends critically upon the pro-
cesses that are applied to it, capturing the provenance of the software
is a prerequisite for capturing the full provenance of the data. In the
software engineering community, the ability to reproduce the generated
executable byte-for-byte from the software source code is known as a
“reproducible build”. While many mainstream software packages do
not offer reproducible builds7, certain security focused software such
as the IP anonymisation network Tor and the encrypted messaging app
Signal8 offer fully reproducible builds9.
However, reproducible builds only concern themselves with deriving
software from source code. It is left to the user to manage provision
of inputs and outputs to the resultant software artefact. Note however,
7E.g. the GNU/Linux Operating System distribution Debian notes that “Repro-
ducible builds of Debian as a whole is still not a reality”. https://wiki.debian.
org/ReproducibleBuilds. Accessed: 2019-01-19
8Blog: Signal, 2016, “Reproducible Signal builds for Android”. https://signal.
org/blog/reproducible-android/
9A short history of open source software supporting reproducible builds is main-
tained by Wikipedia Contributors, “Reproducible builds”. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Reproducible_builds Accessed: 2019-01-16
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that code and data are equivalent. A Turing machine, a mathematical
model for describing computations, takes data on a (theoretically infi-
nite) tape as its input, but can also be used to execute or manipulate a
program on the tape as if it were data. Similarly, inputs that are suppos-
edly data, may actually function as code10, a fact that malicious users
often take advantage of in order to execute arbitrary computations.
Development of reproducible build tools has focused of code transfor-
mations while ignoring the user supplied data inputs and outputs of
the resultant program. In contrast, development of data provenance
frameworks has focused on the flow of data inputs through data pro-
cessing pipelines with little attention to capturing the provenance of
the software itself that makes up the pipelines. However, the equiva-
lence of code and data means that reproducible builds and data prove-
nance capture are equivalent problems which can be unified into a sin-
gle framework. A simple example to demonstrate the equivalence of data
provenance capture to reproducible builds, is presented in Fig. 4.4.
On the left of Fig. 4.4 is an illustrative example of a code build process
(the example is of compiling a program written in the C programming
language; however, the programming language being used is immate-
rial here). The source code undergoes a series of compilations and link-
age steps. At each stage an external program (part of the C compiler
toolchain) transforms the code into an alternative form, typically with
the goal of bringing high level code written by human software devel-
opers into a machine interpretable form. There are a range of build
automation tools available, but conventionally one would use a Make11
script.
On the right of Fig. 4.4 is an example of a simple data processing
pipeline. The data undergoes a series of extraction and analysis steps
that transforms the data into an alternative form. At each stage an ex-
10For example, the blog “Accidentally Turing-Complete” contains a list of data
processing systems (such as templating engines) that have been proven Tur-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of code build pipeline (left), and data process-
ing pipeline (right). Source code artefacts are coloured blue, executable
programs are coloured green, and datasets are coloured yellow. The
distinction between source code, executable programs, and data is by
convention (i.e. source code and executables are just specialised forms
of data, but conventionally treated differently to datasets)
ternal program (e.g. bundled within a statistical analysis suite) trans-
forms the data into an alternative form, typically with the goal of brining
raw data (often machine collected) into a higher level form interpretable
by human data analysts.
There are similarities between the code build process and the data pro-
cessing pipeline:
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1. While the build process operates on source code rather than
datasets, source code is just a form of structured data. Further-
more, when operated on by a sufficiently sophisticated analysis,
datasets themselves can act as source code. For example, if the
dataset is processed by an inference engine, such as by converting
facts in the dataset to statements in the Prolog logic programming
language (which is Turing complete, i.e. capable of expressing ar-
bitrarily complex programs), then the dataset functions as a form
of source code.
2. The final output of the build process is instructions interpretable
by a machine. The final output of the data processing pipeline is
information interpretable, or sometimes directly actionable, by a
human.
Note how these two tools may be unified to form amore complete picture
of data provenance. Data processing pipelines track the flow of data
acted upon by external executable programs (data preprocessor, statis-
tical analyser, etc.). Reproducible build tools can be used to capture the
full details of the build process used to arrive at these executable pro-
grams, including the recursive dependencies of the build such as the
C preprocessor, C compiler, etc.12 In theory, reproducible builds tools
could also be used to construct complex data processing pipelines by
tracking the user supplied data sources as dependencies of an ad-hoc
build that is executed whenever a user runs an analysis on a data in-
put. For example, the data processing pipeline on the right of Fig. 4.4
could in theory be represented as a reproducible build in the same way
as software, the only limitations are that current reproducible build
tools have not been designed to support this use case, thus the syntax
for describing the build is awkward when one wants to perform quick
ad-hoc analysis rather than reusable software.
12In practice, C compilers such as GCC are bootstrapped using an existing (possibly
older) C compiler. However, in principle, all computations could be described using a
small core of primitive concepts such as lambda calculus.
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Data Structures
This provenance information can be captured through triples (3-tuples):
([Data input hash], Executable hash, [Data output hash])
Optionally, these can be extended to an n-tuple to include auxiliary in-
formation such as timestamps. However, timestamps are not strictly
necessary, as reconstruction of the execution graph allows sequencing
the operations according to a partial ordering. Other auxiliary infor-
mation one might want to capture includes system state that may help
to with auditing if the execution is performed erroneously. However, for
clarity of the provenance information, it will be assumed that the execu-
tion can be carried out correctly, for example by distributing the same
computation out to independent computation nodes for validation13.
Query of Provenance using Capture Log
Capture of this information is enough to reconstruct the entire work-
flow graph and use it to query for provenance information. For example,
given an output (such as “output.csv”), and a full capture of the prove-
nance triples, the provenance graph can be reconstructed to determine
the inputs that contributed to “output.csv”. If intermediate results are
lost, they can be recomputed from the original inputs. An example
workflow is provided in Fig. 4.5. Note that the “Client” in the diagram
(e.g. analysts within the sport team), can trace the full provenance for
confidential data (e.g. to re-identify individual players), whereas the “AI
Service Provider” (e.g. external researchers working with sample de-
identified data) can never see the confidential data (i.e. they only have
a partial view of the system).
13For example, in order to ensure smart-contracts are carried out correctly, the
Ethereum blockchain runs the same calculation within a (highly optimised) virtual
machine on every node on the network to obtain a consensus. This allows strong guar-
antees that the computation was performed correctly. However due to the high redun-
dancy of having every node run the same operation, this method is only appropriate
for small computations. “A Next-Generation Smart Contract and Decentralized Ap-
plication Platform” https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper. Ac-
cessed: 2019-01-16
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Figure 4.5: Sample Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for machine learning
pipeline. Note the similarity of code artefacts (blue, green) and data
artefacts (yellow). This suggests that the goal of achieving reproducible
machine learning pipelines is equivalent to the problem of reproducible
builds.
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Relevance to Sport
The value of having data structures to represent the computations per-
formed in the form of a capture log, is that this allows queries to be
run over the capture log to answer different data provenance questions.
Specifically, in the context of sport, those data provenance queries
would be questions of relevance to a sport performance analyst, such as
“which years of game data were used to generate this analysis output?”
Ultimately, the motivation for exploring computational pipelines and
data provenance in this thesis, is to support the questions that sport
coaches and practitioners would want to ask. This also includes sur-
rounding questions that a sport performance analyst may need an-
swered to verify the correctness of information. The next section of
this thesis elaborates on what kinds of sport related questions could be
expected, as well as the human-computer interface concerns that need
to be considered to ensure that the results can be interpreted by sport
practitioners.
4.2 Data Provenance for Sport
This section of the thesis relates to the (draft) publication Andrew J. Sim-
mons et al. “Data Provenance for Sport”. In: arXiv e-prints (2018). arXiv:
1812.05804. An authorship statement for the paper can be found in
Appendix F.
4.2.1 Abstract
Data analysts often discover irregularities in their underlying dataset,
which need to be traced back to the original source and corrected. Stan-
dards for representing data provenance (i.e. the origins of the data),
such as the W3C PROV standard, can assist with this process; how-
ever, they require a mapping between abstract provenance concepts and
the domain of use in order to apply them effectively. This section pro-
poses a custom notation for expressing provenance of information in the
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sport performance analysis domain, and maps the proposed notation
to concepts in the W3C PROV standard where possible. It evaluates the
functionality of W3C PROV (without specialisations) and the VisTrails
workflowmanager (without extensions), and finds that as is, neither are
able to fully capture sport performance analysis workflows, notably due
to limitations surrounding capture of automated and manual activities
respectively. Furthermore, their notations suffer from ineffective use
of visual design space, and present potential usability issues as their
terminology is unlikely to match that of sport practitioners. These find-
ings suggest that one-size-fits-all provenance and workflow systems are
a poor fit in practice, and that their notation and functionality need to
be optimised for the domain of use.
4.2.2 Introduction
Sport performance analysis involves a combination of manual annota-
tion of video, automatable derivation of performance statistics from the
annotations, and ad-hoc interplay of manual and automated processes
to refine data and define new metrics. The competitive nature of sport,
and the explosion of available data captured by in-game sensors, has
led to demand for increasingly sophisticated forms of analysis. How-
ever, without some form of data provenance describing all processes
and data sources used in the derivation of the final performance statis-
tic, there is limited ability to reproduce the analysis, nor to audit the
process for human error, software bugs, or data entry errors that may
have affected the result.
Sec. 4.2.3 provides a motivating scenario inspired by real challenges
faced by sport performance analysts, and highlights the need for data
provenance to audit and reproduce the processes. The pain points ex-
pressed in the motivating scenario are used to elicit requirements, that
form the basis for our proposed provenance notation optimised for sport
performance analysis.
Sec. 4.2.4 reviews the W3C PROV standard and existing workflow man-
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agement systems such as VisTrails. Sec. 4.2.5 introduces our proposed
notation.
Sec. 4.2.6 evaluate the functionality, notational effectiveness, and us-
ability of existing tools for the description and capture of data prove-
nance, specifically the W3C PROV standard and the VisTrails workflow
manager. Finally, Sec. 4.2.7 identifies shortcomings of existing sys-
tems, and Sec. 4.2.8 concludes with recommendations on how to bridge
the language gap between abstract provenance concepts and the sport
performance domain.
4.2.3 Motivating Scenario
Consider Ellie, a high performance sport performance analyst for an
Australian Rules Football team, who wants to test a new player evalua-
tion metric.
Physical Provenance Scenario
Ellie begins by annotating video footage of past games using a timeline
annotation tool, such as Sportscode14. From the centre bounce (start
of play), Player 3 taps the ball to Player 12, who kicks it to Player 7, who
scores a goal. As per the laws of the game, after the goal, the ball is
returned to the centre of the field for the next centre bounce.
Upon annotating the video footage from all past games, Ellie decides to
investigate one of the goals in more detail. For example, she might want
to investigate goal assists that led to scoring the goal (assume that the
club does not already have a custom label to represent the set of goal
assists). While she can rewatch the video footage, ideally she would like
to be able to extract an abstract representation of the provenance of the
goal (i.e. how the goal came to be) using the data that she has coded
in order to allow her to efficiently investigate a large number of cases
14https://www.hudl.com/elite/sportscode
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without needing to rewatch the footage.
Within her timeline tool, Ellie is able to search for a goal and scan back
in time to see the possession chain; however, her timeline is cluttered
with additional annotations such as the medical team’s annotation of
an on-field injury to Player 3’s knee during the centre bounce. While
she can hide certain event types, she cannot instruct her timeline tool
to automatically hide everything that did not contribute to the goal, as
her timeline tool has no concept of how events are connected to each
other. Furthermore, she sees events prior to the centre bounce and
after the goal, as her timeline tool does not recognise that these events
reset the game state.
Workflow Provenance Scenario
Ellie’s timeline tool allows her to qualitatively analyse specific events
through the medium of video, but does not provide a way for her to
directly compute custom metrics from her annotations. To do so, she
exports her timeline annotations to an intermediate format (e.g. CSV),
so that she can statistically analyse the data using an external analysis
tool (e.g. Microsoft Excel).
Prior to conducting the analysis, Ellie de-identifies the exported anno-
tation data by substituting player identifiers with anonymised codes.
This allows her to collaborate on the analysis with external researchers
who for privacy reasons should not be given access to identifiable player
data. Ellie retains a private copy of the mapping between player identi-
fiers and anonymous codes.
Using her analysis tool, Ellie imports the de-identified game annota-
tions, and—with some assistance from her research collaborators—
computes the player evaluation metric for each (anonymised) player.
Once the analysis is complete, Ellie re-identifies the players in the final
output using the mapping she kept.
Player 7 is upset at the result of their metric, and requests to see game
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video clips of events that contributed to the calculation. Fortunately,
Ellie saved the intermediate calculation spreadsheet, but the calcula-
tions are difficult for Ellie to explain, as the inputs are expressed as
numerical time offsets rather than embedded video clips, and further-
more the calculations were performed using anonymised identifiers. In
order to allow the player to audit the calculations, Ellie has to reverse
the process by looking up the anonymised identifier for Player 7 such
that she can find the relevant calculations, then extract video segments
for each time offset associated with inputs to the calculations records.
Upon scrutinising the raw video with the player, Ellie notices that the
video shows that one of the missed goals was due to high wind condi-
tions rather than the fault of the player. Ellie manually edits the ex-
ported timeline to exclude the period with high wind conditions, and re-
runs her calculations. However, she has to be cautious that her manual
changes aren’t accidentally overwritten when she next exports timeline
data.
Streaming Scenario
The coach is impressed with Ellie’s proposed metric, and asks if she
could annotate the game live as it is played and provide regular updates
of each player’s metric over the course of the game. While existing time-
line annotation tool interfaces provide buttons and hotkeys to support a
sufficiently fast data entry rate to allow annotating the game live, Ellie’s
current workflow for calculating her metric requires manually exporting
the data and running a computationally intensive process. She needs a
mechanism to automatically recompute the results in real-time as new
data become available.
Requirements Elicitation
Requirements for the solution were extracted from the pain points out-
lined in the above tasks. These are presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Requirements to support tasks performed by sport perfor-
mance analyst
Requirement Description
Integrated support for working
with video data
The ability to interactively
annotate segments of a video
timeline as events of interest,
capture the relationships
between these events, and to
visually playback the video for
an event.
Support for automated processes The ability to automate
interconnected computations
such that they can be
recomputed on an updated
dataset with minimal manual
intervention.
Support for manual interaction The ability to interweave manual
processes with automated
processes within a workflow, and
to manually override the result
of automated processes.
Partial / shared workflow graphs The ability to share different
parts of the workflow with
different users (e.g. external
collaborators should not be able
to reverse the de-identification
operation), and to merge changes
from other users (e.g. changes
suggested by external
collaborators) back into one’s
own workflow.
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Provenance / Reverse Debugging The ability to trace the
provenance of an analysis result
back to the raw inputs that
contributed, and to scrutinise
the intermediate calculations at
each step of the process.
Streaming data The ability to perform
calculations in real-time as new
data become available. To
prevent latency, automated
processes should be performed
in parallel where possible, and
recompute only what is
necessary. Similarly, any
manual processes in the
workflow should be




Sport performance analysis is a form of applied sport science, and im-
plicitly involves the construction of scientific workflows to analyse data
(note that workflows can involve ad-hoc human tasks, and are not nec-
essarily formally documented, if at all).
Scientific workflows [85] may involve both manual and automated pro-
cesses, as well as ad-hoc data transformations to explore the data from
different perspectives [113]. It is generally accepted that one should,
in principle, be able to reproduce the steps in order to obtain the same
final result. In practice however, science is facing a “reproducibility cri-
sis” [13] wherein researchers are unable to reproduce others’ results, or
in many cases their own. Data provenance systems aim to alleviate this
issue through support for capture and query of information pertaining
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to the origins of data, such as the primary data source, processes ap-
plied, and agents (i.e. both humans and software) involved.
While systems for automated workflows and provenance capture have
gained traction in specialised domains such as bioinformatics, the use,
or indeed recognition of the need for provenance more generally, such
as in the biomedical field as a whole remains “quite low” [18].
Prominent scientific workflow management tools include VisTrails [28],
Taverna [164], and Kepler [24]. VisTrails and Taverna represent the
workflow of tasks as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), while Kepler pro-
vides the user with a choice of the model of computation that will be
used. Workflow systems can be integrated with data provenance sys-
tems in order to capture both the process (prospective provenance) and
trace of results (retrospective provenance) [140].
The W3C PROV standard [147] was introduced in 2012 in an attempt to
standardise provenance sharing on the Web. The PROV standard is a
component of the semantic web that cross-cuts the ontology, logic and
proof layer of the semantic web [145] (note that these layers were part of
the semantic web vision, but some aspects, particularly the poof layer,
remain “largely unrealised” [184]). Since its release, PROV has been
proposed for a range of applications including tracking the source of
citation information in curated citation databases [168], as an export
format for Git version control history [54], and as a tool for coordination
of human and autonomous agents in disaster response [171]. VisTrails
and Taverna both support export of data provenance information ac-
cording to the W3C PROV standard.15 16
According to the W3C PROV specification, entities may be “physical,
digital, conceptual . . . real or imaginary”17. This has led others to con-
sider the use of the specification as a means to model physical prove-
nance, such as the process of creating scientific specimens [47], and as
a tool for modelling the provenance of food [17] to infer sources of con-
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manner, provenance is often assigned a causal definition (i.e. arrows
represent causality rather than just dependency), which may optionally
be supplemented with probabilities to permit Bayesian reasoning using
the provenance graph [33].
4.2.5 Our Notation
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digital data, or physical
concepts such as the
state of having
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This section introduces our specialised notation for provenance in the
sport domain based upon W3C PROV. The W3C PROV standard pro-
vides the high level semantic constructs such as Entity, Activity, Agent,
Association and Bundle and rules for validity. Our notation extends
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this through introducing new specialised constructs for sport, as listed
in Table 4.2.
Graphical symbols for the specialised constructs are proposed in Ap-
pendix Sec. B.1 to facilitate their use together as a visual notation. In
contrast to W3C PROV that targets formal representation in languages
such as XML and RDF, our focus is on providing a complete visual nota-
tion to facilitate use of the notation by those without a computer science
background.18
Physical Provenance
This sub-section considers the suitability of the W3C PROV specifica-
tion as a tool to model in-game sport events. Specifically it focuses on
modelling the physical provenance of the ball (i.e. the game states that
it transitions through). This is achieved by mapping concepts in the
sport domain to concepts in theW3C provenance standard: game states
(i.e. position on the field and state of possession) as PROV entities; ac-
tions that transform the game state (e.g. kicks) as PROV activities; and
players that perform the actions as PROV agents. To support reason-
ing about the game in terms of either specific players (e.g. Cyril Rioli)
or the roles they represent (e.g. Half Forward), the PROV actedOnBe-
halfOf relation is used to describe a many:many relationship between
players and roles. This allows our model to handle role changes (e.g. a
substitution of player roles due to an injury).
While this mapping is sufficient for formalisation purposes, it is also
important to consider the usability of such a system by a sport perfor-
mance analyst. Specifically, the abstract concepts of entities, activities
and agents are unlikely to be familiar to users in the sport domain,
and thus breaks the usability heuristic that software should “speak
the user’s language” [153]. As such, this sub-section contains a pro-
18In principle, our notation could be formally integrated with W3C PROV by defining
a custom sport ontology using the Web Ontology Language that specialises W3C PROV
constructs https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/. However, for the purposes of this
thesis, the focus is on the constructs and visual notation rather than the techniques
that exist to formalise these.
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posal for specialising the notation of PROV with custom symbols for
game events in order to translate it into the language of sport.
Fig. 4.6 provides and example of how the provenance of the goal de-
scribed in the Motivating Scenario could be modelled. The figure shows
that the goal resulted from a kick performed by Player 7, who possessed
the ball as a result of a kick by Player 12, who in turn possessed the
ball as a result of a tap by Player 3 from the centre bounce which served
as the origin of the possession chain.
Figure 4.6: Example use of our notation to describe the physical
provenance of a goal. See Appendix Sec. B.1 for meaning of symbols.
Due to the tendency of sport to focus on the single point of the ball, the
provenance information tends to take the form of a sequential chain.
Nevertheless, the example still includes some branching, such as in-
juries generated by game events that may be handled while the rest of
the game progresses, and external events such as wind conditions that
occasionally interact with the game through influencing the outcome of
a kick.
By annotating the game in such a manner, it becomes possible to ex-
press queries about game events in the same manner as one would
query a more conventional data provenance graph. For example, the
performance analyst may be interested in how a goal came to be, specif-
ically examining goal assists. Without provenance, the performance
analyst would have to either rewatch the raw video for the game or read
the match feed and filter out irrelevant information. With provenance,
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they can query the provenance graph for influences on the creation of
the goal, supplementing their query to filter to certain node types or
depth limits (in this case, filtering to chains involving agents separated
by 2 activities). An example of the result one might receive is shown in
Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Example provenance query answer returned to the user
in our notation.
Workflow Provenance
The previous sub-section showed how the W3C PROV specification
could be translated into the sport domain to model physical prove-
nance. However, as most sport games focus on a single linear sequence
of events, representing the physical aspects of the game as a provenance
graph is, by itself, of limited benefit when compared to a traditional lin-
ear timeline. The true value of this approach comes when provenance
can be traced throughout the entire system to link game events with
player metrics.
This sub-section considers the use of the W3C PROV specification to de-
scribe the derivation of digital data, such as metrics, computed as part
of a workflow. As this task is more abstract, the concepts at this level
are not clearly sport specific, especially when compared to our physi-
cal provenance model for sport. Nevertheless, note that the functional
and quality requirements of the sport domain have implications on the
selection of an appropriate workflow representation.
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Video analysis is one of the primary tools that sport performance ana-
lysts use to analyse the game and communicate results to players and
coaches. This is evidenced by the popularity of video timeline based an-
notation tools such as Sportscode amongst elite sport teams. As such,
our representation introduces a custom symbol for video data. Ideally,
if our representation was used as part of an interactive tool, it would
allow the user to directly play back video segments when they form
part of the provenance graph, without the need to open the video in an
external program and scan to the time of events.
Sport analysis workflows requires a combination of automated process-
ing (e.g. metric calculation) and manual processing (e.g. video anno-
tation). The W3C PROV standard does not make any distinction be-
tween manual versus automated processes, so in theory can model
both. However, in practice, due to its generality, capturing automated
processes fully such that they could be recomputed requires extending
the standard to specify these details, such as to capture the source code
and software environment involved.
Unlike the physical sciences, sport science involves working with hu-
man participants (i.e. sport players). As such, there is often a need to
de-identify data for privacy reasons, for example, if a sport club decides
to share player data with researchers outside the club. This has impli-
cations on the provenance capture system, as it means that different
users need access to different parts of the provenance graph (e.g. the
researcher should have an incomplete graph that prevents them trac-
ing provenance of the player data back past the de-identify operation,
while the sport club should be able to reconstruct the entire provenance
graph once the researcher shares their final findings and provenance
data).
Fig. 4.8, presents an example of our proposed notation to capture the
provenance of a computation of player goal accuracy.
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Figure 4.8: Example use of our notation to describe the data prove-
nance of the Goal% Ratio metric
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Combined Provenance
Figure 4.9: Example use of our notation to describe physical and data
provenance together as part of same provenance graph
The previous sub-sections suggested a notation for physical provenance
to describe game events and a separate notation for workflow prove-
nance to describe metrics and computations. Fig. 4.9 shows that the
annotated game dataset that forms part of the workflow can be decom-
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posed into the underlying game events it represents, and thus physical
provenance and workflow provenance can be integrated as part of a
single provenance graph.
Combining our customised notation for workflow and physical prove-
nance graphs ensures that all aspects of the provenance system will
be expressed using concepts the user can interpret. For example, con-
sider that a sport performance analyst performs a query to trace the
provenance of a metric back to the game events that contributed to it.
While the query references a metric (e.g. Goal% Ratio) that is defined
at the workflow level, the resulting answer needs to be in terms of game
events, which can be communicated in the language of sport practition-
ers by using the same physical provenance notation used to express the
physical query response in Fig. 4.7. This prevents the user from being
exposed to the underlying system encoding of the game data (as would
be the case if they exported the game events using an arbitrary for-
mat determined by their video annotation software), thus increasing
the overall usability of the system through consistency and familiarity
of the representation.
While the broad semantic constructs such as Entities, Activities,
Agents, and Associations already exist in the W3C PROV standard, spe-
cialised semantic constructs (along with syntactic representations) are
required to meet the needs of the sport domain. Table 4.2 provides an
overview of the key specialisations required.
4.2.6 Comparative Evaluation
This sub-section compares the existing W3C PROV standard and the
VisTrails workflow management system against the specification for our
proposed system, within the context of the sport domain. Specifically,
their functionality is evaluated according to the tasks outlined in the
motivating scenario (Sec. 4.2.3), the effectiveness of their visualisation
against design principles described by the Physics of Notations frame-
work [144], and their usability against Nielsen’s heuristics for user in-
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terface design [153].
Functionality
The evaluation will begin by modelling the workflow provenance sce-
nario described in the Motivating Scenario (Sec. 4.2.3) using each sys-
tem. This provides a comparison of the functionality of existing mod-
elling languages and allows identification of gaps in the context of the
sport domain.
The W3C PROV standard includes semantic constructs for modelling
entities (e.g. a dataset), activities (e.g. a process) and agents (e.g. people
that perform the process). It also includes the concept of a plan to
describe how a process was carried out, but the details of how to execute
a plan is left open, so cannot fully capture the details of an automated
process without introducing additional semantics. Fig. 4.10 uses the
W3C PROV standard to describe the computation of a player evaluation
metric.
VisTrails models workflows as a directed graph of automated process-
ing elements (usually visually represented as rectangular boxes). Each
processing element has “ports” that represent the inputs (top of box)
and outputs (bottom of box) to/from the process. The user drags con-
nections between output ports and input ports to wire up the workflow.
Ports contain type information, which the interface uses to prevent the
user from accidentally connecting ports with conflicting types. The re-
sultant workflow is fully automated and reproducible, however is not
able to model processes that require human input, other than at the
level of tracking manual changes to the workflow itself. Fig. 4.11 shows
an implementation of the metric computation pipeline within VisTrails.
The following sub-sections evaluate these systems against the require-
ments set out in the Motivating Scenario (4.1).
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Figure 4.10: Description of how Goal% Ratio was determined, ex-
pressed using the W3C PROV standard. Note that the W3C PROV
standard only captures the activities and datasets at a high level and
captures neither the details of the dataset nor code necessary to re-
produce the process.
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Figure 4.11: Construction of pipeline to determine Goal% Ratio of
player using the Vistrails workflow system. Note that it is not possible
to describe the manual annotation processes in VisTrails, so this has
to be performed using an external system then loaded as the first step
of the pipeline.
Integrated support for working with video data: The W3C PROV
standard does not provide a means to directly represent datasets other
than as plain text using the prov:value property or as a resource with
an associated URI. However, it integrates with semantic web technolo-
gies such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) which could, in
theory, be used to model and describe a video source. VisTrails contains
predefined modules for working with tabular data, but does not provide
inbuilt modules for working with video data. One could implement cus-
tom modules for loading video data and visualising the final output as
video. However, without architectural changes to the source code, the
system does not have the flexibility to support interactive editing or dis-
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play of video sources as they flow through the processing pipeline.
Support for automated processes: The W3C PROV standard includes
the concept of a plan to describe how an activity was conducted, but
does not capture details such as the source code or software environ-
ment that would be needed to reproduce the process. In contrast, Vis-
Trails is a workflow automation tool designed to ensure reproducibil-
ity (although this reproducibility may still be undermined by missing
data or dependencies on broken web services) and provides a selection
of built-in processing modules as well as allowing user-defined Python
scripts to cater to situations where the built-in modules are insufficient
for a particular task. VisTrails supports export to the W3C PROV stan-
dard, but achieves this throughmixing in resources within the VisTrails
namespace so that it can represent the concepts missing from the PROV
standard, as shown in the sample displayed in Listing 4.1.
1 <prov :document version=" 1.0.4 "
2 xmlns :dcterms=" http ://purl . org/dc/terms/"
3 xmlns :prov=" http ://www.w3. org/ns/prov#"
4 xmlns :vt=" http ://www. v i s t r a i l s . org/reg istry . xsd">
5 <prov :entity prov :id="e15">
6 <prov :type>vt :data</prov :type>
7 <prov : label >str_expr</prov : label >
8 <prov :value>(player ,== ,7)</prov :value>
9 <vt :id>15</vt :id>
10 <vt :type>(org .vistrails .vistrails .basic :String ,
11 org .vistrails .vistrails .basic :String ,
12 org .vistrails .vistrails .basic :String )
13 </vt :type>
14 <vt :desc>(None ,None ,None ) </vt :desc>
15 </prov :entity>
16 . . .
17 </prov :document>
Listing 4.1: Sample of PROV export generated by VisTrails. Note that it
mixes resources in the Vistrails “vt:” namespace with the W3C “prov:”
namespace to make capturing the workflow possible.
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Support for manual interaction: Because the W3C PROV standard
does not distinguish between manual and automated processes, and
only models details of activities at a high level, it is well suited to de-
scribing manual processes and the agents (people) involved. VisTrails
provides a way for users to explore the parameter space and to inter-
actively view the output of the workflow; however, it does not provide a
way to capture manual processes as steps of the workflow, other than by
capturing the history of changes to the structure of the workflow itself.
Other workflow systems such as Taverna support interactive processes
as components of the workflow that either run locally and interact with
the user, or run through a web interface.19 However these are limited to
self-contained sequential tasks rather than iterative ad-hoc tasks that
require interaction with the rest of the pipeline.
Partial / shared workflow graphs: The W3C PROV standard was de-
signed for sharing of provenance information on the web. References
to resources that make up the provenance graph are represented as
URIs, and thus information referenced by the provenance graph could
potentially be restricted by controlling access to the resources referred
to. As a concrete example, part of the provenance graph could include a
URI referencing a document that contains the mapping of player iden-
tifiers to anonymised codes, but the document the URI refers to could
be hosted on the sport club’s intranet and require a password to gain
access. Social platforms for scientific data sharing have proposed shar-
ing data alongside workflow information, such as MyExperiment [55] for
sharing Taverna workflows, and CrowdLabs [134] for sharing VisTrails
workflows. However, a study of Taverna workflows shared on myEx-
periment found that “nearly 80% of the tested workflows failed to be
either executed or produce the same results” [231]. This suggests that
even when analyses are automated, practical issues still exist sharing
and archiving workflows in a manner that results can be replicated,
particularly in cases where certain data cannot be shared for confiden-
tiality reasons. VisTrails contains in-built support for workflow “diff”
and “merge”, as well as “visualisation by analogy” which automatically
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features could potentially ease collaboration on shared workflows.
Provenance / Reverse Debugging: There are multiple types of prove-
nance information. “Workflow provenance” tracks the processes ap-
plied to datasets, but usually does not allow inspection of these pro-
cesses, whereas “data provenance” is fined-grained provenance that
tracks how individual data items are derived from each other [206].
Data provenance is further split into “why” provenance [48] which cap-
tures all data records that contribute to a result, “where” provenance
[27] which deals with only the parts of records that are copied into a
result, and “dependency” provenance [36][37] which is similar to why
provenance, but formalises the notion of what it means for part of a
data record to contribute to a result.
While VisTrails’ provenance browser by default only shows coarse-
grained workflow provenance information pertaining to when each com-
ponent of the workflow was executed, the user can roll back to any
version of the workflow, modify the components of interest to output
additional debugging information such as inputs and outputs, then re-
run the workflow using cached results where available. The W3C PROV
standard only deals with modelling and representing provenance, not
how to capture provenance. The level of granularity expressed is the
choice of the person or process that generates the provenance.
Streaming data: The W3C PROV standard can be used to describe
provenance in situations involving real-time streams of sensor data by
using the standard to describe the provenance of each individual sensor
observation [43]. The VisTrails user manual includes a section “stream-
ing in VisTrails” that describes how functions can incrementally process
data. This could potentially be utilised to process a stream of sensor
data; however, the stream would need to terminate eventually for the
workflow execution to complete successfully.
Table 4.3 summarises the above findings.
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Table 4.3: Evaluation of functionality against the tasks outlined in
Motivating Scenario

















Streaming data Yes Partial
Effectiveness of visual notation
Appendix Table B.6 summarises the findings of the effectiveness of the
visual notation used by each system. As the W3C PROV standard pro-
vides textual serialisations such as XML, but does not formally spec-
ify a visual notation, the evaluation assess the notation in the (non-
normative) visualisations the standard uses to document examples.
Heuristic Usability Evaluation
Appendix Table B.7 summarises the usability issues identified in Vis-
Trails as a result of a heuristic evaluation. The usability of the W3C
20For W3C PROV, the evaluation examines the ability to model provenance informa-
tion; however, an external system would be needed to actually capture the provenance
information and explore it.
21Partial support may be possible via extending the language with additional mod-
ules / semantics.
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PROV standard was not evaluated, as it does not specify any particular
implementation to create provenance documents.
4.2.7 Key Findings
1. Automated workflow tools often lack support for capturing ad-hoc
manual processes that cannot be automated. Conversely, prove-
nance standards such as W3C PROV recognise the need to docu-
ment the inputs and procedures involved in ad-hoc manual pro-
cesses, but lack semantics for describing the code and execution
environment necessary to reproduce automated parts of the anal-
ysis. Supporting the needs of the sport domain—and other fields
where manual and automated analysis are intertwined—requires
combining these as part of a unified standard to ensure a complete
and reproducible capture of the analysis.
2. As automated workflow tools treat processes as black boxes with
limited traceability, their provenance logs typically only show basic
execution information such as the time the process ran and sta-
tus of the result. However, analysts in the sport domain require
fine-grained data provenance to trace results back to raw events.
Although the black box nature of workflows prevents support of
“why” provenance and “where” provenance methods designed for
analysing provenance of SQL query results, note that workflows
implicitly support a form of retrospective investigation through the
ability to roll back history and recompute key processes with addi-
tional logging information or with modified data inputs to observe
the effects on the output. In cases where capturing fine-grained
provenance is not possible, workflow systems could support the
user to retrospectively reason about the likely provenance of data
by guiding the user through the procedure of retrospectively col-
lecting intermediate states and manipulating inputs to infer which
data values had an impact on the result of the process. This ap-
proach could also be used to support user reasoning about prove-
nance in workflows that involve complex probabilistic processes
(such as neural networks) by supporting the user with the tools to
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rewind the process and “prod” at intermediate data to understand
what is most relevant (i.e. sensitivity analysis) and whether ex-
pected properties hold (i.e. metamorphic testing) rather than over-
loading the user with information about the computations carried
out.
3. The analysis of existing provenance notations shows poor utilisa-
tion of the available design space. Notably the “graphic economy”
of the systems studied could be improved by utilising additional
visual variables such as texture to further distinguish symbols.
As certain domains demand a different set of semantic constructs
to others (e.g. the reliance on video annotation within the sport
domain), there is a need to optimise the visual notation for the
domain. Translating abstract provenance concepts into concrete
concepts in the language of the domain would reduce the number
of usability issues faced by practitioners.
4.2.8 Conclusions
While general purpose workflow managers and provenance notations
exist, this section of the thesis demonstrated that these systems need
extensions and specialisations respectively in order to express the sport
domain. Our proposed notation demonstrates what such a language
could look like in the sport domain.
Future work is needed to evaluate how potential users respond to our
proposed notation. A study by Bachour et al. in which a computer
game presented gamers with a visualisation inspired by the W3C PROV
standard suggests that non-expert users may be confused by the direc-
tion of the arrows, as they are intuitively interpreted as data flow rather
than data dependency [12]. An empirical evaluation is needed to detect
whether similar issues also exist in the sport domain.
The usability issues arising from the use of general provenance sys-
tems in the context of a domain with specialised needs and terminol-
ogy could be hindering the uptake of provenance systems despite the
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widely recognised need for reproducible research. While this section of
the thesis has explored issues from the perspective of the sport domain,
it is possible that other scientific subfields could also benefit through
the introduction of customised provenance languages for their scien-
tific domain. Thus another avenue for future work is to generalise the
methodology presented in this section of thesis in order to generate a
family of provenance systems, each optimised for a particular scientific
domain.
4.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter outlined the value of computational pipelines as a means
to automate data processing in sport. In particular, it highlighted that
data provenance, the ability to trace the results of an analysis back to
the original input, is still an open research area.
While computational pipelines are well established in scientific fields
such as bioinformatics, this thesis brings the benefits of computational
pipelines to sport analysis. To assist with this process, this chapter pro-
posed a specialised notation (Sec. 4.2.5) for tracking data provenance
in the sport domain based on W3C PROV.
While designing a software tool that uses this notation to help annotate
data and automate workflows is a future possibility, even as-is the no-
tation can be used to help document workflows. The notation is used
in Chapter 7 to describe the pipeline developed in this thesis.
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Future Work
Future work is needed to formally interview sport performance analysts
to verify whether the motivating scenario is reflective of their real-world
experience, and to develop tool support for the provenance notation so
that users can more easily utilise the notation to document workflows.
The notation has been utilised in this thesis (Chapter 7), but trials are
needed with sport performance analysts and sport researchers to eval-
uate the usability of the proposed notation and to determine whether it
fulfils their needs.
Contributions
1. Provided an analysis of the data provenance needs of the sport do-
main, and evaluated existing data provenance tools against these
criteria. A customised data provenance notation for sport was pro-
posed in order to ease uptake for sport performance analysts with-
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The background chapter outlined the shift from traditional sport statis-
tics that summarise game events towards detailed spatio-temporal
datasets that track the position of every player on the team, at each
moment, in high fidelity.
The increase in the volume and detail of data creates an opportunity
for deeper forms of analysis than traditional approaches. However, the
level of detail also raises new concerns about the risk of harm to player
privacy, particularly when these datasets are shared with external par-
ties outside of clubs, resulting in the potential for the dataset to be used
in ways that are contrary to the wishes of players.
Typically, this is solved by the data custodian (the football club) de-
identifying player tracking data (e.g. substituting player names with
randomised anonymous codes) prior to handing the dataset over for
use in research. However, the level of detail involved in player tracking
datasets means that even after known identifiers are removed, there is
often sufficient auxiliary information left in the dataset to re-identify
players.
If data is collected for club use only, and players consent to the data
collection, then de-identification may not be necessary when the anal-
ysis is all conducted in-house by trusted sport performance analysts
working at the club. In contrast, this chapter deals with the situation
where clubs share the data with an external party, such as a sport re-
searcher outside of the club. In such a case, players may be unwilling
to share their data in identifiable form, or the data may relate to former
players who consented to sharing identifiable data within the club, but
cannot be practically contacted anymore to seek approval to reuse their
data in new ways. In this situation, it is vital that the data be properly
de-identified to protect the players’ privacy rights.
This chapter explores the issues surrounding de-identification of de-
tailed sport datasets, in particular GPS player tracking data and as-
sociated datasets. As noted in the previous chapter introducing com-
putational pipelines, de-identification is a form of data transformation
operation that can be considered as part of the overall pipeline.
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The de-identification operation has special considerations that distin-
guish it from other components of the pipeline. Unlike other opera-
tions where it is desirable to have a means to trace the provenance
of results back to records in the underlying dataset, the aim of data
de-identification is to ensure that results cannot be traced back to the
individual the data relate to. As such, the de-identification operation
must be under the control of the data custodian, as only the data cus-
todian should have access to the original underlying identifiable data.
However, sport researchers external to the club need to be able to de-
sign and run operations that form the rest of the computational pipeline
acting upon the de-identified data. This motivates the design of an new
interaction model for de-identification of human data.
This chapter is directly applicable to sport research involving de-
identification of spatio-temporal data. The interaction model presented
is also applicable to other fields where researchers require access to de-
tailed human data in non-identifiable form but the data custodian has
limited technical resources to carry out the de-identification process.
The findings of this chapter informed the design of the de-identification
process used to obtain the non-identifiable datasets used throughout
this thesis.
5.1 Introduction
A machine learning approach to sport analysis requires access to de-
tailed data about each action in the match, as opposed to traditional
sport statistics that deal only with summary statistics about the match.
In the statistics literature, detailed datasets containing individual rows
for each participant (i.e. the players) are known as microdata.
However, microdata introduces legal and ethical concerns:
1. Although sport matches are played in public, there are concerns
from players and player representation bodies about the unprece-
dented level of individual player scrutiny that could occur as a
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result of in-match player tracking.1
2. Human research ethics codes encourage researchers to de-identify
data where possible. Ethics exemption may be granted for use of
pre-existing non-identifiable data, whereas cases where data are
identifiable or re-identifiable (and not already public) require par-
ticipant consent and/or justification that the befits of the research
outweigh the risk of harm to participant privacy.
De-identification is a one-off transformation that should be applied to
the data as early as possible, preferably by the data custodian prior
to release of data. While stripping identifying information or replac-
ing it with random anonymous identifiers may at first seem trivial, this
chapter shows that de-identifying data in a way that preserves privacy
against attack is non-trivial, and the proper choice of procedure should
be informed by the nuances of the domain. In particular, an ideal state
is to prevent the ability to re-identify individual players based on player
movement or scoring profiles, while preserving the ability to perform
high-level/aggregate analysis (e.g. spatio-temporal analysis of team for-
mations).
As the aim of sport research is to capture generalisable patterns rather
than critique individuals, and considering the legal and ethical con-
cerns surrounding data that could identify individuals, the data should
undergo a de-identification process as early as possible. However, the
de-identification of high-dimensional microdata is challenging to per-
form in a way that is secure against all possible re-identification at-
tacks. Furthermore, these issues are exasperated for spatio-temporal
data (discussed in Sec. 5.2.1 and Sec. 5.5.2).
The work presented in this chapter was motivated and shaped by a
series of interactions that showed systematic gaps between the theo-
retical privacy rights of participants in research and the state of sport
research in practice. The project involved interaction with sport perfor-
1The Age, “AFLPA raises concerns about plan for broadcasters to show AFL





mance analysts at two elite sport organisations. The first club provided
identifiable GPS data, without any discussion regarding player consent,
nor data confidentiality beyond goodwill.2 Communicating with a sport
practitioner at the other club, they provided a sample of identifiable
possession chain data for one match.3 While greatly appreciative of the
trust of both of these clubs, particularly the collegiality of individuals at
the clubs without whom this research project would not have been pos-
sible, these actions are suggestive of the current attitudes towards data
sharing by sport practitioners; i.e. a culture of data sharing based on
goodwill and relationships between researchers and sport practition-
ers, rather than on the consent of the individuals to whom the data
pertains.
Furthermore, there were projects in university research centres that
used de-identification schemes that were fundamentally flawed, such
as anonymous identifiers generated through a deterministic rather than
random process, or included a large number of auxiliary attributes
that could be linked to identifiable information. These projects often
stated data as being “non-identifiable” in ethics applications and were
approved without further question. These personal observations trig-
gered a deeper investigation to confirm whether these experiences are
part of a more general phenomenon. The presentation of this investiga-
tion aims to bring the advances in understanding of privacy that have
occurred in the computer science domain to the sport research domain.
This chapter:
1. Reviews the literature on formal methods and best practices for
de-identification of research data sets.
2. Studies a sample of sport research papers to establish common de-
identification issues faced by sport researchers and practitioners.
3. Considers re-identification risks for player position tracking data,
with the goal of identifying a de-identification method that pre-
2The analysis presented in Chapter 7 does not use data from this club.




serves player privacy without destroying the utility of the data for
team-level spatio-temporal analysis.
4. Provides an interaction model for requesting datasets with spe-
cial de-identification requirements from external data custodians
without revealing the underlying raw data.
5. Applies this work through a case study in de-identification of AFL
player tracking datasets.
5.1.1 Large scale privacy breaches due to improper de-
identification
The below list shows examples of large scale privacy breaches of private
and government released microdata due to improper de-identification
methodologies. Note that none of these were due to conventional cyber-
attacks, but rather due to deliberately released datasets without a
proper understanding of the risks of re-identification. These have been
reported in the literature [163, 69] and media:
1. 1997: Massachusetts Group Insurance Commission (GIC) re-
leases de-identified health insurance data. Sweeny [203] later
shows that the health records can be linked to the voter registra-
tion list on ZIP code (postcode), sex, and date of birth to re-identify
individuals, using the governor of Massachusetts at the time as an
example.
2. 2006: AOL releases search data, substituting user identifiers with
anonymous codes. However, as searches conducted by the same
user shared the same anonymous code, it was possible to use key-
words in their search terms to build up a profile on their likely
location and identity, eventually culminating in a confirmed re-
identification.4
4The New York Times, “A Face Is Exposed for AOL Searcher No. 4417749” https:
//www.nytimes.com/2006/08/09/technology/09aol.html, 9 Aug 2006
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3. 2006: Netflix releases de-identified user movie ratings, challeng-
ing data scientists to come up with a better movie recommendation
algorithm. The dataset is later taken down after researchers re-
veal that knowledge of three movie ratings for a user (e.g. obtained
from external movie review sites or by asking in person), and the
approximate dates the movies were rated, is enough to uniquely
identify the Netflix user with 80% probability. This results in re-
vealing viewing history of other movies that the user did not intend
to be publicly associated with [149].
4. 2016: Australian Department of Health releases de-identified
medical billing records to data.gov.au, the Australian Open Data
portal. The dataset is later taken down after researchers discover
that the algorithm to generate unique anonymous identifiers is
fundamentally flawed due to the use of a deterministic rather than
random generation procedure. Knowledge of a few medical billing
records (such as dates of baby delivery, or publicly reported medi-
cal conditions) is sufficient to re-identify individuals in the dataset
and thus learn their full medical billing history which may reveal
private information of a more sensitive nature [49].
In his seminal 2010 article, “Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to
the Surprising Failure of Anonymization” [163], Paul Ohm, a professor
of law, examines the failure of de-identification methods to meet human
expectations of privacy, as well as the theoretical limits on achieving pri-
vacy without destruction of data utility. He concludes that the “robust
anonymization assumption” that data can be fully de-identified without
damaging the utility of the dataset is false. He explains that this has
been a “fundamental misunderstanding” of policy makers who set out
privacy law and regulations, which has resulted in either “much less
privacy than we have assumed” (in the US), or unattainable standards
(e.g. in the EU). He describes the “accretion problem” in which each re-
identifiable dataset, even if non-privacy invading in itself, permits link-
age of others, and warns against the potential for a “database of ruin”,
compromising the privacy of every individual, which comes closer with
every information disclosure. The rest of his article speculates on legal
reforms needed to defend against issues that will inevitably arise as a
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result of the impossibility of having both privacy and free information
flow in a world where unprecedented levels of data are already publicly
available for linkage.
These incidents demonstrate that de-identification is non-trivial to per-
form correctly, and failure to anticipate current and future attacks
against the de-identification strategy can result in irrevocable damage
both to the privacy of the individuals they pertain to, and the reputation
of those responsible for the datasets. The following section will explore
formal methods and best practices to protect against re-identification.
5.2 Background
5.2.1 Formal methods for de-identification
Fig. 5.1 provides an overview of formal de-identification methods for
microdata that will be discussed in this section. The section begins
by reviewing deterministic algorithms for non-interactive data privacy
whereby the data custodian applies an algorithm to remove or coarsen
data attributes then hands the data over to the researcher to anal-
yse. It then briefly touches on differential privacy, a mathematical
framework for reasoning about the privacy guarantees offered by proba-
bilistic privacy methods that distort the data through noise dependant
upon the query made of the data. Finally, it will review literature on
de-identification of spatio-temporal datasets. Spatio-temporal datasets
tend to resist formal mathematical guarantees of privacy due to the
uniqueness of movement patterns.
Deterministic de-identification strategies for microdata
This section will examine measures and algorithms for de-identifying
data. Specifically, it looks at deterministic strategies that generalise
the data (e.g. by removing fields, reducing precision, or grouping into
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Figure 5.1: Taxonomy of formal de-identification methods
courser categories) without resorting to random distortion of the data
(e.g. adding noise). Early de-identification methods proposed in the
literature were later understood to suffer from certain forms of attacks,
which motivated design of subsequent methods. To show the inter-
play between de-identification methods and re-identification attacks in
the literature, a misuse case diagram (an adaptation of UML use case
diagrams for the purpose of modelling threats [3]) displaying how the
methods reviewed in this section build upon each other to correct pre-
vious limitations is presented in Fig. 5.2.
k-anonymity Sweeny [203] introduces the measure k-anonymity as a
tool to formally reason about resistance of a dataset to re-identification
attacks based on uniqueness of attributes linkable to public data.
Sweeny denotes the set of attributes potentially vulnerable to linkage
as the quasi-identifier. The level of k-anonymity, k, is defined as the
minimum number of records that share the same quasi-identifier. If
k > 1, then it is provably impossible to re-identify any particular player
through record-linkage, as there will be multiple records sharing the
same quasi-identifier key (although the data may still be vulnerable to
other forms of attack). If k = 1, Sweeny considers the data to be poten-
tially re-identifiable; however, this may be an overly conservative defini-
tion of privacy. Even if k = 1 (which will always be the case if the dataset
contains continuous attributes), the dataset is only re-identifable in
practice if the attacker can obtain public data pertaining to the at-
tributes of the quasi-identifier, for the subjects the data pertains to,
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Figure 5.2: Misuse case diagram showing attacks against non-
interactive de-identification strategies for microdata
with enough precision to be confident in the linkage.
Sweeny assumes that the data holder is able to determine the quasi-
identifier, i.e. the attributes vulnerable to data linkage. Sweeny pro-
vides the example that a quasi-identifier for medical data would include
ZIP (postcode), birthdate, and sex, as these can be linked to voter lists.
Sweeny also considers that the quasi-identifier should include other in-
formation an attacker may know, such as the patient’s race. However,
this task of understanding which details an attacker will have access to,
is difficult in the current age, due to the micro-level information people
publicly share about themselves online through social media and so-
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cial networking tools. For example, Sweeny’s example of de-identifying
medical data assumes that the visit date of the medical appointment is
unknown to the attacker, so does not need to be considered as part of
the quasi-identifier. However, with services such as Foursquare5, and
Facebook, that encouraged users to share “check ins” to businesses,
it is now feasible for an attacker to collect information such as visit
date as a key to re-identify data. This is particularly problematic when
de-identifying sport players’ data, due to the pool of public information
that could be used for a data linkage attack as a result of the public
nature of both elite (via traditional media), and sub-elite (via social me-
dia) players’ lives. For the case of sport match data de-identification,
the presence of only a limited, known set of players on the team, and
a large existing pool of identifiable data on each player, means that k-
anonymity is unlikely to be achievable.
l-diversity Machanavajjhala et al. [130] describe two attacks on k-
anonymity: the Homogeneity Attack, and the Background Knowledge
Attack. The k-anonymity criterion only specifies the crowd group size
that an individual may hide in, and thus anyone in that group is indis-
tinguishable from k− 1 individuals, but does not place any restrictions
on the diversity of the group in which one hides, thus it may be possi-
ble to infer an attribute of an individual in the group on the basis that
all members of the group share that attribute. For example, grouping
players by team ensures a high value of k equal to the size of team,
but if all players on the team anonymously admit to having taken illicit
performance enhancing substances, then this still results in revealing
sensitive information about individuals. This is known as a Homogene-
ity Attack. The Background Knowledge Attack requires that the attacker
has some additional information about one of the participants, as is of-
ten the case in reality, e.g. they may know that a certain participant
on the team didn’t take performance enhancing substances, or the per-
formance enhancing substance was not of a particular type. This may
allow the attacker to infer which members of the team did take perfor-
mance enhancing substances by ruling out certain possibilities, even
5Prior to removal of the Foursquare “check in” feature in 2014
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when k-anonymous data is not immediately revealed via a homogeneity
attack.
To solve these issues, Machanavajjhala et al. propose l-diversity that
extends k-anonymity to further ensure a given level of diversity within
each group. There are multiple methods of describing the diversity, so
they consider both Entropy l-diversity (which had been previously dis-
covered, but without a general framework to motivate it) and Recursive
(c,l)-diversity (which guarantees diversity by ensuring that the l− 1 most
likely sensitive values in each group each make up less than c times the
number of the remaining values in the group). This means that an at-
tacker would have to rule out at least l − 1 other values or records in
the group in order to confidently infer a sensitive attribute.
t-closeness Li et al. [155] introduce t-closeness as a response to two
attacks against l-diversity: the skewness attack, and the similarity at-
tack. The skewness attack occurs with highly skewed data, where a
high l-diversity is simply not possible. Li et al. note that if the distri-
bution for a equivalence class (quasi-identifier group) is similar to the
overall distribution, this is unlikely to lead to privacy issues, while if the
distribution is flipped (i.e. a large number of uncommon attributes), it
reveals information about that group. The similarity attack deals with
hierarchical sensitive attributes that may appear diverse, but all belong
to the same higher level category thus allowing an inference to be made
by the attacker. The proposed t-closeness metric attempts to relax the
requirements of l-diversity while mitigating the attacks by only requir-
ing that the distribution of the metric in each partition is similar to the
overall distribution.
Unfortunately, this limits the utility of the resultant dataset, as finding
groups of participants in which attributes differ from other participants
is the intent of data mining; however, as Li et al. explain, “this is pre-
cisely what one needs to limit” in order to prevent sensitive attribute
disclosure. They further note the difference between protecting against
disclosure of identity, and disclosure of attributes. k-anonymity pro-
tects against the former, while t-closeness protects against the latter.
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As t-closeness does not provide any inbuilt protection of identity, the
authors of the study suggest that k-anonymity and t-closeness be used
together.
p-safety Zhang et al. [230] point out an important practical flaw
in previous works that attempt to automate the selection of appro-
priate granularisation levels to achieve k-anonymity, l-diversity or t-
closeness6. They describe a deterministic disclosure attack whereby
knowledge of the de-identification program (which they call a deter-
ministic disclosure function) may leak information about the attributes
based on the side-channel of the final selection of granularity levels (i.e.
if a particular granularity level would not work, then it will not be se-
lected, and based on the fact that it was not selected, a user may be
able to infer sensitive attributes for particular participants). Zhang et
al. show that an algorithm that results in optimal trade-off of utility
and privacy would be NP-hard, and describe a heuristic algorithm to
achieve anonymity in a way that accounts for leakage due to the deter-
ministic disclosure function.
Trade-off between privacy and utility In The Cost of Privacy: De-
struction of Data-Mining Utility in Anonymized Data Publishing, the au-
thors show that utility and privacy are often in direct contradiction, and
perform experiments on datasets to demonstrate that “even modest pri-
vacy gains require almost complete destruction of the data-mining util-
ity” [26].
Probabilistic de-identification strategies for microdata
Differential Privacy Dwork introduces ε-differential privacy [66], of-
fering a refined definition of privacy. Dwork acknowledges the impossi-
bility of releasing results while preventing all possible inferences about
an individual by an attacker (as it is always possible that the results
6Only k-anonymity and l-diversity were specifically identified in the original paper;
however, as t-closeness is used in a similar manner, it is also susceptible to attack
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of the analysis could also happen to be the missing key piece of in-
formation that an informed attacker needs to infer the identity of an
individual); however, it is possible to limit the extent of information re-
vealed about a participant as a direct result of their inclusion in the
dataset (as opposed to general information that an attacker could have
used to infer the identity of an individual). In Dwork’s definition, the
participation of a participant in the study must not alter the proba-
bility of a predicate about that person by more than an factor of ε (on
an logarithmic scale). This allows the researcher to make inferences
about sub-groups of the population, while limiting the risk of harm to
participant privacy as a result of participating.
Differential privacy forms a mathematical framework for reasoning and
designing for privacy, thus can be implemented in different ways, in-
cluding for use with non-tabular data types. However, it is typically
implemented by adding noise to the results such that the differential
privacy criterion is met. Differential privacy can provide a form of in-
teractive de-identification, whereby the level of noise added is dynam-
ically adjusted to meet the differential privacy criteria based upon the
query being made [67]. Dwork explains that when the query of interest
is known, typically only a small amount of noise is necessary; how-
ever, if arbitrary queries are allowed then the amount of noise needs to
be prohibitively large. Dork explains that in practice “non-interactive
mechanism must be tailored to suit certain functions to the exclusion
of others” [67].
Unfortunately, the use of noise to ensure differential privacy can lead
to misleading results. The avoidance of traditional noise based ap-
proaches was the motivation for deterministic de-identification strate-
gies such as k-anonymity through generalisation rather than pertur-
bation. While k-anonymity does not meet the criteria for differential
privacy as is, Li et al. [128] show that a modified “safe” version of k-
anonymity applied to randomly sampled data meets the conditions for
differential privacy. Google have experimented with using differential
privacy as a means to prevent deep learning algorithms from revealing




De-identification of spatial-temporal data
Malin and Airoldi [133] describe a re-identification attack known as trail
re-identification. When unique, but not identifying (e.g. DNA) data are
recorded at multiple locations, there is a risk of re-identification via
linkage to data about which locations individuals visited. This is done
by making an inference as to whether the known information about
an individual’s presence at locations is consistent with the measure-
ments taken at those locations. Through simulations, they find that
skewed location access patterns usually result in higher chance of de-
identification (although under controlled conditions, with contrived pa-
rameters, low-skewed distributions are theoretically cable of resulting
in more re-identifications).
In a follow up paper, Malin [132] proposes an automated system to
achieve “k-unlinkability” (an extension of k-anonymity designed to
measure the threat of trail de-identification) by suppression of records.
The paper contains a two-page proof that “Greedy-Dedup [i.e. their sys-
tem] output is k-unlinkable”, but doesn’t consider the side-channel of
information revealed to an attacker as a result of which records are se-
lected for suppression when running the algorithm (see discussion of
p-safety above)
De Montjoye et al. [53] reconfirm the earlier sentiment of Zang &
Bolot [228] that location data, even in sparse point form, cannot be
anonymised by simply substituting anonymous identifiers. In a study
of mobile phone call location data, they find that “four spatio-temporal
points are enough to uniquely identify 95% of the individuals”. Further-
more, while coarser granularity improved anonymity, the uniqueness
of traces (defined as the percentage of users, ε, who contained unique
traces amongst a fixed random sample) was found to reduce accord-
ing to a power law, thus there are diminishing returns on the number
of protected users from increasing granularity. This is problematic for
research datasets, as the requirement for non-identifiable datasets is
that “no specific individual can be identified” [150], i.e. ε = 0. Thus
there is a trade-off between utility and anonymity, and the requirement
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for strict non-identifiability of all participants may require dispropor-
tionate reductions of utility due to the diminishing returns provided by
generalisation to coarser spatio-temporal granularities.
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5.2.2 De-identification in practice
Privacy checklists O’Keefe et al. [158] propose a checklist for de-
identification of health data. Given the trade-offs between utility and
privacy, they suggest that the data custodian only apply basic de-
identification methods to the raw data, such as removal of personally
identifying information, and categorisation of values into ranges. They
assume that the researcher is trusted not to deliberately circumvent
these measures. The focus of their article is then on creating a pri-
vacy checklist that the researcher manually follows to ensure the output
of their research for publication is non-identifiable. Unfortunately, as
their checklist is heuristic driven, failure to comply to the checklist does
not necessarily imply a privacy risk, nor does following the checklist of-
fer any formal guarantees that the publication will not be susceptible
to a privacy breach.
Their approach demonstrates that complex general statistical guide-
lines can be made more accessible to practitioners though simplifying
them for the specific domain. In the study by O’Keefe et al., the tar-
get was health researchers. In contrast, sport research brings about
unique challenges, such as a small number of participants on a team,
the tendency for participants to all belong to the same team rather than
a random sample, the use of spatio-temporal data, and the environ-
ment in which detailed auxiliary data is available about players. Thus
an adaptation of these guidelines would be needed in order to apply
them to sport research.
Privacy in practice O’Keefe et al. applied their privacy checklist to
a sample of 100 population health research papers [159]. In the 100
papers, they found a total of 128 outputs (22.6% of all outputs in the
papers) that their checklist flagged as potential privacy concerns. How-
ever, they note that once the context of the research papers was taken
into account, they found “no substantial actual privacy concerns”.
El Emam et al. [69] perform a systematic review of publications re-
porting re-identification attacks. However, the study encountered is-
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sues with publication bias (researchers only reporting cases when a
re-identification was successful, and commercial entities who are un-
likely to admit to improper de-identification) and difficulty of confirm-
ing successful re-identification (while some of the re-identification at-
tempts were confirmed, this is usually only confirmed for a few individ-
uals rather than testing all the re-identifiable individuals). Thus the
study was unable to determine the exact extent of de-identification at-
tacks nor the exact percentage of individuals uncovered due to attack,
with the study concluding “this evidence is insufficient to draw conclu-
sions about the efficacy of de-identification methods”. Of the 14 studies
they identified, only two of the attacked datasets followed standard de-
identification practices, of which only one was health related. In the
health database, only two out of 15,000 individuals were identified,
despite the researchers having access to data from a market research
company that they used to facilitate the record linkage attack. This
suggests that while there are serious concerns about the prevalence of
improper de-identification procedures, identified theoretical issues may
be difficult to exploit in practice in a manner that leads to confirmed
re-identifications.
5.2.3 Summary of gaps in literature
From the review of the literature, while formal methods exist for data
de-identification, these are often over-burdensome in practice, and may
destroy utility of the dataset. Despite the existence of health guidelines,
these are not always followed in practice, and even when followed, do
not offer full protection of privacy. The ability to protect privacy depends
upon the proper choice of the quasi-identifier of attributes that may be
linkable to other datasets. If the person performing the de-identification
fails to consider data attributes known to an attacker as part of the
analysed quasi-identifier then an attacker may be able to re-identify
the data. On the other hand, if they consider too many attributes as
part of the quasi-identifier, then the de-identification requirements will
be so strict that it results in destruction of data utility.
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The condensation of complex guidelines into a short health privacy
checklist by O’Keefe et al. [158] is a promising sign that de-identification
considerations can be simplified in the context of a specific domain,
thus enabling uptake of proper de-identification methods by practi-
tioners. The sport research domain is fundamentally different from
population health research studied by O’Keefe et al.; in sport, there is
unprecedented levels of existing auxiliary data an attacker could use
for linkage, only a small number of participants in any match, partic-
ipants are usually sampled from the same team rather than a simple
random sample, and spatio-temporal movements are of intrinsic inter-
est to the analysis so cannot be discarded. Thus a specialised study of
de-identification methods for sport position tracking datasets, and an
investigation of the extent to which re-identification attacks can under-
mine these methods, is needed to bring about better understanding of
the privacy versus utility trade-off in the sport research domain.
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5.3 Prevalence of Improper De-identification
Methods: A Review of “Non-identifiable”
Datasets used in Australian Rules Foot-
ball Research
5.3.1 Abstract
Background Non-identifiable datasets are afforded special exemp-
tions under privacy law and human research regulations. For a dataset
to be made non-identifiable, it must undergo a de-identification process
to ensure that “no specific individual can be identified” [150]. Strip-
ping personally identifying information while leaving other fields is now
a “discredited approach” [163] due to the risk of linkage in data-rich
environments. De-identified sport datasets, particularly GPS tracking
datasets, involve spatio-temporal microdata that may be vulnerable to
re-identification.
Objectives To determine the prevalence of improper de-identification
methodologies used in Australian Rules Football research.
Data sources Electronic literature search using Google Scholar to
sample both academic and grey literature.
Study eligibility criteria Study involves collection or use of data re-
lated to Australian Rules Football, and makes a claim about the iden-
tifiability status of players or teams in the data.
Study appraisal and synthesis methods Re-analysis of all variables
collected from the perspective of re-identification attacks, particularly
data linkage attacks.
Results In two of three studies, the underlying research dataset was
claimed to be non-identifiable, but included identifying attributes that
could have revealed non-public information about participants. None
of the studies allowed re-identification of the participants on the basis
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of published data alone.
Conclusions The de-identification approaches prevalent in sport re-
search provide the illusion of de-identification, but offer no protec-
tion against deliberate re-identification attempts. Sport researchers
and Human Ethics Advisory committees should not declare data non-
identifiable without consideration of re-identification attacks that may
link records to the ever-growing body of identifiable sport data.
5.3.2 Introduction
Rationale
The Australian National Statement (updated 2015) [150] on ethical con-
duct in human research defines non-identifiable data as data “which
have never been labelled with individual identifiers or from which iden-
tifiers have been permanently removed, and by means of which no spe-
cific individual can be identified.” In contrast, datasets where “identi-
fiers have been removed and replaced by a code, but it remains possible
to re-identify a specific individual” are known as re-identifiable.7
However, despite the seemingly clear distinction between “non-
identifiable” and “re-identifiable”, there are different ways that partici-
pants can be re-identified despite the best efforts of the data provider to
make the data non-identifiable. For example, in 2016, the Australian
Department of Health released de-identified medical billing records to
the Open Data portal data.gov.au. However, after public release, re-
searchers later found that encryption of supplier IDs could be reversed.
Furthermore, even without decryption, there was sufficient auxiliary
information in the dataset, such as year of birth and date of baby de-
livery, that it was possible to re-identify individuals in the dataset via
7This was recently revised in a 2018 update of the Australian National Statement,
which revoked the section containing the definitions of “non-identifiable” and “re-
identifiable” to recognise that data identifiability lies on a “continuum”. Nevertheless
other sections of the Australian National Statement, such as the criteria for exemption,
still continue to use the phrase “non-identifiable”.
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data linkage [49]. Thus effective data de-identification is non-trivial,
even when performed by mature government organisations.
Spatio-temporal datasets are particularly problematic, as humanmove-
ments are often unique to an individual, thus serving as a potential fin-
gerprint [53]. Inertial measurement sensors in vehicles can be used to
fingerprint drivers with even a single vehicle turn (one turn is enough to
distinguish between 12 drivers with 95% accuracy) [35]. Speed alone is
enough to infer a driver’s location through inference of the possible road
combinations the driver could have taken [81]. Thus spatio-temporal
datasets deserve special attention when evaluating whether the partic-
ipants are really non-identifiable.
The above examples show that good faith efforts to de-identify data
may be inadequate to protect research participants’ right to privacy.
As such, it is necessary to consider the perspective of an adversary
actively attempting to re-identify participants. While it may seem un-
realistic that one would go to such extents to re-identify the data, re-
sistance to possible attacks is a necessary condition for a dataset to
be non-identifiable. Even if one does not deliberately attempt to under-
mine the de-identification scheme, there is a risk that black-box ma-
chine learning techniques such as neural-networks could internally re-
identify players without the researcher’s knowledge if re-identification
results in better classification accuracies. The identity of the players
could then be inadvertently discovered by the researcher when exam-
ining the model diagnostics.
Objectives
This section attempts to establish an estimate of the prevalence of im-
proper data de-identification methodologies in sport datasets. As sen-
sitive datasets are not made public, much of the data sharing between
sport practitioners and researchers occurs in private, and thus it is dif-
ficult to quantify the extent of data de-identification issues. As such,
a systematic search was conducted for published literature (including
supplementary information and grey literature) for hints of whether un-
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derlying research datasets were truly non-identifiable.
The intent was to select studies that related to sport data analysis,
particularly studies that involved Australian Rules Football or use of
GPS tracking data, that made a claim of non-identifiable data.
The question this section aims to address is: What is the prevalence of
improper de-identification methodologies in sport research, specifically
research into Australian Rules Football?
Specifically:
1. Are there any risks that de-identified information could be re-
identified in the published data?
2. Are there any risks that participants in the underlying de-
identified research dataset could be re-identified by the authors
of the study, or other researchers the dataset is shared with?
5.3.3 Method
Eligibility criteria
Studies were included if they used the keywords with the intended se-
mantic meaning in the main body of the text (e.g. “football” must refer
to Australian Rules Football rather than Association Football, and be
the focus of the study rather than mentioned in reference to anther
study), and made a claim about the identifiability status (e.g. “non-
identifiable”) of research data relating to players or teams.
Information sources
Searches were conducted to identify a sample of studies that claimed
to use “non-identifiable” data. As de-identification is a methodologi-
cal detail unlikely to be mentioned in the paper abstract, a database
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that supported full-text search was required. Any publicly released re-
search, regardless of journal acceptance is a threat to participant pri-
vacy, and thus it was desirable to chose a database that included a
broad range of literature, including reports and pre-author drafts. Con-
sidering these criteria, Google Scholar was selected over more estab-
lished academic databases that only search particular journals and/or
only index abstract-title-keyword fields8.
Search
Google Scholar9 was searched with the following keyword combina-
tions10: “Australian” “football” “non-identifiable” “GPS”; and “AFL” “non-
identifiable” “GPS”. As neither of these combinations yielded any re-
sults that met the screening criteria, the search was broadened to in-
clude the 10 most relevant results (as determined by Google Scholar’s
algorithm11) for both: “Australian” “football” “non-identifiable”; and,
“AFL” “non-identifiable”.
Study selection
Studies were screened on the title and snippets (keywords within con-
text) shown by Google Scholar to determine whether they used the key-
8E.g. Scopus claims to be “the largest abstract and citation database of peer-
reviewed literature”. However, as it only includes abstract-title-keyword fields and
other meta-data, details of whether papers used non-identifiable datasets are unlikely
to be captured.
9Searches were performed using the Australian interface to Google Scholar
scholar.google.com.au. Each search was performed in a non-logged-in, private-
browsing session as a precaution against any influence from previously search history.
Search results were compared to those obtained through a US proxy to ensure they
were not impacted by the IP address or region used to perform the search.
10Google Scholar automatically attempts to find synonyms, but the “results are often
erratic” https://uregina.libguides.com/c.php?g=606135&p=4201992, thus this
feature was disabled by wrapping words in quotes to regain manual control. While
Google Scholar recognises Boolean operators, it does not support construction of com-
plex Boolean expressions using parentheses https://academia.stackexchange.
com/questions/62881/how-can-i-use-parentheses-in-google-scholar, thus
separate searches for each combination of interest were performed.
11While the Google Scholar ranking algorithm is not public, reverse-engineering
attempts reveal that it is heavily influenced by citation count [19].
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words in the intended context.
Following screening, study full texts were retrieved to determine
whether they met the eligibility criteria (see Eligibility criteria,
Sec. 5.3.3). In cases where the search returned a pre-publication au-
thor draft, an attempt was made to retrieve the final published ver-
sion (published full texts of three of the papers that passed screening
were accessible, and the other was retrieved through an inter-library
loan). In cases where the final published version excluded informa-
tion in the draft, identifiable information revealed in the draft was still
considered, as any public research artefact, regardless of whether pub-
lished through traditional means or informally, still poses a threat to
participant privacy.
Data collection process
Information about the claimed identifiability level of data in each study
was extracted, along with a list of variables collected or analysed in
each study. This allowed an assessment to be made as to whether the
variables collected in the study were consistent with the claimed iden-
tifiability level.
Data items
Each study was examined to extract the following information:
1. Claims relating to the identifiability status of the data (e.g. “non-
identifiable”)
2. Claims relating to the ethics status of the project and the approv-
ing body (e.g. ethics exemption approved by university human
ethics committee).
3. Claims relating to participant consent
4. Table of variables (as described below)
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For each study, each variable was examined to extract the following
information:
1. Variable used in the study (example: player birthdate)
2. Level the variable was collected at (examples: microdata collected
for each individual; group level summary obtained from an exter-
nal provider)
3. The data type of the collected variable (examples: categorical; list
of real numbers pertaining to set of body measurements)
4. The level the variable was published at (example: study may have
collected microdata at individual level, but only published group
level summaries)
5. Whether the attribute was already public data. Prior knowledge
and online information was used to determine to what extent each
variable was already public
6. Whether, given access to the raw data collection used by the re-
searchers, the variable was likely to be re-identifiable via data link-
age. This was determined by considering linkages via the other
attributes of the dataset that were public.
Summary measures
Variables are highlighted as being improperly de-identified when:
• The variable relates to an individual, and
• The variable is not already public, and
• The study claimed (re-)use of de-identified data, and




• The variable is likely to be re-identifiable in the underlying data
set (but not necessarily a threat once published). See Data items
(Sec. 5.3.3) for details of how this was determined.
The number of studies that involved at least one improperly de-
identified variable, as a ratio of the total number of studies anal-




A PRISMA Flow Diagram [142] showing the study attrition is provided
in Fig. 5.3. As the focus is on underlying datasets used by the studies
rather than the studies themselves, two studies [174, 222] that both
analysed the same dataset were grouped together.
Results of individual studies
Tables of variables (as described in Data Items Sec. 5.3.3) for datasets 1,
2, and 3 are presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 respectively. Improp-
erly de-identified variables (according to the procedures in the Sum-
mary measures section, Sec. 5.3.3) vulnerable to a data linkage attack
are highlighted (bold red text). A full discussion of each dataset and
ad-hoc analysis of other potential attacks is included in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.3: PRISMA Flow Diagram [142] showing study selection.
From the literature search, the selection was refined to four relevant
papers that made claims that the dataset used was non-identifiable.
Two papers were grouped together that analysed the same dataset
from different perspectives. All four relevant papers were subjected







Table 5.1: Robertson, Woods, and Gastin [174, 222]. Under 18 year old performance tests. Claims: “non-identifiable”
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Table 5.2: Greenham et al. [89]. AFL team game style. Claims: “non-identifiable player data, from identifiable
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Table 5.3: Jacob et al. [112]. Genetic markers for performance. Claims: “non-identifiable” code; “University granted
approval” (“Human Research and Ethics Committee approval number” provided); direct consent of participants (and
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Improperly de-identified variables have been highlighted in bold red in
the previous section. It was found that two of the three datasets anal-
ysed involved improper de-identification of the underlying dataset. In
one case re-identifiable data were claimed non-identifiable: under 18
year old performance results are non-public (other than top perform-
ers), but the results could be linked back to the individual by birthdate
and anthropometric measurements. In another case non-public iden-
tifiable video (behind the goals footage) that is only accessible to select
groups (e.g. clubs) was improperly exempted from ethics review un-
der the assumption that it was publicly available. These cases were
both limited to improper de-identification of the dataset by the custo-
dian prior to providing it to researchers. Scrutiny of the final published
data (i.e. the summarised version published in the research paper) was
unable to reveal any cases where it was possible to re-identify specific




Considering that only three datasets where examined in full, the dis-
covery of two datasets that likely did not meet their claim as being non-
identifiable suggests that many more sport studies exist where partic-
ipants have not been properly de-identified in the underlying dataset.
Fortunately, the published data does not appear to be re-identifiable;
however, this may be due to journal page limitations which have the
effect of preventing authors revealing too much, rather than a matter




While unable to find any cases where the published data were re-
identifiable through data linkage, the public data may still be vulnera-
ble to other forms of attacks. In Appendix C, a consideration is provided
of other forms of attacks for some of the articles analysed; however,
much like code review to catch bugs, review will catch some cases of
re-identifiable data, while others may have slipped through unnoticed.
Conclusions
In conclusion, although it was not possible to identify any individual
players using the published data alone, in some cases it was possible
to reduce the possible candidates by utilising information in the study
in a manner contrary to the intentions of the author. However, the
investigation suggests that the underlying dataset used by researchers
in some of the studies was likely re-identifiable despite claims that the
data were non-identifiable. This is concerning, as it can lead to re-
identifiable data being used or re-shared by researchers without proper
consent from the individuals to whom it pertains.
Anonymisation of team names was an unsuccessful counter-measure
against attacks on participant privacy. While unintentional, ambiguity
of method, or missing data served to add uncertainty which prevented
identifying individuals. As research moves into an era where page count
is no longer a limitation (e.g. electronic attachments), datasets are
reusable (though greater access to eResearch tools to preserve datasets
and facilitate reuse through capture of meta-data), methods are unam-
biguous (e.g. through publication of analysis source code), and data
quality is high (e.g. data capture using ubiquitous sensor networks
with redundancy), this uncertainty will reduce, thus formal privacy
techniques will become more important to avoid revealing individual
participants via “differencing attacks” [160]. In particular, the group
of participants that were excluded from the study will reduce, possibly
to single participants, and the information of these participants could
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be inferred through differences between overall versus clean data, or
from differences between studies with slight differences of filtering tech-
niques.
5.4 Threat Model
For the purposes of threat modelling, the processes and actors involved
in the creation and use of de-identified data are shown in Fig. 5.4.
While there are many threats that could potentially undermine the de-
identification process (e.g. penetration of the club’s computer systems,
or manipulation of the pseudorandom number generator used to gen-
erate identifiers), the focus of this chapter is on threats to participant
privacy due to inherent weaknesses in the de-identification methods
themselves rather than attacks on the surrounding computational in-
frastructure (while attacks on the computational infrastructure are ob-
viously an important concern in practice, these are not specific to the
de-identification process).
Figure 5.4: Data Flow Diagram for data de-identification, analysis,
and publication. For purposes of threat modelling, trust boundaries
(presented as red dashed lines) are marked to delineate the participant
privacy protections that must be maintained within each organisation
While AFL matches are played in public, and match statistics for each
player and video footage are made publicly available, there are addi-
tional datasets the public do not have access to. This section provides
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a brief summary of these datasets, highlighting how they provide ac-
cess to player information beyond what the public has access to. There
is risk to players that if an attacker or unethical researcher were able
to re-identity the dataset, it could cause discomfort to players through
an unprecedented level of player scrutiny, or be used in ways contrary
to the players’ wishes, such as to inform betting odds.
Nowadays, all players wear position tracking devices on their back dur-
ing each game. These devices are equipped with GPS units, in addi-
tion to Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) containing accelerometers
and gyroscopes that complement12 the GPS position estimates for short
distances. The devices also have the ability to record heart rate; how-
ever, heart rate straps not always worn during games. Because the
devices contain accelerometers, they are capable of detecting each foot-
step that a player makes. It has been suggested that accelerometers
could be used to determine onset of musculoskeletal injuries by detect-
ing asymmetries in acceleration between each foot [219]. Commercial
sport position tracking device manufacturers have incorporated run-
ning symmetry analysis functionality into their software and claim that
it can differentiate healthy players from those in rehabilitation.13 How-
ever, the validity of the running symmetry analysis reported by com-
mercial devices has been questioned [117]. Nevertheless, the possibility
that position tracking devices may reveal player injuries or other health
conditions (albeit in its research infancy) highlights the importance of
ensuring these data are properly de-identified before sharing them.
Champion Data, the official AFL statistics provider, manually record
each on-field event that occurs during the game, including the time at
which it occurred. These are shared with teams as “possession chain”
12Accelerations captured by IMUs can provide valuable [151] (and potentially
sensitive) insights into sport player performance, independent of the position
tracking data. While IMU data are typically treated separately to GPS data,
some manufacturers use sensor fusion to combine information from IMUs with
information from GPS units in order to provide high frequency position esti-
mates [10]. Note however, that higher frequency does not necessarily mean bet-
ter accuracy. See Catapult Sports, “Demystifying sample rate in satellite-based
athlete tracking technologies” https://www.catapultsports.com/blog/sample-
rate-satellite-athlete-tracking-technologies Accessed: 2019-11-25




data, which can be used to scrutinise each action that a player makes.
While one could theoretically derive the possession chain data via man-
ually coding public match footage themselves, it would be prohibitively
time consuming to code every match to the same level of quality that
Champion Data provide. Thus while Champion Data possession chains
for a short match segment do not provide any information beyond what
is publicly accessible, when taken over a long period they may reveal
highly detailed player profiles beyond that in the public domain.
When possession chain data and GPS data are de-identified using the
same scheme such that the two datasets can be linked, it means that
a compromise of the de-identification scheme used by either of the
datasets can be used to de-identify both datasets via the data linkage.
Analogous to the concept of privileged escalation in computer security,
the concern is that re-identifying a player in a non-sensitive dataset
such as short segment of possession chain information could lead to
compromise of a more sensitive dataset, such as re-identifying player
GPS traces for the length of the entire game which in turn could reveal
sensitive knowledge about a player due to the fine-grained level that
GPS devices can capture player movements when complemented with
IMUs.
Attacks against possession chain data are demonstrated on a sample of
possession chain data for one match during the 2015 season.14 Attacks
against GPS data are demonstrated by explaining how player trajecto-
ries could have been re-identified if it were not for the de-identification
approach used in this thesis.
14As noted, possession chains can be derived from public match footage. Thus pri-
vacy issues only arise when possession chain data are recorded over multiple matches
in order to build detailed player profiles or linked to GPS data.
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5.5 Re-identification of Sport Data
5.5.1 Re-identification of possession chain data
Attacks against removal of date and venue
This section begins by outlining a simple attack to re-identify player
possession chain data, an example of which is provided in Table 5.4.
Possession chain data may also include the time of each event, but as
will be shown, the events alone are enough to re-identify the players
that perform them. In the example, the team and player fields have
been anonymised through substitution of player names with anony-
mous identifiers. The example further attempts to thwart the attacker
by removing all details about the match, and assumes the attacker only
knows minimal details such as that it was an AFL match occurring on
an unknown date at an unknown time during the main 2015 season.
Table 5.4: “Anonymised” Player Scoring Chain Data
Chain Team Chain Start Type Chain End Type Disposal Player ID
1 B Stoppage - CB Rushed kick 131
2 A Kick In Stoppage - TU kick 123
3 B Stoppage - TU Stoppage - TI kick 108
4 B Stoppage - TU Goal kick 137
5 A Stoppage - CB Turnover kick 124
6 B Turnover Turnover kick 104
7 A Turnover Goal kick 139
7 A Turnover Goal handball 126
7 A Turnover Goal kick 122
8 B Stoppage - CB Turnover kick 117
An attacker can use the frequency of each action players perform as
a fingerprint that the attacker can compare to public player statics to
re-identify players. An attacker does not require any specialised skills
or software to do this; indeed, an attacker can perform this task in a
matter of seconds using an Excel pivot table, as shown in Fig. 5.5.
The tabulation (Fig. 5.5) reveals that team A scored a total of 16 goals,
and 11 behinds (8 ordinary behinds, 3 “rushed” behinds). This is typi-
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Figure 5.5: Given scoring chain data, an attacker can easily tabu-
late summary statistics at both a team and player level in a matter of
seconds using an Excel pivot table
cally reported as "16.11". The attacker then consults a table of matches
played during the season, such as that found at AFL Tables15, and
searches for text "16.11". In 2015, there was only one team that scored
this exact combination of goals and behinds: Hawthorn in the 2015
grand final. This shows that removing the date of match and team
names did not serve as any meaningful guard of participant privacy, as
an attacker was able to infer this information through using the score
totals as a fingerprint.
Attacks against substitution of participant identifiers in event data
Once the attacker obtains the match information, they can proceed to
re-identify individual players. A player’s actions serve as a fingerprint.
For example, the tabulation (Fig. 5.5) shows that player 105 (row 7)
scored 2 behinds and 4 goals. The attacker can compare this with the
public player statistics for that game16, which uniquely identifies this
player as Cyril Rioli. Now that the attacker knows Cyril Rioli = player
105, they can scrutinise this player’s full scoring chain data as well as





5.5.2 Re-identification of GPS data
Attack against substitution of participant identifiers in spatio-
temporal data
As explained in Sec. 5.2.1, spatio-temporal data are inherently difficult
to de-identify. GPS devices record both player location, and precise
time. Even a single time-instant is enough for the attacker to re-identify
which traces belong to which players via comparison to match video
footage—for example, in Fig. 5.6, an attacker re-identifies the players
involved in the centre bounce at the start of the 3rd quarter, a task
that is made easy by the large numbers printed on players’ guernseys
to make their identity known. Once the attacker has re-identified a
player at one time instant, they can examine the minute details of every
movement a player makes over the course of the match, including the
profile of each footstep.
Figure 5.6: Left: Location of players on field at start of 3rd quarter, as
obtained from GPS data. Right: Video footage of game 1 second into
the 3rd quarter. Given “anonymised” GPS data, an attacker can easily
re-identify players through comparison with video footage
Attacks against spatio-temporal distortions
One could attempt to prevent the ability of the attacker to re-identify
the GPS data by shifting and/or distorting the time axis. However, this
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Figure 5.7: Top: Average position in direction of goals (blue line) and
velocity (red line) of players during match, as obtained from GPS data.
The overlaid rectangles show the duration of each quarter, which cor-
respond with the level of activity. Bottom: A zoomed in section of the
above focusing on the third quarter. The overlaid vertical black bars
represent the time of goals (large bar) and behinds (short bar) for each
team (direction of bar). Note that the time of goals and behinds cor-
respond to peaks and troughs of average team position (blue line) in
the direction of goals, and short periods of inactivity (red line crossing
x-axis) after a goal is scored.
is unlikely to offer any meaningful protection, as events in the GPS
data align closely with scoring events (see Fig. 5.7), thus allowing the
attacker to re-identify the precise game instants that the GPS data cor-
respond to. Indeed, in the datasets used in this thesis, the precise time
of match events were not provided; however, in most cases17 it was pos-
sible to automatically synchronise these with the GPS data through op-
timising for the time shift that resulted in the best alignment of match
events with peaks and troughs in the GPS data. One could attempt
to counter this through non-uniform time distortions; however, this
would risk compromising the quality of the analysis due to distortion
of player speed, and could still be circumvented through the use of a
more sophisticated temporal comparison algorithm, such as Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW).
One may also attempt to prevent the ability of the attacker to re-identify
17In quarters where teams scored periodically at consistent time intervals, offsets
of n · interval duration provided a good fit for any n, and thus automatic time synchro-
nisation sometimes selected the wrong offset in these edge cases. These cases were
identified and resolved through manually inspecting the GPS formations at key events
and interactively manipulating the time offset to find a better fit (Sec. 7.1.7). As these
edge cases could be corrected manually, it is likely that a fully automated approach
may be possible using a more sophisticated algorithm that examines the entire team
formation rather than just average team position and velocity.
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Figure 5.8: 1 minute of player GPS movements during a game, as the
ball is passed along the edge of the field. The true shape of the field
is indicated by the green oval; however, the location of the interchange
area (left of image) and shape of the oval are visually apparent from the
GPS data alone.
the GPS data by performing spatial translations, rotations, and reflec-
tions. However, players frequently pass the ball along the edge of the
field, whichmakes the bounds of the field visually apparent; an example
of GPS movements that reveals the edge of the field is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Once the shape of the field is identified, the only additional details that
an attacker need to concern themselves with are identifying any reflec-
tions. However, this can be achieved by examining the GPS data at the
time of a goal to see which side of the field the players were occupy-
ing. Indeed, in the datasets used in this thesis, none of the datasets
included the “coin-toss” used to decide which direction players goals
are; however, it was still possible to infer this through considering both
possible directions then choosing the direction that resulted in the best
alignment with the public match event feed. In conclusion, linear spa-
tial transformations are insufficient to prevent player re-identification.
Any operation that distorts scale, including non-homogeneous scale
distortions such as a non-linear transformation, are not an option, as
they would affect most forms of spatial analysis such as player speed.
Furthermore, the attacker can use known information about a player’s
typical speed to infer the scale distortion, thus allowing the transfor-
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mation to be inverted.
Preventing attack by complete removal of identifiers
Due to the ease with which an attacker can undermine the aforemen-
tioned de-identification methods, it is necessary to consider a more ex-
treme approach. Note that the value to an attacker lies in the ability to
re-identify players at one time instant, and then use this to re-identify
the player at other time instants, or in the case of linked datasets, to
re-identify the player in other datasets that use the same anonymised
player code. By completely removing the player identity column, the link
between player movements at different time-instants can be destroyed.
An example of a fully de-identified possession chain data is given in Ta-
ble 5.5. The team name is not anonymised in the example, because as
previously shown, teams can be trivially re-identified by an attacker
based on the number of scoring events18 yet removing team names
would hinder legitimate data analysis seeking to compare identified pat-
terns to public information about the team.
Table 5.5: Player Scoring Chain Data, de-identified by completely re-
moving player identifiers
Chain Team Chain Start Type Chain End Type Disposal Player ID
1 WCE Stoppage - CB Rushed kick NULL
2 HAW Kick In Stoppage - TU kick NULL
3 WCE Stoppage - TU Stoppage - TI kick NULL
4 WCE Stoppage - TU Goal kick NULL
5 HAW Stoppage - CB Turnover kick NULL
6 WCE Turnover Turnover kick NULL
7 HAW Turnover Goal kick NULL
7 HAW Turnover Goal handball NULL
7 HAW Turnover Goal kick NULL
8 WCE Stoppage - CB Turnover kick NULL
Position tracking data are typically stored as separate files for each in-
dividual player trajectory. Even if the files names contain no identifying
18An attack to re-identify the team name is covered in Attacks against removal of
date and venue (Sec. 5.5.1)
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Formation = {(xa, ya), (xb, yb), ...} = {(xb, yb), (xa, ya), ...}
Figure 5.9: A point cloud is an unordered set of points. Represent-
ing team formations in this manner allows analysis of the team, while
removing ties to individual player identities. As operations on sets are
invariant to the ordering of elements within the set, the ordering of
players within the formation can be randomised when serialising the
data to deter attackers without affecting the analysis.
information, storing a single player’s trajectory for the entire match in
the same file means that the player can be re-identified for the duration
of the entire match if an attacker can re-identify the player at a particu-
lar moment. For example, if an attacker knows that a particular player
scored a goal at a particular time, they can re-identify the trajectory file
for that player by searching for trajectory files that contain a point at
that time and location. This then gives the attacker access to detailed
movements of that player over the course of the entire match.
This can be prevented by merging all the player traces together and
splitting them into a sequence of team formations at each time instant.
Representing the team formation as a point cloud (an unordered set of
points) removes the link between player locations at different time in-
stants. While this prevents individual player analysis, it still permits
many forms of team analysis methods. A visual explanation is provided
in Fig. 5.9. This approach was inspired by Ding et al. [59] who show
that randomly mixing human trajectories whenever two people cross
paths prevents re-identification of individuals, while still allowing cer-
tain forms of analysis about the group.
To circumvent this method, an attacker can attempt to reconnect the
links between locations belonging to the same player by pairing an occu-
pied location at one instant with the closest occupied location the next
time-instant. A more sophisticated approach can use player velocity to
estimate the next location, then take the nearest occupied location to
the estimated location. However, this would be difficult in practice as
players often come into close contact with each other. Every time play-
ers interact, there is a branching of the possible locations the player
could be in next. Thus while one can infer related player movements for
a short period of time, the number of possible combinations increases
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with time [59]. This means that even if an attacker were to determine a
player’s location at a certain point in time (e.g. from a photo at a known
time instant), they will only be able to trace the player for a short time
due to increasing uncertainty about which player is which when trying
to trace players over the medium to long-term course of a match.
Downsampling
As noted, the key threat to participant privacy is that an attacker can
gain access to high frequency GPS data, that when complemented with
accelerometers, can be used to track a player’s individual footsteps, and
thus potentially infer sensitive player information.19 While downsam-
pling doesn’t intrinsically serve as a de-identification technique, hence
it will not be classified as a de-identification method in Sec. 5.6, lossy
downsampling could result in a reduction of the sensitivity of player
data, thus reducing the potential harm to participants if re-identified.
It could also be used in combination with removal of identifiers to make
re-identification via trace reconstruction harder, due to increased un-
certainty of player movements when sampled at a lower frequency.
5.6 Analysis of Trade-Off between Partici-
pant Privacy and Data Quality
This section compares the strength of each de-identification method
outlined in Sec. 5.5, and considers how the de-identification impacts
on the utility of the data to researchers. Specifically, it considers the
constraints on the kinds of analysis that can be performed as a result
of de-identification of the data. This is presented in Table 5.6.
Attempts to prevent player re-identification, through replacement of
names with anonymous identifiers, removal of event timestamps, and
shifting/distortion time and space, are weak. An attacker can obtain
19As outlined in Threat model Sec. 5.4
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Table 5.6: Analysis of trade-off between de-identification strength ver-























































































* Additional analysis constraint for all de-identification methods:
Can only link to datasets that use same anonymous identifiers
data fingerprints for one or more players, and find the mapping between
anonymised player code(s) and the player’s identity.
The only method that offered protection against re-identification of play-
ers was complete removal of participant identifiers and use of a point
cloud data structure (i.e. an unordered set of points) at each time-
instant. This de-identification method removes the ability to trace the
path of individual players. For stronger protection, this can be com-
bined with downsampling of the position tracking data (e.g. from 10 Hz
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to 1 Hz20), thus increasing the uncertainty of player identities when two
players come into close contact during the time window. This also has
the effect of filtering out the high frequency component of the player
position information that risks revealing individual player steps.
Note that in order to achieve privacy, it is necessary to reduce data qual-
ity, thus limiting the types of analysis that can be performed. However,
if the goal is macro-level team-level analysis rather than micro-level
studies of player movement, then this trade-off may be acceptable. Al-
lowing individual player movements to be traced over the course of the
match is in contradiction to the goal of de-identifying data; if individual
player movements can be traced, then players can be fingerprinted by
their movement and scoring patterns, and thus the dataset would be
re-identifiable rather than non-identifiable.
20The sampling rate chosen depends on the application. Lower sampling rates offer
stronger privacy, but discard information that may be needed for the analysis. The
rate of 1 Hz was chosen for this thesis in order to match the needs of the analysis
performed in Chapter 7, which analysed team-level formations at 1 second intervals.
A higher sampling rate could have been chosen if the analysis required detailed player
movements (at the cost of increased risk of data re-identification).
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5.7 An Interaction Model for De-
identification of Human Data held by
External Custodians
The previous sections of this chapter explained that data de-
identification, particularly of spatio-temporal datasets such as the AFL
dataset used in this thesis, is non-trivial to perform correctly. The anal-
ysis of trade-offs in Sec. 5.6 revealed that common methods such as
removing dates and venues, offsetting times, and substituting player
names with random codes fail to prevent re-identification. Use of a
point cloud data structure to represent team formations at each time
instant was identified as the most theoretically promising in terms of
individual privacy protection without destroying the ability to analyse
the team as a whole. However, this method is rarely used in practice,
and requires writing custom software to implement.
The challenge is that for all data to be non-identifiable, the de-
identification must be performed by the data custodian, i.e. the football
club, who do not have the technical resources to apply sophisticated de-
identification approaches. Thus despite the theoretical benefits of the
approach identified by the previous sections, it could not be realised in
practice under the common interaction model where the full burden of
carrying out the data de-identification process is placed upon the data
custodian without any involvement from the researchers that plan to
analyse the data.
To ensure that secure de-identification approaches can be applied in
practice, it was necessary to reconsider the interaction between data
custodians and researchers. The goal was to find a solution whereby
researchers could be involved in specifying the most appropriate de-
identification process while still ensuring that the data custodian re-
mained in control of the underlying identifiable data. The solution was
formalised in terms of an interaction model and implemented as a de-
identification portal. The portal was used to request the AFL datasets
used in thesis and to automatically de-identify the data as they passed
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through the portal using the point cloud method identified in the pre-
vious section.
This section of the thesis was published as Andrew J. Simmons, Mah-
eswaree Kissoon Curumsing, and Rajesh Vasa. “An interaction model
for de-identification of human data held by external custodians”. In:
Proceedings of the 30th Australian Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction. Melbourne, VIC, Australia: ACM, 2018, pp. 23–26. doi:
10.1145/3292147.3292207. An authorship statement for the paper
can be found in Appendix F.
5.7.1 Abstract
Reuse of pre-existing industry datasets for research purposes requires
a multi-stakeholder solution that balances the researcher’s analysis ob-
jectives with the need to engage the industry data custodian, whilst re-
specting the privacy rights of human data subjects. Current methods
place the burden on the data custodian, whom may not be sufficiently
trained to fully appreciate the nuances of data de-identification. Mod-
elling of functional, quality, and emotional goals is used to arrive at a de-
identification in the cloud approach whereby the researcher proposes
analyses along with the extraction and de-identification operations,
while engaging the industry data custodian with secure control over
authorising the proposed analyses. This section of the thesis demon-
strates the approach through implementation of a de-identification por-
tal for sport club data.
5.7.2 Introduction
Researchers often wish to reuse a pre-existing dataset in a new unfore-
seen way to investigate a question. As a running example, this section
of the thesis will consider a sport researcher requesting access to a
dataset held by a sport club. As obtaining consent of every individ-
ual in the dataset to reuse their data is often infeasible, human ethics
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guidelines permit exemptions if the data custodian de-identifies their
dataset and provides it to the researcher in non-identifiable form, i.e.
such that no individual can be re-identified [150].
As the data custodian may not be an expert in de-identification tech-
niques, it is important that the de-identification system be learnable,
and that it minimise the risk of user errors by the data custodian that
could undermine the privacy of participants. Typically, sport club staff
would be familiar with business spreadsheet software, such as Mi-
crosoft Excel, and remove or substitute identifiable columns such as
player names.
However, de-identifying data is a non-trivial operation, as even after ob-
vious identifiers are removed, “quasi-identifiers” [203], such as times,
dates, or locations, may still allow re-identifying individuals in the
dataset by linking sensitive data to public datasets. Privacy researchers
have proposed software tools that automatically distort or generalise
quasi-identifiers [125], however use of these tools requires a level of ex-
pertise from the user to select an appropriate privacy threshold, ensure
that algorithm assumptions are met, and to minimise the destruction of
data utility [26]. As sport club staff are under constant time pressure, it
is unlikely that they would have time to develop the necessary expertise
to apply these tools reliably, and the additional work and uncertainty
may cause frustration that undermines the research partnership.
While existing tools for de-identification focus on quality goals or func-
tional requirements, a solution is needed that also meets the stakehold-
ers’ emotion-oriented requirements to ensure the research-industry
engagement is successful. This section of the thesis focuses on the
human–computer interactions involved in the de-identification work-
flow; the specific choice of de-identification operation is abstracted over,
as this is best left to the researcher to decide given the type of dataset
and privacy level requirements.
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5.7.3 Emotional goal framework
While functional and quality goals are well-established as part of the
software design process, all too often software designers overlook emo-
tional needs of users [156, 172], resulting in an unfulfilling product
which fails to gain appropriation by users as part of their workflow [137,
138].
The importance of users’ emotional expectations during software de-
sign cannot be undermined. Thus the following sections look at the
techniques proposed by Kissoon Curumsing [51, 52] to introduce the
concept of emotional goals within the software design process.
Specifically, this section of the thesis utilises emotional goal modelling
to consider the needs of each stakeholder in the design of the de-
identification platform. User emotional acceptance of the system is crit-
ical to improving data sharing practices, else stakeholders are likely to
revert to flawed but culturally ingrained [163] data sharing practices,
such as substituting names with a randomised code while doing lit-




Fig. 5.10 breaks down the functional goals of the system and shows







Figure 5.10: De-identification portal Emotional Goal Model (diagram should be read top to bottom)
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The overall goal of the de-identification portal is to provide a platform for
ethical, insightful research that facilitates reuse of data without com-
promising the privacy of the data subjects (i.e. the sport players). To
achieve this goal, the control over how the data are used must lie with
the data custodian (i.e. the sport club) rather than the researcher, as
providing the researcher with unrestricted access to the system would
be equivalent to transfer of identifiable data without participant con-
sent. On the other hand, to encourage insightful research, the sys-
tem should promote a mindset of intellectual curiosity whereby the re-
searcher feels empowered to request (but not necessarily be granted
access to) data and propose analyses that fully utilise the detail avail-
able in the dataset to gain an awareness that is not limited to traditional
predefined summary statistics. To meet the goals of all stakeholders,
Fig. 5.10 proposes that the researcher should precisely specify the data
they need for an analysis by writing a script to perform the extraction.
In cases where an analysis requires access to sensitive data, the ex-
traction script should perform the analysis on the sensitive data then
de-identify the output to ensure that it is non-identifiable. The data
custodian (i.e. the sport club IT manger) should feel engaged in the re-
search process and in control over authorising the execution of a script
so that they can be confident the research is protecting the data sub-
jects’ (i.e. the players in their club) right to feel that their privacy is
secured.
Interaction model
Fig. 5.11 shows the interaction model for the proposed system, and
translates the goals into role interactions. This level introduces the role
of a cloud data portal, an autonomous agent that will mediate the inter-
actions between the data custodian and researcher in a secure manner.
To ensure the data custodian remains in control of data access, in our
solution they encrypt the data prior to uploading the data to the cloud.
The researcher proposes an analysis by uploading a script to the cloud
portal and providing a human readable summary for the data custo-
dian. If the data custodian is satisfied that the proposed analysis is
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Figure 5.11: De-identification portal Interaction Model
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respectful of the privacy and rights of the participants, they authorise
the cloud portal to perform the analysis proposed by the researcher by
providing it with the decryption key. The cloud portal uses the key to
temporarily decrypt the data, runs the analysis script against the raw
data, and finally destroys the key after script execution is complete.
Upon completion the researcher is notified so that they can perform
post-analysis on the results of the extraction script and communicate
the results back to the data custodian. This is an iterative process;
the first iteration is usually to extract metadata and validate the re-
searcher’s assumptions about the dataset. The following iterations deal
with extracting data to answer a specific research question, which may
prompt subsequent questions.
As the data custodian is in control of the authorisation of each phase,
this has the additional benefit of keeping them emotionally engaged in
the research process. As the analysis is run in the cloud, the researcher
never sees the raw data nor the decryption key, and thus never has
access to re-identifiable data; the researcher is aware only of the final
output of their analysis, thus empowering the researcher to satisfy their
feeling of curiosity about well-formed questions without revealing details
that would compromise the data subjects’ privacy.
5.7.5 Implementation
A proof of concept de-identification portal was implemented based on
the above design. A cloud virtual machine was used to host the data
portal, an AES 256-encrypted zip file to protect the dataset, Python
script files for the researcher to express the proposed analysis, an HTML
web interface for the data custodian to authorise a script by providing
the decryption key, and a background process to run the analysis in







Table 5.7: Heuristic Evaluation against ISO Usability Characteristics
ISO Usability
Characteristic ISO Definition Spreadsheet Ours
Appropriateness
recognizability
Degree to which users can recognise
whether a product or system is
appropriate for their needs.
Spreadsheet editors are an obvious
choice for data custodian to use to
remove/substitute participant identifier
columns, but data custodian may not




methods and sends link and
instructions to data custodian.
Learnability Degree to which a product or system can
be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals of learning to use the
product or system with effectiveness,
efficiency, freedom from risk and
satisfaction in a specified context of use.
Spreadsheets provide a familiar and
intuitive interface. However, without
proper training, there is a risk of data
errors due to incorrect formulas that
refer to the wrong cells.
Researcher must have
sufficient training to express
de-identification operations.
Operability Degree to which a product or system has
attributes that make it easy to operate
and control.
Spreadsheets provide an intuitive
interface. However, may be slow and
repetitive if need to manually apply the
same operation to many worksheets.





Degree to which a system protects users
against making errors.
Spreadsheet software has no intrinsic
functionality for recognising
identifiable data. Responsibility falls on
data custodian.
Researcher can test their code
on a sample data set. Data





Degree to which a user interface enables
pleasing and satisfying interaction for
the user.
Spreadsheet provides a familiar and
intuitive interface.
Interface can be themed.
Accessibility Degree to which a product or system can
be used by people with the widest range
of characteristics and capabilities to
achieve a specified goal in a specified
context of use.
Spreadsheets in default mode present
issues for users with low vision.





5.7.6 Heuristic usability evaluation
Table 5.7 shows results of a heuristic evaluation of our system accord-
ing to the usability characteristics defined in the ISO software quality
framework [109]. In contrast to prescriptive usability heuristic check-
lists such as those presented by Nielsen [154], the focus of this section is
on evaluating usability concerns stemming from the software architec-
ture [75] rather than on minor usability issues that are implementation
specific.
5.7.7 Case study
This section shares preliminary experience using the system to obtain
de-identified player position tracking data from a sport club for team
strategy analysis.
To deal with the unique privacy issues associated with human trajec-
tory data, a custom de-identification operation was selected that com-
bined downsampling the position data to 1 Hz with a randomly sorted
point cloud representation to increase uncertainty of player identities
whenever two player paths crossed each other [59]. As the custom
de-identification operation was too involved for the sport club to per-
form themselves, the sport club was asked to encrypt and upload the
raw21 player position tracking data to the de-identification portal (dei-
dentify.org) designed and implemented as part of this thesis.
Implementing the analysis script to extract and de-identify data proved
to be challenging without having a way to peek at the structure of the
underlying raw data it was operating on. While theoretically this could
be addressed through metadata or sample data, in this situation meta-
data was not available and the format of the sample data differed from
the actual data. Thus, multiple iterations were necessary to infer the
data structure and to address parsing related issues.
21The sport club took basic steps to strip out identifying information prior to up-
loading the data, such as replacing player names with anonymous identifiers, but
this in itself would have been insufficient to prevent re-identification attacks.
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While ultimately successful, the overall process took one month as each
iteration had to wait for manual authorisation by the sport club who
acted as the data custodian.
5.7.8 Conclusions
Our tool and method are simpler for the data custodian at some addi-
tional burden to the researcher when compared against using a spread-
sheet tool such as Microsoft Excel, the most commonly used tool for this
operation currently. Specifically, our approach calls for the researcher
to be able to express de-identification via an automated script. This is
a superior approach as the researcher would typically have additional
skills and training to handle data compared to the data custodian.
While the case study examined sport club data, the approach is, in
principle, generalisable to other domains in which the data custodian
lacks the technical resources to de-identify the data themselves. Future
work is needed to validate the emotional goal model through interviews
with stakeholders, and to run an empirical trial to quantify the extent
to which the system satisfies the emotional goals of the data custodian
and researcher.
Future implementations could benefit from functionality to automati-
cally reverse-engineer the structure and semantics of a dataset without
revealing individuals in the dataset; this would reduce the number of
iterations required for the researcher to understand the dataset and ar-
rive at the final analysis, thus reducing risk of feelings of irritation and




This chapter demonstrated that de-identification of player tracking data
is non-trivial to perform correctly, and that common de-identification
approaches can lead to individual players being re-identified. Through
comparing the trade-off between participant privacy and data quality, a
combination of downsampling and representation as a point cloud were
found to offer the best theoretical protection of individual privacy while
still allowing team-based analysis.
Limitations
The de-identification approach has been selected for AFL where play-
ers can move freely on the field, but may not work well for other types
of sport where players have set roles. Specifically, the de-identification
scheme relies on players crossing paths in order to make it harder for
an attacker to re-identify players; however, if a player maintains the
same position (e.g. a cricket player that always fields in the same po-
sition) or rarely comes into close contact with other players, then the
attacker could use this information to re-identify the player. Further-
more, by design, the de-identification only allows team-level analysis
rather than individual player analysis. This means that the proposed
approach is not appropriate for traditional forms of sport performance
analysis that focus on analysing individual players, or specific player
roles (e.g. in netball). An alternative de-identification approach would
be needed for these forms of sport analysis. Nevertheless, the interac-
tion model proposed is sufficiently general that the overall framework is
still appropriate to these scenarios if a suitable de-identification oper-
ation can be found (e.g. the interaction model could be used to request
summary data broken down by player role, but aggregated over multiple
seasons in order to prevent re-identification risk).
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Figure 5.12: Summary of interaction model as implemented in dei-
dentify.org portal




The research in this chapter was applied to develop the proof of concept
de-identification portal deidentify.org. This is a cloud service for data
custodians to share data with researchers in a way that meets Victorian
privacy legislation and Australian human research ethics guidelines for
non-identifiable data. Unlike existing methods in which the data cus-
todian substitutes names with anonymous identifiers then hands over
the full ‘de-identified’ dataset to researchers—which may still lead to
re-identification or permit unethical uses if the dataset contains quasi-
identifiers such as times, dates, or locations—deidentify.org encourages
researchers to write analysis programs that extract just the data they
need, and gives the data custodian control over which analyses can run.
A summary of the interaction model for deidentify.org is shown in
Fig. 5.12, which can be seen to follow that of Sec. 5.7.4. The deiden-
tify.org portal was used request the de-identified sport player tracking
data used in this thesis. A screenshot of deidentify.org in use is pro-
vided in Fig. 5.13.
Future Work
Amore robust implementation of the de-identification interactionmodel
is needed before offering the system for general use and high risk re-
search. This would require additional software engineering effort to
allow the system to scale and auditing of the source code by a profes-
sional security analyst. In particular, if providing a public server for
de-identification, there is a need to ensure that processes are correctly
isolated to protect the data during the short time frame in which the
raw data is decrypted on the server while the de-identification algo-
rithm runs. An alternative would be to use homomorphic encryption22
to avoid the need to ever decrypt the data on the sever; however, the
22For a high-level summary of the promises and practical limitations of homomor-
phic encryption see Andy Greenberg, 3 Nov 2014, “Hacker Lexicon: What Is Homomor-




overhead of fully homomorphic encryption is currently impractical for
computationally intensive operations on large datasets.
Additional work is also needed to test the usability of the system. The
proposed system provides the data custodian the power to decide which
analyses the researcher runs. However, currently, this requires a cer-
tain level of trust in the researcher to correctly state what each of their
analysis scripts will extract. One option would be for the system to
show the data custodian the source code of the analysis script that will
be run as part of the approval process; however, as the system is de-
signed to empower data custodians without programming expertise to
safely share data, this is unlikely to provide any meaningful security if
the data custodian does not understand the researcher’s code. Thus a
mechanism is needed to automatically audit the analysis script to con-
firm that it conforms to the human readable summary of what it will
extract and to automatically test whether the analysis output leaks po-
tentially sensitive information (e.g. by automatically running a series of
re-identification attacks to test for common de-identification mistakes).
Contributions
1. Exposed the prevalence of improper de-identification methods
used in sport research, and demonstrated that GPS player track-
ing data is particularly prone to re-identification. An interaction
model was proposed to help improve ethical conduct of research by
allowing the researcher to specify the de-identification operations
in cases where the data custodian lacks the technical resources to
strongly de-identify data themselves prior to data hand-over. The
proposed approach was applied to GPS player tracking data held
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The previous chapter explored means to strongly de-identify the dataset
prior to any further processing. The result of this phase was a
point cloud of (latitude, longitude, time) points. However, latitudes and
longitudes are meaningless to sport performance analysts as is—they
must first be reprojected from world coordinates into the local coordi-
nate system of the field. Ensuring that the reprojected player track-
ing data are consistently oriented allows performance analysts to make
comparisons between matches played on different fields. This also fa-
cilitates pooling data from multiple matches within a unified reference
system to allow analysing patterns from an entire season of data rather
than being limited to analysing position tracking data from each field
separately (which would otherwise severely limit the ability to cohe-
sively analyse data from away matches, as away matches take place on
different fields throughout the season).
This chapter begins by discussing the nuances that must be accounted
for to ensure that this transformation is cartographically correct. It
contributes a novel approach for representing coordinate systems in a
way that is accessible to sport performance analysts who do not nec-
essarily have training in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The
proposed approach could help prevent common geospatial processing
mistakes made when handling GPS data. Furthermore, the proposed
approach involves less user interaction than alternative methods, thus
making it better suited to marking up a large number of fields (e.g. every
field played on over the course of a season) than manual alternatives.
6.1 Introduction
Today, consumer Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) devices in
Australia obtain a 5-10metre accuracy. While precise positioning GNSS
techniques exists to provide real-time 2 cm accuracy, e.g. for tractor
auto-steer applications, these techniques usually require installation
of a nearby base station to broadcast correction data, and costs are
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prohibitive to ordinary consumers.1 However, with the launch of new
satellite positioning systems, augmented with correction data from a
network of GNSS ground stations, Geoscience Australia estimates that
all Australians will soon have access to real-time 3 cm accurate GNSS
tracking data within the near future.2
With the widespread availability of the GNSS technologies, modern data
sets are often created and stored directly using a global coordinate sys-
tem such as WGS84. For example, Open Street Map3 allows users to up-
load GNSS trajectory traces recorded using devices such as car satellite
navigation systems and mobile phones, then trace over these trajecto-
ries to create a unified detailed street map of the entire Earth.
Large efforts exist to digitise historic maps, and align them with mod-
ern world-wide maps. The program QUAD-G4 automatically extracts
geographic coordinates from text written in the margin of historic maps
in order to align them, although obviously this approach is limited to
cases when the original mapmaker provides these coordinates, and had
access to the technology to determine them with reasonable accuracy
for the scale that they were working at. NYPL Map Warper [213, 119]
is a project by the New York Public Library to scan historic maps, then
crowd-source the work of rectifying (aligning) the maps out to citizens
by providing them with a side-by-side web interface to match points
on the historic map to coordinates on a modern Open Street Map ref-
erence. Georeferencer [73] provides similar functionality to NYPL Map
Warper, and is used by several libraries. Esri ArcMap provides function-
ality to automatically align two raster maps, although is limited to cases
where the images are very similar, and does not work well with historic
1The Allen Consulting Group, “Economic benefits of high resolution positioning
services,” Nov. 2008.
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maps5. Chen et al. [34] attempt to automatically match road maps
with satellite imagery by first extracting topological features, then uses
a conflation algorithm designed to permit matching the road topologies,
even when they are represented at differing levels of detail. MapAna-
lyst [114] allows visualising and assessing distortion profiles of historic
maps, including non-linear abstract maps such as schematic network
maps often used to represent public transport networks, but first re-
quires the user to manually match control points on the historic map
to their true coordinates.
6.1.1 Philosophical Lens
Despite the current trend towards all data becoming integratable as
part of a single global map, in practice, users usually care about posi-
tions relative to a local reference frame, not about absolute geographic
location. For example, a building inspector who identifies a defect in
a supporting beam, will need to determine the beam’s location rela-
tive to the geometry of the house so that the inspector can locate the
beam on an architectural diagram. If the architectural diagram is a
template for multiple houses of the same type, then this precludes the
possibility of the architectural diagram containing any indication of ab-
solute geographic location, as this will differ for each house built from
the diagram. Furthermore, the house may contain distortions relative
to the architectural diagram, for example, a larger verandah, or non-
conforming angles due to ground movements since initial construction.
Thus it is important that the building inspector uses a local reference
frame aligned with the house rather than absolute geographic coordi-
nates in order to facilitate comparisons to the architectural diagram.
Reprojecting data to local reference frames is necessary to permit com-
parison of similar processes across different locations. This allows a
successful idea to be replicated in different locations, with knowledge
gained from each application transferred to the others. For example, if
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a robotic assembly line were replicated to another factory, it would be
desirable to have the ability to study the movement of objects through
the assembly line in a way that permits comparison between the two
factories. The simplest way to permit this comparison is to calculate
positions of objects relative to a local reference point about which move-
ments will be similar in each of the factories. Note how this simple act
of reprojection makes it possible to detect patterns, that were present,
yet not obviously apparent, in the globally referenced data.
Reprojecting data to local coordinate frames is not only necessary to fa-
cilitate comparison by humans, but may also assist automated pattern
recognition approaches. Preprocessing data to extract relevant features
is a crucial step to improve the accuracy of data mining algorithms.
Automated pattern recognition approaches rely upon the selection of
features as an induction bias as to which patterns are expected to
exist. To reduce search space [221] and prevent over-fitting, pattern
recognition approaches are biased [220] to favour simple explanations,
and will penalise or not consider solutions that require complex feature
combinations and heavy value shifting [61]. Thus, while certain data
mining algorithms are in theory capable of finding patterns in globally
referenced data even without reprojection, transforming features into
a suitable reference frame to make them comparable prior to applying
pattern recognition helps increase the chance of finding patterns and
reduces the amount of training data needed.
6.1.2 Motivation
The mathematics of reprojecting geographic data to a local coordinate
system is well known, and considered fundamental6 in the fields of
geodesy and cartography [63, 157]. In practice, users would use a Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS) to perform the transformation rather
than performing the calculations manually. Geographic Information
Systems typically include a range of options for both reprojection to a
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local reference frame, as well as sophisticated cartographic projections
that attempt to preserve either area, distance, or angle (but cannot pre-
serve all three) over the curvature of Earth when working with maps of
large areas.
However, Geographic Information Systems are usually targeted to pro-
fessional users, such as surveyors and engineers, rather than novice
users attempting to analyse data from their own domain. In particu-
lar, the process for defining a local coordinate reference system requires
manually specifying the details using a projection specification format
such as Well-Known Text (WKT) or PROJ.4. This can be an intimidat-
ing process for novice users, who may not be familiar with the intrica-
cies of projection systems. Even for experts, creating reference frames
can be a tedious process, especially for large areas in which the user
needs to carefully consider the distortion introduced by the curvature
of Earth. The premise of this chapter is that the difficulty associated
with defining coordinate systems has restricted the use of coordinate
frame transformations in GIS to that of a data import/export operation,
leaving their full potential as a powerful technique for comparing local
features across similar spaces left largely unrealised.
This chapter proposes a novel system for representing and manipulat-
ing the reference frames as an annotation overlay on the map rather
than as manually entered projection parameters. In the proposed ap-
proach the process of selecting local reference framesmay be automated
entirely under certain circumstances by automatically detecting a suit-
able nearby geometry to use as the reference frame. This can reduce
both the number of steps involved, as well as the complexity of the
task. The relationships between objects, their trajectories, and local
reference frames is essential semantic information to permit compar-
isons, despite poor support for this in existing Geographic Information
Systems.
The rest of this chapter begins with a review of the transformation steps
involved to project data from geographic coordinates to local coordi-
nate space, and beyond into abstract space. The chapter highlights
limitations of existing Geographic Information Systems for performing
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this process, and highlights pain points that a novice user is likely to
encounter. It then describes the proposed system for simplifying the
transformation process, and explains how the proposed system adds
semantic value to the data that can also benefit pattern mining. This
tool was applied to reproject the AFL team GPS tracking data analysed
in the next chapter.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Converting Geographic Coordinates to a Local
Reference Frame
Reference frame conversion is a simple mathematical technique that
uses matrix transformations to freely convert between different coordi-
nate systems defined by reference frames. In the context of geography
they can be used to convert from aworld coordinate system to a localised
plane tangent to the Earth at a point of interest. When working with
small areas, it is reasonable to approximate the surface of the Earth
to a flat plane at the point of interest for all subsequent analysis. Note
that when interpreting land based data over large areas (e.g. countries),
the curvature of Earth becomes significant, and it becomes more ap-
propriate to use a cartographic projection with projection parameters
chosen to trade-off preservation of distance, angles, and areas as best
possible in the locality of interest with respect to the curved surface of
the Earth. See Fig. 6.1 for a visual explanation.
It is first necessary to convert geodetic latitude and longitude angles into
three-dimensional Cartesian space. The equations to convert a WGS84
location represented as longitude λ, latitude φ, and height h to Earth
Centred Earth Fixed (ECEF) x, y, z coordinates relative to the centre of
Earth are taken from [63] and presented in Eq. 6.2.1.
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Figure 6.1: Example of setting up a local reference frame. World co-
ordinates are converted to vectors relative to the Cartesian coordinate
system centred at the stadium in the figure. Note that the up axis does
not exactly intersect the centroid of Earth—this is due to a subtlety in
the definition of geodetic latitude of an ellipsoid Earth to be tangent
to the ellipsoid (which is also the approximate direction of gravity, ig-
























Absolute x, y, z location
relative to centre of Earth.
(6.2.1)
where
x is in the direction of the Prime meridian.
z is in the direction of the North pole.




1− b2a2 is the eccentricity.
a = 6 378 137 m is the WGS 84 semi-major axis.
b = a (1− f ) is the WGS 84 semi-minor axis.
f = 1/298.257223563 is the WGS 84 flattening.
χ =
√
1− e2 sin2 φ
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The equations to convert a WGS84 point (x, y, z) from ECEF coordinates
into local East North Up (ENU) coordinates (de, dn, du) with respect to
a local fixed reference frame at λre f , φre f , hre f are taken from [63] and




 − sin λre f cos λre f 0− sin φre f cos λre f − sin φre f sin λre f cos φre f
cos φre f cos λre f cos φre f sin λre f sin φre f





where xre f , yre f , zre f are the x, y, z coordinates of the origin of the refer-
ence frame calculated using Eq. 6.2.1.
The above formulas do not include a term to correct for azimuth, αre f ,
in the case of a rotated reference frame. However, this can easily be
included by pre-multiplying by yet another rotation matrix to rotate
about the up axis.
6.2.2 Projecting Geographic Coordinates to a Local
Projection
Mapmakers have devised two-dimensional projections of the Earth that
can preserve distance to a point, angles, or area, but it is impossible
to have all three at the same time. While computerised maps can use
three-dimensional coordinates to perform exact geodesic calculations
over the curvature of Earth, these are computationally intensive, and
furthermore, they limit spatial analysis techniques to those for which
a geodesic algorithm is available. For mapping within a small region,
calculations can be approximated within the two-dimensional projec-
tion, but appropriate projection parameters must be chosen for that
region. Note that unlike local reference frames described in the previ-
ous section, cartographic projections are designed to preserve proper-
ties along the curvature of Earth, so are appropriate for much larger
regions (although for projections of the entire Earth, severe distortion
is still inevitable).
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In his classic work, Map projections: A working manual [196], John P.
Snyder sets out guidelines for selecting the appropriate map projection
given the location and scale of the map needed. For brevity, this section
will focus on Hotine’s Oblique Mercator projection, a conformal (angle
preserving) projection suitable for mapping small rectangular regions,
narrow with respect to the curvature of Earth.
Hotine’s ObliqueMercator (also known as Rectified SkewOrthomorphic)
attempts to preserve scale along a central line chosen by themapmaker.
Hotine’s Oblique Mercator is also conformal (no local angular distortion)
away from central line. To achieve this, Hotine’s Oblique Mercator pro-
jection must compromise by distorting area away from the central line.
Note that while the projection preserves local angles (i.e. relative an-
gles within any infinitesimal portion of the map), global angles (such as
azimuth) are still distorted.
Hotine’s Oblique Mercator projection can be parameterised to the re-
gion of interest. Much like the information required to set up a local
reference frame in the previous section, the information needed to pa-
rameterise Hotine’s Oblique Mercator projection is a reference location,
and a reference angle. Fig. 6.2 provides an example of Hotine’s Oblique
Mercator centred around Melbourne, in an eastward direction towards
the lower half of the US. This projection would be ideal for tracking the
ground path of a flight from Melbourne to the US.
Whilst local projections are conceptually different to reference frames,
the similar information required to build a Hotine’s Oblique Mercator
projection (and its alternatives) versus a local reference frame, allows
projections to serve as a natural extension of Reference Frames when
concerns shift from studying very small (i.e. approximately uniform di-
rection of gravity) regions of the Earth towards larger regions where the
analyst is interested in the positions of objects relative to the curvature
of the Earth (i.e. a non-Euclidean coordinate space).
The formulas for a computerised implementation of Hotine’s Oblique
Mercator projection can be found in Hooijberg [99] and Evenden [71].
In modern times, cartographers are unlikely to ever need to ever im-
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Figure 6.2: Example of Hotine’s Oblique Mercator projection taken at
Melbourne in east direction. Note the severe distortion in the tail of
Antarctica and South America in this projection, due to their distance
from the choice of central line.
plement projection computations themselves, as computations are te-
dious, and can be error prone if not implemented carefully and tested
thoroughly. Instead, cartographers would use a readily available imple-
mentation, such as that found in the Open Source PROJ.4 [71] library.
6.2.3 Support for Coordinate Transformations within
Geographic Information Systems
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), such as QGIS7, provide the user
with a graphical user interface to convert data between different coor-
dinate systems. Typically, datasets will be encoded in a standardised
coordinate reference system, such as one of the reference systems en-
coded in the ESPG database8. Metadata describing the projection for-
mat is usually stored alongside the dataset, and the interface to convert
7[Software] QGIS Project, “QGIS: A Free and Open Source Geographic Information
System”. http://www.qgis.org/ Accessed: 2017-03-16
8International Association of Oil & Gas Producers, “ESPG Geodetic Parameter
Dataset”. http://www.epsg.org/ Accessed: 2017-03-16
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to a different standardised coordinate system is usually as simple as se-
lecting “save as. . . ”, then selecting the name of the coordinate system
from a list. This not only hides the complexity of performing the trans-
formation from the user, it also hides the need for a user to understand
how coordinate systems are represented, so long as the user knows the
identifier for the coordinate reference system they wish to work in. The
Universal Transverse Mercator system can be used to generate a set
of coordinate reference systems by splitting the Earth’s ellipsoid into
narrow strips of 6 degrees longitude in which distortion is minimal.
For example, an appropriate projection for planning a railway between
Melbourne and Cairns (north bound of Melbourne) would be Map Grid
Australia 55 (UTM zone 55 of the GRS80 ellipsoid9, officially defined as
using the Geocentric Datum of Australia10) thus avoiding the need for
the user to define their own coordinate system.
However, in the case of creating a coordinate reference system with re-
spect to some object, it is necessary for the user to define their own co-
ordinate reference system. If the user’s sole objective is simply to make
the reference object (0,0) for convenience, then this can be achieved
by using an existing coordinate reference system and adding a so-
called “false-easting” and “false-northing” to linearly offset coordinates
by some fixed amount. However, shifting the coordinate system in this
manner does nothing to address the distortion properties of the projec-
tion. For example, it is incorrect to use false-easting and false-northing
to shift an existing coordinate reference system to some other part of the
globe, as its only effect is to make the numbers more convenient—one
would still be working in an area with extreme distortion. Some GIS
tools include an affine transformation tool to shift object coordinates,
but similarly to the false-easting and false-northing approach, this also
does nothing to address distortions due to the curvature of Earth when
objects are shifted large distances. In order to create a projection with
minimal distortion about a reference point, it is necessary to set the pa-
9spatialreference.org, “EPSG:28355 (GDA94 / MGA zone 55)”. http://
spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/28355/ Accessed: 2017-03-16
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rameters of the projection such that the projection is calculated about
that reference point.
Unfortunately, defining a custom coordinate reference system using ex-
isting GIS software is often a cumbersome process. In QGIS, a user
must manually write a projection string, using a specification format
such as Well-Known Text (WKT) or PROJ.4. An example is provided in
Listing 6.111. Given that GIS tools dedicate a large area of the screen to
an interactive map for selecting points, it is surprising that users must
manually type or copy-paste the coordinates to define the centre-point
of the coordinate reference system. Furthermore, unless working with
a projection that preserves azimuth angles (such as the Mercator Pro-
jection), care must be taken to ensure that the azimuth is measured
with respect to north, rather than the vertical direction in the current










10 +towgs84=0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
11 +units=m +no_defs
Listing 6.1: Above: Example of a PROJ.4 expression for a Hotine’s
Oblique Mercator projection centred at the Melbourne Cricket Ground
in the direction of the goal posts at N86°E.
NovAtel GrafNav12 provides a streamlined interface for creating local
coordinate systems, shown in Fig. 6.3. The interface only requires the
essential information from the user: reference latitude, reference lon-
11The PROJ.4 template for setting up a Hotine’s Oblique Mercator (omerc) projec-
tion relative to a reference point and reference angle comes from AndreJ’s answer to
“Using customized Coordinate System in ArcGIS Desktop?” on the Geographic In-
formation Systems Stack Exchange http://gis.stackexchange.com/questions/
83861/using-customized-coordinate-system-for-archaeological-site-
data/83884#83884 Accessed: 2017-02-03
12NovAtel, “Creating a Local Cartesian Plane,” Waypoint FAQs. http://www.
novatel.com/products/software/waypoint-faqs/ Accessed: 2017-03-16
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Figure 6.3: NovAtel GrafNav provides an interface to convert GPS data
in world coordinates to a local coordinate system. However, configuring
the local coordinate system requires manually specifying coordinates.
Screenshots © NovAtel Inc. taken from software documentation.
gitude, reference height, and reference rotation angle. Alternatively,
the interface can infer the rotation angle of the reference system if the
user provides a second point along an axis. Once the reference system
has been established, the user is free to bulk-reproject data points to
their reference system. The system only provides the option to project to
Cartesian coordinates in a local reference frame, and does not appear to
offer the ability to use the reference system as a basis for a cartographic
projection. Similarly to the issues described relating to the user inter-
face for defining reference frames in GIS software, the interface appears
to require the user to manually enter the coordinates, thus would be
tedious if the user wished to set up multiple local reference frames.
Projection Wizard [178] implements the guidelines by John P. Snyder
[196] to automatically suggest the most appropriate projection based
upon a bounding box drawn by the user on an interactive map of the
Earth (see Fig. 6.4). Unfortunately, it doesn’t currently allow the user
to draw an oblique (rotated) bounding box, thus is limited to projections
where north is at the top of the map. While Projection Wizard doesn’t
implement any functionality to reproject data automatically, it can gen-
erate a PROJ.4 projection string. The user could then copy-paste this
projection string into their GIS tool to define a coordinate reference sys-
tem, or use it to bulk reproject data using the PROJ.4 Unix command
line tool.
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Figure 6.4: Projection Wizard [178] allows the user to visually draw
a rectangle, and will automatically generate an appropriate PROJ.4
projection string for that area. However, it is not possible for the user to
draw a rotated region, thus support for generating oblique projections
is limited.
Figure 6.5: Comparison of geospatial systems that provide ability to
convert GPS world coordinates to local coordinates.
Key: 3=supported, 7=not supported, ∼=partial support.
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A comparison of systems discussed in this section for converting GPS
trajectory data to local coordinates (e.g. local x-y coordinates of the rele-
vant sport field) is provided in Fig. 6.5. While systems (or combinations
of systems) exist to perform the conversion, none offer an streamlined
end-to-end process for performing the conversion in a manner that is
suited to non-expert users (e.g. sport performance analysts as opposed
to professional GIS analysts).
6.2.4 Support for Coordinate Transformations within
Sport Player Tracking Software
Figure 6.6: SPT GameTraka13 is capable of generating a heat-map of
player location overlaid on Google Maps.
The previous sections motivated the need to transform data to a local
coordinate system, highlighted the theoretical issues surrounding per-
forming this conversion correctly, and showed that general purpose sys-
tems for performing this conversion are not well suited for non-expert
users and are tedious when conversions to many different local sys-
tems are necessary (i.e. pairing GPS trajectories over the course of the
season with the relevant sport field). For completeness, a selection of
13http://demo.gametraka.com Accessed: 2017
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commercial software systems for analysing sport player position track-
ing data were examined.
SPT GameTraka (Fig. 6.6) generates a heat-map of player location over-
laid on Google Maps. Firstly, note that all maps are north oriented,
which makes it difficult to compare patterns on a field that is N-S ori-
ented to a field that is E-W oriented. Further note that the software has
no internal model of the field, thus it is not possible to quantitatively
break down data by zone of field. Instead SPT GameTraka focuses on
statistics such as distance, speed, intensity, etc. that can be computed
without reference to the field.
GPSports Team AMS (Fig. 6.7) converts GPS data to x-y coordinates to
allow quantitative analysis of position. However, the origin and orien-
tation of the x-y coordinate system appear to be arbitrary, thus it is
difficult to compare x-y values between different fields.
Figure 6.7: Analysis of GPS tracking data using Team AMS (software
provided with GPSports GPS tracking devices). Note arbitrary origin
and orientation of x-y coordinate system. This makes spatial compar-
isons of tracking data from different venues challenging.
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The software provided with the Catapult Sports ClearSky local po-
sitioning system works in x-y positions relative to the playing field
(Fig. 6.8). Due to the limited publicly available documentation, it is un-
clear whether their software provides a way to perform similar analysis
using GPS tracking devices as opposed to local positioning devices.14
Figure 6.8: Catapult Sports ClearSky local positioning system (from
promotional video15). Local positioning systems use beacons placed
around the field to capture player positions in x-y form. However the
system is many times more expensive than GPS tracking devices, and
in the past Catapult Sports have charged $100,000 per year per club.16
14One retailer of Catapult Sports OptimEye GPS tracking devices states they provide
the ability to “build your own field with the OptimEye units”; however, it is unclear
what this entails. http://performbetter.co.uk/product/catapult-optimeye-
x4-athlete-monitoring-system/. Accessed 2019-06-08
15[Video] Catapult Sports, 2013, “Catapult ClearSky.” https://youtu.be/
lVKgPk1S7L0?t=1m41s
16“Catapult Sports is ‘Google analytics for athletes’: wearable technol-
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As highlighted, converting GPS tracking data to the local coordinate sys-
tem of the field is a necessary pre-requisite for comparing GPS tracking
data across different fields. However, this functionality appears to be
poorly supported by existing software, other than by software provided
with local positioning systems which require physical beacons placed
around the field. Types of sport that involve travelling large distances
where it is necessary to account for the curvature of Earth, e.g. long
distance boat races, are most at risk if the geospatial transformations
are not properly understood.
6.3 Spatio-Temporal Reference Frames as
Geographic Objects
This section describes a tool to help sport performance analysts com-
pare GPS tracking data from sport players between different games. It
automates most of the transformations involved, thus only minimal in-
put is required from the user. This means that the tool is suitable for
use directly by domain experts (in this case, sport performance ana-
lysts) without the need for them to outsource the work to a Geographic
Information System specialist.
The tool is general purpose and thus applicable to a range of domains
(e.g. animal tracking). However, for the purpose of this thesis, it was
applied to reproject player GPS tracking data taken over the course of an
AFL season to the coordinate system of the closest AFL field (Sec. 7.1.5).
The discussion in this section assumes the data files are structured as
GPS trajectories; however, the tool can also be applied to reproject de-
identified team point clouds (as recommended by the De-identification
chapter in Sec. 5.6).
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This section of the thesis was published as Andrew Simmons and Ra-
jesh Vasa. “Spatio-Temporal Reference Frames as Geographic Objects”.
In: Proceedings of the 25th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Conference
on Advances in Geographic Information Systems - SIGSPATIAL’17. Re-
dondo Beach, CA, USA: ACM, 2017, pp. 1–4. isbn: 9781450354905. doi:
10.1145/3139958.3139983. An authorship statement for the paper can
be found in Appendix F.
6.3.1 Abstract
It is often desirable to analyse trajectory data in local coordinates rel-
ative to a reference location. Similarly, temporal data also needs to be
transformed to be relative to an event. Together, temporal and spatial
contextualisation permits comparative analysis of similar trajectories
taken across multiple reference locations. To the GIS professional, the
procedures to establish a reference frame at a location and reproject
the data into local coordinates are well known, albeit tedious. However,
GIS tools are now often used by subject matter experts who may not
have the deep knowledge of coordinate frames and projections required
to use these techniques effectively.
This section of the thesis introduces a novel method for represent-
ing spatio-temporal reference frames using ordinary geographic objects
available in GIS tools. Our method both reduces the number of manual
steps required to reproject data to a local reference frame, in addition
to reducing the number of concepts a novice user would need to learn.
6.3.2 Introduction
With the widespread availability of GNSS technologies, modern data
sets are often created and stored directly using a global coordinate sys-
tem such as WGS84. Furthermore, collecting and analysing spatial
data is moving beyond surveyors and cartographers to subject matter
experts in their own field, from traffic engineers to sport performance
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analysts. However, in many applications, it is position relative to a
frame of reference that matters, and not absolute geographic location.
Analysing data for such applications requires the data to be reprojected
from the global coordinate system into a local coordinate system. Un-
fortunately, this task requires deep conceptual knowledge to perform,
and may bar novice users from unlocking the full potential of their data.
Consider a sport performance analyst conducting spatial analysis of
player GPS tracking data, who wishes to analyse spatial patterns for
a team over the course of the sport season. A single game alone does
not contain enough events to mine statistically significant patterns. In
order to make the most of the team’s dataset, the sport performance
analyst will need to consolidate data from each of the sport fields that
the team competes at. To achieve this, the sport performance analyst
will need to reproject the raw GPS traces from games at multiple sport
fields into a consistent local coordinate system. This requires the sport
performance analyst to define a projection for each sport field the team
played on.
While it would be possible to achieve this task using a conventional GIS
system, it would require the user to manually write a projection string
using a format such as Proj4 or Well Known Text (WKT) for every field
that the team played on. Furthermore, expertise working with projec-
tions and reference frames is needed to ensure this task is performed
correctly, as incorrectly projecting data is a common cause of subtle
geospatial errors that may undermine the validity of the analysis.
This section of the thesis addresses these issues through introducing
a novel method for defining reference frames using geometric line seg-
ment objects. Our system is expected to be more learnable for novice
GIS users, as it reduces the complexity of defining reference frames to
the more familiar task of drawing lines. The evaluation further shows
that the number of manual steps required to perform a task using our
approach scales well with the number of reference frames, trajectories,












Figure 6.9: Tasks required to split traces (e.g. player GPS trajectories) that span multiple events (e.g. game seg-
ments), and reproject relative to frame (e.g. sport field) such that event traces can be compared within a common
local coordinate system. Our proposed solution allow tasks marked with a green check to be fully automated, and
tasks with a yellow tilde to be semi-automated.
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6.3.3 State of the Art
Fig. 6.9 shows the workflow of high level tasks that a user (e.g. a sport
performance analyst) would need to complete in order to transform their
dataset (e.g. trajectory data for each player of a team) into a common
local space so that they fully utilise all event data (e.g. making compar-
isons of game segments throughout the season collected from multiple
sport fields). This sub-section will briefly elaborate how tasks would
typically be accomplished using existing GIS tools, which will serve as
the baseline for evaluating the merits and drawbacks of our proposed
system.
Determining location and azimuth of frame: In order to correct for the
location and orientation of each frame (e.g. sport field) the user needs
to first obtain its location and orientation. For novice users, this seem-
ingly simple step is a common cause of errors, as it is essential to ensure
the azimuth is measured using the correct geodesic calculations, rather
than simply the angle displayed within the current projection (which is
often distorted).
Define projection parameters for frame: If frames are separated by a
non-negligible distance with respect to the curvature of Earth (e.g. an
interstate game), then it is necessary to work with different projections
for each region. Attempting to compare geometries across large dis-
tances by simply offsetting coordinates can result in distortions as the
regions may have different scales within the projection system. While
databases of common projection parameters for each segment of the
globe exist, achieving minimum distortion requires specifying custom
projection parameters. This in turn requires the user to manually write
a projection string using a format such as Proj4 or Well Known Text
(WKT).
Split/trim trace to event times: It is unrealistic to start and end col-
lection of trajectory data for the exact duration of an event of interest.
Rather, data is typically logged for a short time before and after the
event, or even multiple events (for example, in a sport game, data log-
gers will be left on for the entire game, and the data can be split into
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individual round durations afterwards, discarding data for rest breaks
between rounds). Manually splitting and trimming this data to the pre-
cise event durations can be a tedious process, as well as a repetitive
task when there are many traces (e.g. analysing game data for every
member of a sport team).
Reproject each event trace to corresponding frame: The user needs to
manually match up each event trace with the relevant projection pa-
rameters to reproject it.
Overlay event traces in local space: For this step, the user needs to
take the unconventional step of discarding any projection metadata so
that event traces can be reinterpreted as local x,y data in a relative
coordinate system.
6.3.4 Related Work
Hägerstrand visualises time as a dimension in order to conceptually
reason about constraints on human mobility in space-time [95] (al-
though it should be noted that the idea of time as a dimension was
present as early as the 18th century in the works of d’Alembert and
Lagrange [9, 86]). In order to permit the visualisation to be easily per-
ceived, Hägerstrand uses a two-dimensional map, thus freeing up the
third dimension to visualise the passage of time. The three axes form a
space-time cube within which mobility can be analysed.
While Hägerstrand originally presented the space-time cube as a con-
ceptual tool rather than as a practical means of visualising spatio-
temporal datasets, it has inspired a number of novel visualisation sys-
tems for viewing spatio-temporal data within the time-space cube [120,
84, 8].
Jenny and Hurni [115] describe the series of cartographic transforma-
tions needed to setup a common coordinate system to compare historic
maps against modern maps. Jenny and Hurni stress the importance
of first projecting the modern map into the coordinate system of the old
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Figure 6.10: Configuration of spatio-temporal reference frames used
to describe spatio-temporal structure of a sport game.
map to prevent subtle distortion artefacts that would arise from com-
paring data in different projections.
Šavrič et al. created Projection Wizard [178] to aid novice users with
the task of selecting a projection. Their system allows the user to in-
teractively drag a box around the region of interest, and the system will
automatically suggest a projection based upon the guidelines suggested
by John P. Snyder in his classic work Map projections: A working man-
ual [196]. Unfortunately, their system doesn’t allow the user to draw a
rotated region, thus limiting its ability to suggest oblique projections.
6.3.5 Proposed Solution
Our solution utilises Hägerstrand’s space-time as a conceptual frame-
work for defining reference frames. Our reference frames are orientated
in space, as well as positioned in time. Our reference frames serve as
objects that users can manipulate to describe the structure of space-
time to the computer. This in turn, benefits the user by allowing trans-
formations between global and local coordinates to be automated.
Fig. 6.10 provides an example of setting up the structure of a sport
game. In this example, there is an initial game event (e.g. a practice
game) played in the rightmost field, and this is later followed by a game
event in the leftmost field. A reference frame is added to each sport
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field, and oriented towards the target goal. This make distances and
movements comparable across the two fields. The time dimension of a
reference frame spans an event interval (e.g. the start and end time of
the round), which will serve as the basis for relative time within that
frame. A more complex game would have additional frames for each
round. If players change sides of the field after each round, then this
could be accounted for by a series of reference frames in time that al-
ternate between each side of the field so as to ensure that the team of
interest always appears to be heading the same local direction from the
perspective of the reference frame.
Representation
In conventional GIS systems, reference frames are not treated as first-
class citizens like ordinary geographic objects such as polygons. Trans-
formations in GIS systems are performed imperatively rather than
declaratively: that is, they require the user to manually enter the co-
ordinates and apply the transformation rather than providing a means
to symbolically represent the transformation within the GIS system (al-
though GIS systems do allow specifications of procedures using scripts
that can be re-run later, this requires programming skills that would
be additional expectation of a novice user).
For our system, in addition to the trajectory dataset, it requires a spa-
tial file that contains geometries to describe the reference frames, with
the temporal aspect of the reference frames represented using prop-
erty fields of the geometry. Specifically, the spatial aspect of a spatio-
temporal reference frame is represented by a line with two points. Our
choice to represent spatio-temporal reference frames as ordinary ge-
ographic objects allows the user to create and modify the reference
frames in the same manner as other data. Thus novice users only
need to learn the basic GIS editing features, and can reuse this knowl-
edge to create reference frames in our system without having to learn a
new interface specifically for creating reference frames. Furthermore, it
means that our system does not require any proprietary modifications
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Figure 6.11: (left) Spatio-temporal reference frames are represented as
the combination of a line (shown in red, direction is important) and a
property attribute to represent temporal interval (small red text). These
reference frames are stored in the GeoJSON format and can be created
using basic editing features within a GIS tool. The user provides a
directory of trajectories (black lines) in the GPX format. Our proof-
of-concept GPS to XYT (middle box) iterates over each permutation of
temporal frame and trajectory, trimming the trajectory to the duration
of the event. If any data is found for that duration, it reprojects the
trace relative to the corresponding reference frame the event is associ-
ated with (see Alg. 1 for details). (right) The reprojected data contains
relative x,y,time points suitable for comparative analysis in an external
system.
to existing GIS tools or GIS data formats beyond the geometry property
fields offered by spatial formats such as GeoJSON.
The temporal aspect of a spatio-temporal reference frame is represented
by an ISO 8601:2004 time interval declared as an event duration at-
tribute associated with the frame geometry.
Conceptually, consider each spatio-temporal reference frame as dis-
tinct, consisting of a line (representing the spatial orientation of the
frame) and one attribute (representing the temporal aspect of the
frame). However, in complex scenarios, there can be many spatio-
temporal reference frames with the same spatial dimension (e.g. a
game that has multiple rounds occurring at the same location), thus for
convenience, our system treats a line with multiple event duration at-
tributes to represent a set of spatio-temporal reference frames for each
event.
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Algorithm 1: GPS to XYT
Input: Set of GPS traces for processing, G.
Set of line segment geometries, L, representing
spatial frames.
Event metadata for each geometry, Metadata : L→ E.
Result: Projection Z : G, L, E→ [R2] of each non-empty
permutation of GPS-trace, spatial-frame, event-interval
to local x, y coordinates at offset time t.
foreach trace g in G do
P← { (pφ, pλ, pt) | p ∈ g }
foreach line segment l = ((φ1, λ2), (φ2, λ2)) in L do
α← azimuth from (φ1, λ2) toward (φ2, λ2)
foreach event e = [ebegin, eend] in Metadata(l) do
P′ ← { p ∈ P | ebegin 6 pt 6 eend }
if P′ = {} then
continue to the next event
foreach point p in P′ do
x, y← project (pφ, pλ) to oblique Mercator projection
centred at (φ1, λ2) with centreline at azimuth α
t← pt − tbegin
Z(g, l, e)[t]← (x, y)
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6.3.6 Implementation
A proof-of-concept of our proposed system is available17. Given a Geo-
JSON file containing the spatio-temporal reference frames, and a direc-
tory of raw GPS traces (in GPX format), the system will automate the
splitting, reprojection and temporal shifting of event traces into local
coordinates. The resultant output is a directory of reprojected events,
each containing x,y,t fields that respectively represent the relative lo-
cation perpendicular to the reference frame, relative location in the di-
rection of the reference frame, and relative offset time from the start of
the reference event. Fig. 6.11 presents this pipeline graphically. The
core of this program is a nested loop over each trace, line segment, and
event, as shown in Alg. 1.
The Hotine ObliqueMercator Projection (also known as Rectified Skewed
Orthographic) [196, p. 66] is used to perform the projection from global
coordinates into a local x,y coordinates relative to the frame. The pro-
jection parameters are chosen to (approximately) preserve scale along
a centreline passing through the reference frame origin and oriented at
the same azimuth as the direction of the reference frame. This means
that the reference frame conversions will be reasonable even for frames
that cover very long distances in the direction of the reference frame
(e.g. the trajectory of a point-to-point air trip). The actual projection
calculations are carried out using the Open Source PROJ.4 library [71].
6.3.7 Evaluation
Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy of Learning
This sub-section repurposes Bloom’s revised taxonomy [7] (intended
for evaluating education curricula) as a means of reasoning about the
learnability of our system for novice users. Bloom’s revised taxonomy
acknowledges two dimensions to the complexity of a learning task.
17Our code is made publicly available at https://github.com/anjsimmo/gps_xyt
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The first is the Cognitive Process Dimension: ‘Remember’ (low order
thinking), ‘Understand’, ‘Apply’, ‘Analyse’, ‘Evaluate’, ‘Create’ (high order
thinking). The second dimension is the Knowledge Dimension: ‘Factual’
(concrete), ‘Conceptual’, ‘Procedural’, ‘Metacognitive’ (most abstract).
GIS tools and libraries have automated the procedural aspects of projec-
tion (Apply + Procedural). However, they still require a deep conceptual
knowledge of projection and coordinate systems in order to create pro-
jection frames (Create + Conceptual). Our system reduces projection
from an abstract concept to geometric objects on the map, represented
the same way as other concrete data that the user creates (Create + Fac-
tual). This lowering of the knowledge dimension represents a decrease
in complexity and less depth of required learning.
Productivity
In addition to simplifying many of the steps articulated in Fig. 6.9,
our system significantly reduces the number of steps as the number
of traces scales up. Manually splitting the trajectory data would re-
quire O(F × E × G) steps where F is the number of reference frames,
E is the number of event durations of interest, and G is the number of
GPS trajectory traces – for a very large number of traces, the theoretical
limit results not from the definition of the reference frames themselves
(as these can be reused) but rather from the manual step of reprojecting
each combination of frame, trace, and event. Our system still requires
the user to provide some information to specify the spatial frames (in
the form of a line geometry), and events (in the form of properties at-
tached to the frames). However, our system entirely automates nearly
all interaction with GPS trajectory traces (other than placing the tra-
jectory traces in a folder for processing). Thus our system reduces the
number of steps to O(F× E + G).
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6.3.8 Conclusions
This system solves the fundamental problem of enabling non GIS ex-
perts to define and make comparisons between local reference frames,
and does so in a general way. Thus our system is applicable to a diver-
sity of domains, e.g. to enable traffic engineers to rapidly compare local
traffic conditions taken from floating car data collected at two or more
identical housing estates.
Rather than treat reference frames as just an abstract mathematical
concept, this section of the thesis demonstrated reference frames as ge-
ographic objects within GIS tools. This technique increases the power
of GIS, as rather than limiting ourselves to viewing and manipulating
low level facts, the projection systems themselves can be treated as if
they were ordinary geographic objects. It was trivial to implement the
program to bulk reproject data using these user constructed reference
frames as input. However, with additional software engineering effort,
the algorithm could be used to interactively reproject streams of data
or to provide the user with immediate visual feedback on how the fi-
nal reprojected data will look as they manipulate the reference frame
objects. Future work is needed to investigate whether more complex ge-
ometries could be used to automatically reproject GPS data with respect
to a more abstract projection (such as a schematic transit map), and
whether it is possible to automatically extract reference frame objects
using landmarks identified in satellite imagery.
6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter examined the issue of converting GPS data in latitude, lon-
gitude coordinates to x, y coordinates relative to the field. A tool was
proposed to increase the efficiency and correctness of this process.
The GPS to XYT tool designed in this thesis was motivated by the need
to allow sport performance analysts to reproject player tracking data
relative to the sport field, but is applicable to other domains, such as
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Figure 6.12: A) Migration paths of three albatrosses from New Zealand
to Chile as viewed on map using Mercator projection. B) The user
constructs a reference frame by using the GIS editor tools to draw a line
starting at New Zealand and ending at Chile. C) The constructed line is
the shortest path, which is via the Subantarctic. This appears curved
on the Mercator projection. D) The GPS to XYT tool reprojects each
of the paths taken by the albatrosses relative to the reference frame
line constructed by the user. In contrast to the Mercator projection, is
evident from the reprojected paths that all three albatrosses deviated
from the shortest path, instead preferring to take the longer path due
east.
the animal tracking example shown in Fig. 6.12. The example shows
a proof of concept demonstration that integrates the GPS to XYT ref-
erence frame concept as an extension to the GeoJSON.io GIS editor18.
The extension allows lines drawn in the editor to be used as reference
frames and provides an “XYT” and “Heat” tab to facilitate analysis of
the tracking data within the reprojected perspective defined by the ref-
erence frame. The albatross GPS tracking data used in this example
was obtained form ZoaTrack.org19.
Typically, building applications for spatio-temporal analysis is a time
consuming process involving many developers, and often involves mul-
18http://geojson.io
19Thomas, B, Minot, E (2016) Data from: ‘Fledging behaviour of juvenile northern
royal albatrosses (Diomedea sanfordi): a GPS tracking study’. ZoaTrack.org. doi:
http://dx.doi.org/10.4226/68/5733FAA628046
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Figure 6.13: Use of the GPS to XYT tool to inspect a sample GPS
trajectory walking across the sport fields at Deakin University. The in-
terface makes it easy to set up coordinate systems for each of the fields
by drawing lines in the editor. The trajectory is automatically split and
reprojected with respect to field coordinates to facilitate comparison,
as displayed on the right hand side.
tiple iterations in order to meet the client needs. Use of the proposed so-
lution may help reduce the number of iterations needed, as well as offer
the ability to design these systems in a consistent way, thus providing
potential for code-reuse between different domains. The advantage of
this goes beyond simply speeding up development times: cartographic
transformations, if not well understood, are a frequent cause of dis-
tortions that undermine data integrity, and reduce confidence in the
resulting analysis. The proposed system empowers novice users with
the tools for cartographically sound spatio-temporal analysis of their
domain.
Applications to Sport
Fig. 6.13 shows an example of using the interactive GPS to XYT tool (im-
plemented as an extension to the to GeoJSON.io GIS editor) to inspect a
sample GPS trace. The sample GPS trace was captured using a mobile
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phone GPS; however, the same procedure can be applied to data from
professional sport devices after converting them to a standard data for-
mat. An extended command line version of the GPS to XYT tool was
used in Sec. 7.1.5 to reproject the sport player GPS tracking data anal-
ysed in this thesis.
Future Work
Future work is necessary to evaluate our system with sport perfor-
mance analysts. While the system was theoretically shown in Sec. 6.3.7
to reduce the number of user steps required, and was argued to reduce
the level of knowledge required to use the system according to Bloom’s
revised taxonomy, an empirical evaluation is needed to confirm whether
these theoretical advantages correspond to faster use and lower error
rates on real-world tasks.
Contributions
1. Proposed a novel method for representing spatio-temporal refer-
ence frames as geographic objects. This allows GIS novices, such
as sport performance analysts, to configure reference frames with-
out the need for deep conceptual knowledge of cartographic pro-
jections. It also facilitates partial automation (e.g. reprojecting
GPS data to the closest sport field), thus resulting in time sav-
ings when the analysis involves multiple reference frames (e.g. a
season of GPS tracking data involving multiple sport fields).
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The previous chapters highlighted the need for data provenance in sport
(Chapter 4), systematically selected a means to de-identify the GPS data
to protect individual privacy (Chapter 5), and developed a technique to
semi-automate the choice of coordinate systems at each venue to facil-
itate comparisons across different fields (Chapter 6). This chapter inte-
grates the techniques proposed in the previous chapters to construct a
computational pipeline for AFL analysis, and demonstrates that when
combined they provide meaningful team-level insights without compro-
mising individual privacy.
7.1 Pipeline
This section describes the overall pipeline constructed to support anal-
ysis of AFL data. See Chapter 4 for details of the visual notation used
to describe the pipeline.
7.1.1 Possession Chain Data
Possession chain data for Geelong Football Club’s1 matches played dur-
ing the 2015 season2, in the format collected by Champion Data (the
official supplier to the AFL for all competition data), were obtained via
the club.
1Geelong Football Club is an elite AFL club. Note that while the name of the club
is identified here (as it would not be practical to suppress it), none of the individual
player data (beyond public video footage) are identifiable, even to myself.
2For details of the number of matches collected before and after filtering see
Sec. 7.1.4.
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Based on the findings of Chapter 5, the club was requested to completely
remove the player name column (as opposed to substituting names with
anonymised player codes) prior to providing the data, as this was the
most secure means to prevent re-identification attacks against posses-
sion chain data outlined in Sec. 5.5.1.
This section of the pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Provenance of non-identifiable possession chain data used
in this thesis (see Chapter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix
Sec. B.1 for symbols)
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7.1.2 Video Data
Figure 7.2: Provenance of video data used in this thesis (see Chapter 4
for semantics of notation and Appendix Sec. B.1 for symbols)
Televised video recordings of each relevant match were downloaded from
the official AFL subscription service (AFL Live Pass match replay) and
converted to the MP4 video format for further analysis. The distinction
between the digitised video used in this thesis and the original act of
recording the game (performed by the broadcaster) is shown in Fig. 7.2.
Clubs also have access to detailed behind the goals footage, which could
be replaced with the televised video recordings used in this thesis if de-
sired. However, as behind the goals footage is neither public3, nor non-
identifiable4, this thesis used the televised video recordings to demon-
3Clubs are provided with “exclusive behind the goals vision” recordings
https://www.foxsports.com.au/afl/geelong-coach-chris-scott-explains-
why-afl-coaches-bother-going-to-games-inperson-in-2016-with-video-
technology/news-story/c9b99fbf9472483491294056c03bf25b, which are con-
sidered a “game-changer” for football analysis http://www.afl.com.au/news/2018-
02-18/secret-spies-the-life-of-an-opposition-analyst. A news report in
2013 revealed that clubs payed $28,000/year each for the footage, with prices
expected to rise to $60,000/year per club in 2014. https://www.theage.com.au/
sport/afl/afl-doubles-tv-costs-20131025-2w7d1.html
4Even if the club had the resources to blur out faces and player numbers in the
behind the goals video, the position andmovements of players evident within the video
would still allow re-identifying particular players in the footage.
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strate what is possible using only public and/or non-identifiable data.
7.1.3 GPS Data
Figure 7.3: Provenance of non-identifiable point cloud data used in
this thesis (see Chapter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix
Sec. B.1 for symbols)
Player GPS tracking data were requested, where available, for Gee-
long Football Club’s 2015 matches. The data were requested and
anonymised using the deidentify.org portal [189] designed as part of
this thesis for the purpose of addressing the issues described in Chap-
ter 5. This section of the pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 7.3. The data
extraction requests are listed in Appendix Sec. D.1.
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7.1.4 Data Selection Process
Figure 7.4: Provenance of eligible AFL match list used in this the-
sis (see Chapter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix Sec. B.1
for symbols). The Basic GPS Animation used for visual inspection of
potential data issues is described in Sec. 7.1.6.
Fig. 7.4 provides an overview of how the GPS data for each match were
screened and assessed for data quality. Geelong Football Club played
21 out of 23 rounds in 2015 (round 13 was a “bye” round for the club in
which they were not scheduled to play, and round 14 was cancelled after
the death of an AFL coach). Of the 21 matches played during 2015, the
performance team at Geelong Football Club were able to retrieve GPS
data for 16 matches. It was necessary to exclude five of the retrieved
matches from the analysis because they did not contain data for all 22
players. A further three rounds were excluded due to frequent signal
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Figure 7.5: GPS signal quality inspection for round 12. All 22 devices
(orange) were active during the match. The (blue) peaks in devices re-
porting no signal are the moments that the team is off field, prior to
the game, during the mid-game break, and after the game. As the GPS
data provided by the club was exported at a sample rate of 5 Hz, the
number of readings reporting no signal per second can reach approx-
imately 5 times that of the number of active devices. While the plot
shows there were some instances of signal loss while the game was in
play, these are negligible compared to the proportion of the game that
had clear signal, and hence this match was included in the analysis.
loss over the course of the entire duration of the game. This left eight
matches that had periods of whole-team GPS data during the game.
Upon closer inspection, it became apparent that in two of the matches,
the GPS devices were active, but there was severe interference near the
interchange area causing players who were off field near the interchange
area to be reported as if they were at mid-field. While this could have
been corrected with identifiable data (i.e. knowledge of which players
were benched at which times) to exclude the trace, the non-identifiable
point cloud representation made it impossible to distinguish spurious
locations in which benched players were reported as being on the field
from cases where players were actually on the field. As such, these two
rounds were also excluded from the analysis. This left a total of six
matches with good data (five of which were played at the team’s home
ground).
An example of signal quality for one of the selected rounds is provided
in Fig. 7.5. Fig. 7.6 shows the number of matches that needed to be
discarded at each stage of the selection process due to GPS data issues.
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Figure 7.6: Match selection
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7.1.5 Reprojection
Figure 7.7: Provenance of reprojected point cloud used for visuali-
sation and analysis (see Chapter 4 for semantics of notation and Ap-
pendix Sec. B.1 for symbols)
Fig. 7.7 shows the pipeline to pipeline to reproject the player GPS track-
ing data relative to the field. The first task towards marking up the sport
field coordinate system was to determine the location of the goal posts.
The goal posts were located using Google Earth Pro, as it included high
resolution satellite and aerial imagery of each field, as well as the abil-
ity to look at past imagery during the 2015 season to confirm that the
shape of the oval had not changed (e.g. due to resurfacing the oval). An
example of pinpointing the goals of Kardinia Park (commercially known
as GMHBA stadium) is shown in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Historic satellite and aerial imagery available through
Google Earth Pro was used to estimate the coordinates of the goals
(yellow pins) at each stadium.
Once the location of the goal posts were determined, these were con-
verted to a geographic file (in the GeoJSON format) specifying a line
from the goal area at one end of the field to the goal area at the opposite
end of the field, for each venue. These were used to establish reference
frames for each venue, as per the Spatio-Temporal Reference Frames As
Geographic Objects method [192] proposed in Chapter 6. As the time
attribute in the GPS data provided by the AFL club contained minutes
and seconds but was stripped of the date and hour part, it was not pos-
sible to automatically determine which venue GPS data corresponded
to based on the time period alone. As such, a special “filt_radius”
property was added to venues to inform the processor to use that venue
as the reference frame whenever the GPS data fell within that radius
of the venue. An example of the GeoJSON input to the processor is
provided in Listing 7.1.
Once reference frames are established, the processor also requires a
directory of GPS data to reproject, which was the de-identified GPS
point clouds obtained from the club (Sec. 7.1.3).
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Listing 7.1: Contents of venue_refs.geojson. The location and
orientation of each venue is recorded via a LineString drawn between
the two ends of the field. As the GPS data provided by the club did
not contain the date or hour part, the time is kept as is ("abstime")
and synchronised with match footage later in the process. A radius
(filt_radius = 500 metres) is specified for each venue and used to
automatically reproject any GPS data falling within that proximity to
the coordinate system of the venue
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7.1.6 Visualisation
Figure 7.9: Provenance of basic GPS animation developed for this the-
sis (see Chapter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix Sec. B.1 for
symbols)
Figure 7.10: Visualisation of player positions for a play during the
2015 grand final. Left: centre bounce formation. Middle: 10 seconds
after centre bounce. Right: 20 seconds after centre bounce. Yellow
dots indicate position of players, and red trails indicate past positions
(logged at 1 Hz). The distance between each consecutive red dot in the
trail is distance moved each second, and is thus an indication of player
speed.
The reprojected GPS data were then visualised and overlaid on a back-
ground indicating the field shape (see Fig. 7.9). An example of this
visualisation for various moments during a game is shown in Fig. 7.10.
To give an indication of the movement and speed of the players, the vi-
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sualisation includes a trail of previous player positions. Note that as
a non-identifiable point cloud representation was used, there is no in-
ternal representation of which past time points belong to which player;
however, the visualisation shows that the path of players over time can
still be visually tracked for short periods other than at moments when
players come within close proximity to another player. By design, it is
ambiguous which player belongs to which trail beyond the point where
players cross paths with each other.
7.1.7 Time Synchronisation
Figure 7.11: Provenance of time offsets used in this thesis (see Chap-
ter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix Sec. B.1 for symbols)
The GPS visualisation was turned into an animation, showing the cur-
rent player formation and a 10 second trail of past movements. The
animation was then synchronised with video of the game using a cus-
tom tool designed for this thesis (shown in Fig. 7.12) in order to obtain
the time offsets (see Fig. 7.11). Any event can be used to synchronise
the video and animation; in practice the centre bounce at the start of
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Figure 7.12: Video synchronisation tool
each match was used, as the sudden change in motion provides a clear
indicator of when this event occurs.
A key feature of the tool is that once the user has found the approxi-
mate offset between the animation and the video feed, they can lock the
offset then scrub through the video to verify that the alignment is cor-
rect. For example, in one video the first centre bounce formation in the
animation was synchronised with the first centre bounce in the match
video, but scrubbing through the video to verify the alignment revealed
that moments later in the video didn’t align with the GPS animation.
Investigating this further revealed that the video recording was started
late and opened with the second centre bounce of the game rather than
the first. Upon reporting this issue, the official video provider confirmed
the error and uploaded the complete match footage.5
5[Issue] Andrew Simmons, “First 30 seconds of Q4 match replay is miss-
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7.1.8 Synchronised Visualisation
Figure 7.13: Provenance of synchronised GPS animation developed
for this thesis (see Chapter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix
Sec. B.1 for symbols)
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Once the GPS data had been synchronised with the video, other data
sources were integrated, such as Champion Data possession chains.
This section of the pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 7.13.
Note that the possession chain timestamps were expressed relative to
the start of each quarter, so this alignment was only possible once the
synchronisation of GPS data withmatch video was complete. Champion
Data also record the approximate ball location, which they manually
pinpoint at key moments during the game. As there is no GPS tracker
in the ball, these approximate ball locations were used to provide an
approximate ball location feature. AFL clubs use video analysis tools to
record their own annotations of the game (e.g. personal communication
with the club revealed that they manually annotate the timeline with
moments of key player decisions to review). The club did not share
these, but if available they could have also been incorporated once the
video synchronisation process was complete.
Additionally, during this stage the direction of attacking goals (i.e.
which end of the field teams attempt to head towards) was annotated
using the tool via manual observation of the animation.6 Due to the
tendency of the team to chase after the ball, it is possible that this step
could be automatically inferred based on which side of the field the
team is on at the moments they score a goal. However, as it is critical
to the results of the analysis that the direction of attacking goals was
determined correctly, this was annotated manually instead.
6Teams change sides each quarter, with the initial direction of attacking goals de-
termined by a coin flip at the start of the game. However, there did not appear to be
publicly recorded data on coin flips in a form that could be readily translated into a
spatial heading.
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Figure 7.14: Synchronised visualisation
The synchronised visualisation is shown in Fig. 7.14. Note the list of key
events shown at the bottom of the interface, as imported fromChampion
Data possession chain data after synchronisation. Similar commercial
video analysis tools, such as Sportscode could be used for this (i.e. an-
notating and exploring sport video timelines); however, the addition of
a GPS visualisation takes this further by providing the performance
analyst with insights into the team formation side-by-side with the per-
spective available from match video.
The visualisations of each quarter were aligned such that the attacking
goals were always at the top of the visualisation. This makes it possible
to compare formations during different quarters, as well as between dif-
ferent matches. Even if the matches are played on different fields, the
visualisations are always oriented consistently, but the field shape will
be drawn differently depending on the ground dimensions (e.g. some
fields are long and narrow, while others are short and wide). While it
would have been possible to scale the fields so that they were always
presented as the same shape, field shape can impact on strategy, thus it
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was decided not to distort the fields. Later discussion with the club con-
firmed that they liked that the field shape in the visualisation changes
depending on the venue selected rather than introducing distortions.
7.1.9 Analysis Pipeline
Figure 7.15: Provenance of analysis outputs in this thesis (see Chap-
ter 4 for semantics of notation and Appendix Sec. B.1 for symbols)
To facilitate further analysis, features such as team spread and game
speed were derived from the dataset. These will be discussed in depth
within Sec. 7.2. See Fig. 7.15 for an overview of how the final analysis
outputs discussed in the next section relate back to the intermediate
outputs of the pipeline described in this section.
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7.2 Exploratory Analysis of Team Shape in
AFL using GPS Tracking Data
This section of the thesis will demonstrate how team GPS tracking can
provide value beyond existing datasets that focus on just the ball.
In preliminary talks with an elite AFL club, they expressed interest in
team formations and how these change in attack and defence. They
hypothesised that the team should contract in defence and spread out
in attack, although did not have quantitative evidence of this.
The previous chapters have been building up the foundations for a sport
analysis platform. This section builds upon this platform to perform a
study of how team formations spread and contract during attack and
defence phases of play in AFL.
7.2.1 Introduction
While individual player tracking data can be readily digested by sport
practitioners, the high-dimensional nature of whole-team tracking data
presents challenges for those seeking to utilise tracking data for team-
level strategy analysis. This section of the thesis introduces a tech-
nique for analysing team formations based on how spread out the team
is. The approach proves promising as a framework to empower sport
practitioners to derive strategic insights from team level GPS tracking
data.
7.2.2 Related Work
This section will briefly highlight existing metrics proposed in the liter-
ature for measuring team shape. Early papers focus on analysis of
team shape in Association Football using player trajectories derived
from video [225, 40, 41, 74, 45] or local position measurement systems
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[77, 78]. Basketball has also been studied [23]. Later studies have
applied these techniques using GPS systems [129, 79, 186]. Existing
metrics proposed in the literature for measuring team shape include
stretch index, surface area, length-to-width ratio, and spatial variabil-
ity.7 Alexander et al. (2019) were first to apply these kinds of metrics
to AFL [4], although so far have only studied a simulated drill [4] and
later a single AFL match [5] using existing approaches designed for As-
sociation Football and basketball.
Alexander et al.’s initial study [4] examined team length, width and
surface area in a 15-v-15 Australian Rules Football simulation match.
Team length, width, and surface area were found to be greater when
teams were in offence than defence. Alexander et al. noted some
counter-intuitive results arising from their methodology, such as teams
being centred further back in offence than in defence, which was spec-
ulated to be an artefact of the location teams gained possession of the
ball.
A follow up study by Alexander et al. [5] examined a single competitive
AFL match played by the team (however did not have data for the op-
position). In alignment with their first study of a 15-v-15 simulation
match [4], the follow up study also found that team length, width, and
surface are were greater in offence than defence. They used heat-maps
to visualise the typical locations occupied on the field broken down by
possession state and which zone of the field the ball was in. They quan-
tified the level of spatial variability in the heat-maps using Shannon
Entropy, which revealed lower variability when the ball was contested;
however, similar values in offence and defence.
Research is needed to explore whether Alexander et al.’s findings hold
for other AFL teams over multiple matches, and to test alternative mea-
sures of team spread.
7An overview of these metrics is provided in Appendix Sec. D.2
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7.2.3 Method
Datasets
Three datasets were synchronised and integrated to support the anal-
ysis: player position tracking data, possession chain data, and ball po-
sition data at time of possessions.
Player position tracking data collected by wearable GPS tracking devices
(GPSports) worn by an elite AFL club were obtained for matches played
during the 2015 season. After removing rounds in which one or more
player devices were not working or experienced signal loss, six matches
were available, five of which were played at the team’s home ground.
For consistency only the five home ground matches were selected for
analysis.8
Possession chain data for each match were recorded by the official AFL
statistics provider Champion Data. A possession chain is a sequence
of possessions and disposals (e.g. kicks, handballs) by a single team
from the moment of initial ball possession through to a scoring event
(e.g. a goal) or loss of possession through a turnover to the opposition
or stoppage (e.g. ball out of bounds).
There is no GPS tracking device in the ball; however, Champion Data
graphically pinpoint the approximate ball location on a diagram of the
field at the time of each possession. The time of these events is reported
to be accurate to 5 seconds, and ball position is reported to be accurate
to approximately 5 to 10 metres [162].
Data Processing
Team GPS data were anonymised by converting them to a point cloud
sequence. This was performed according to the methodology estab-
8See Sec. 7.1.4 for details of the data selection process, and Experiment Design
below for the rationale for focusing on the home games in this analysis.
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lished by Simmons et al. 2018 [189] (Sec. 5.7) to ensure the research
team did not have access to the underlying player tracking data in (re-
)identifiable form at any stage of the project. GPS data were reprojected
relative to the local coordinate system of the playing field using the GPS
to XYT tool designed by Simmons et al. 2017 [192] (Sec. 6.3). As the
study involved only non-identifiable data, it was granted ethics exemp-
tion by Deakin University Human Research Ethics Committee (2018-
121: GPS analysis of team shape and game style in elite Australian
Rules Football).
The component of the ball position vector in the direction of the goals
was used as a proxy measure of how close the team is to scoring a goal.
More refined approaches are possible, such as the Euclidean distance
from goal, or the apparent width [111] of goals (in order to account for
the apparent narrowing of the goal area when attempting to kick a goal
from an angle).
Team Spread
The high-dimensional nature of the GPS formations makes analysis dif-
ficult in their raw form. The team has 18 players on the field, each with
an x, y dimension (ignoring analysis of jumps), resulting in 36 contin-
uous dimensions, i.e. formations exist in R36. Thus a team spread
feature was generated to reduce this to a single dimension, which fa-
cilitates visual exploration by humans, as well as reducing risk of over-
fitting during analysis. Let team spread at a given time instant be de-
fined as the Root Mean Square (RMS) of player distances from the cen-







((xi − x̄)2 + (yi − ȳ)2) (7.2.1)
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where
xi is the x-coordinate of player i at the time instant
yi is the y-coordinate of player i at the time instant
x̄, ȳ are the coordinates of the centroid of the team
N = 18 is the number of team players on the field
This can be thought of as a two-dimensional form of the formula for
standard deviation. Loosely, it measures the average distance of players
from the centre of the formation (with greater weight being given to
players who are further away). In this sense it is similar to the definition
of the “stretch index” [225, 23] used in the literature; however, it uses
the quadratic mean (RMS) rather than the arithmetic mean. Prior to
the spread calculations, players in the interchange area were removed,
which was achieved by removing the four player locations reported as
closest to the interchange side of the field. A visual explanation of the
spread metric and ball position is shown in Fig. 7.16.
Figure 7.16: The ball position component in the direction of the at-
tacking goal is used as an indicator of how close the team is to scoring.
The team spread feature measures how dispersed the team is relative
to the centre of the pack. Interchange players are removed from the
spread calculation. See Eq. 7.2.1 for details.
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Experiment Design
Alexander et al. [4] noted counter-intuitive results arising as an artefact
of the location teams gained possession of the ball. If all possessions
are analysed, then the analysis of team shape will be confounded by the
influence of the location that the team gains initial possession of the
ball. For example, if the team were good at gaining possession of the
ball from the opposition near the edge of the field, then the team shape
during the attack phase would disproportionately represent the shape
of the team near the edge of the field rather than strategic differences
between defence and attack formations.
To control for these confounding effects, this study compares posses-
sion chains in attack and defence from known starting locations. The
centre bounce (when an umpire bounces up the ball to begin play) is an
example of this, as it always occurs in the centre of the field. Ruckmen
are responsible for attempting to hit the ball from the centre bounce to
their own team; however, an investigation by O’Shaughnessy noted that
the team that gains possession from the centre bounce is “essentially
a coin flip” [161]. Therefore, the centre bounce can be considered as a
form of randomised assignment that can be used to measure the effect
of gaining possession. This study will also analyse possession chains
beginning with a kick-in, which are always taken from the end of the
field.
Limiting the study to only certain possession chains limits the data;
however, also strengthens the rigour of the analysis by ensuring that
confounding effects are prevented through use of a consistent initial
possession location. The utilisation of all five available home matches
was essential to ensure sufficient data. While data for a sixth match
was available, the field shape for this match differed to the home
ground, thus was discarded to ensure a consistent field shape across
all samples.
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Figure 7.17: Parametric plot of team spread and ball position for pos-
session chains in which the analysed team successfully gained posses-
sion shortly after the centre bounce. Arrows denote 1 second intervals.
Chains start at the moment of possession and end when the team loses
possession. Chain are labelled with the round and sequence identifier
(e.g. 2-111 ⇒ round 2, chain 111) to allow performance analysts to
rapidly cross-check these with video footage. To prevent cluttering,
only possession chains for one match are shown in this figure.
7.2.4 Exploratory Analysis
The parametric plots of team spread and ball position in Fig. 7.17 show
how the team shape at the start of play (middle-right of figure: spread
> 30, ball-position = 0) changes over time as the team moves towards
the goal area (top-left of figure: spread < 30, ball-position = 1.0). The
plot shows that in all 3 cases where the team reached the goal area,
the team condensed as they move closer towards the goal. This is to
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be expected, as the oval shape of the field means that when the team
follows the ball they will end up packed together in a small area at the
end of the oval. However, the plots show variation in the degree that
the team packed together at the time of goals, which may be indicative
of strategic differences.
Trace 2-111 (black) shows that after quickly advancing the ball, the
team passed the ball backwards. This behaviour warrants further in-
spection.9 According to the official possession chain data, the team
was considered in possession of the ball for the entire duration; how-
ever, the video shows that the team was under pressure from the op-
position, and did not have clear control of the ball during this period.
While moving further back from the goals is disadvantageous, the plot
shows that during this time the team shape also changed and that the
team emerged closer packed than before. Inspecting the GPS visuali-
sation animations side-by-side with video confirms that prior to mov-
ing the ball backwards team members were in poor control of the ball
(Fig. 7.18) whereas after moving the ball backwards, the team emerged
repositioned closer to the ball and regained control (Fig. 7.19). This
demonstrates the value of the plots in drawing attention to possible
strategic advantages of reshaping the team formation that would not
be evident from consideration of the ball position alone.
The same type of plot discussed above is shown for a different round in
Fig. 7.20. Note the anomalous chain 18-186 (magenta) that shows the
team spread out slightly as they headed towards goal. The long arrows
denote that the ball was passed quickly towards the goal. Due to the
rapid pace of ball movement, the team did not have time to follow after
the ball and crowd within the goal area as they usually would. It is also
possible that remaining spread out assisted the team in quickly moving
the ball forward.
9In contrast to rugby, AFL teams are permitted to pass the ball forward, and gen-
erally do so
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Figure 7.18: Team formation visualisation side-by-side with video
footage at the instant of the first turning point for chain 2-111 in
Fig. 7.17 where the ball was passed backward. Note the formation an-
imation showing players trying to catch up to where the main action
is occurring
Figure 7.19: Team formation visualisation side-by-side with video
footage at the second turning point for chain 2-111 in Fig. 7.17 where
the team started moving the ball forward again. Note the team have
reformed in a dense formation near the centre of the field where the
ball has been passed to.
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Figure 7.20: As in Fig. 7.17, but for a match in which the team was
more successful in moving the ball from centre bounce directly towards
the goal area
7.2.5 Visual Comparative Analysis
This sub-section explores data taken from possession chains over mul-
tiple matches. Possession chains from different scenarios are overlaid
on each other to visualise how formations differ between attack and
defence.
A comparison of attack (green) and defence (red) formations conditioned
on which team wins the centre bounce is shown in Fig. 7.21. The di-
rection during defence formations has been flipped such that defending
goals during a defence phase are towards the top of the figure to align
with attacking goals during the attack phase. With the exception of one
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of chain spread and position broken down
by attack and defence phases. Attacking chains beginning with a win
at centre bounce are shown in green. Defending movements for oppo-
sition chains beginning with loss of the centre bounce are shown in
red. The direction of defending movements has been flipped for easy
comparison with attacking chains.
anomalous attack trace (round 23, chain 69) which extends to the far
left of the plot, there are no distinctive visual differences. Examining
video of the anomalous trace reveals that team-mates tightly packed
into the goal area during the goal attempt.
The same procedure was applied to compare attack (green) and defence
(red) formations during kick-ins (Fig. 7.22). Unlike the case of centre
bounces (Fig. 7.21) mentioned previously, in which the situation is sym-
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Figure 7.22: As in Fig. 7.21, but for chains beginning from a kick-in
from the far side of the field.
metrical for both teams until one team gains possession, in a kick-in
one team is given possession at one end of the field, and must attempt
to move the ball along the full length of the field past defenders to the
attacking goal at the opposite end of the field. As before, the direction
of defending traces were flipped so as to permit visual comparison with
attack traces. It is visually apparent that the defence formations (red)
tend to be more condensed than attacking formations (green), with the
difference becoming more pronounced as the ball moves towards goal.
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7.2.6 Quantitative Analysis
This sub-section quantifies the visual observations made in the preced-
ing sub-sections.
Quantifying Team Spread in Attack versus Defence
Figure 7.23: Violin plots showing the density distribution of spread at
the time the ball reaches the goal area. From left to right: chains be-
ginning with won centre bounce; movements during opposition chains
beginning with lost centre bounce; chains beginning with team kick-in
from far side of field; movements during opposition chains beginning
with opposition kick-in. Each black line corresponds to a possession
chain that reached the goal area and marks team spread at the time of
goal (or team spread at the time of conceding a goal when defending).
Blue lines denote the mean, and red pluses (+) denote the median.
Violin plots showing the density distribution of team spread at the time
the ball reaches the goal area are shown in Fig. 7.23. Values of the
mean and standard deviation for each group are reported in Table 7.1.
Prior to conducting further statistical tests, Shapiro-Wilk tests were
performed to validate the assumption of normality, which held for all
groups (p > 0.05) with the exception of the Attack Goal from Centre
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Bounce group (p = 0.04) due to an outlier10. To test the hypothesis that
team spread would change in attack versus defence, Welch’s t-tests11
were performed to test the significance of difference between attack
spread versus defence spread, controlling for the location of initial ball
possession (centre bounce/kick-in). Examining team spread at the time
of goal following a centre bounce, there was no statistically significant
difference between the group of cases where the team was defending
and group of cases where the team was attacking12 (p > 0.05). Examin-
ing team spread at the time of goal following a kick-in, the team is more
spread out during an attack on goal than when defending against an
attack on goal. This result is weakly statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Details of the t-tests are reported in Table 7.2.
Table 7.1: Team spread statistics for attack/defence at the time in-
stant the ball reaches the goal area for possession chains starting from
centre bounce/kick-in. Table corresponds to visual presentation of
data in Fig. 7.23. N denotes number of possession chains of the spec-
ified type that reached the goal area. µ denotes the mean (i.e. the
expected team spread at the time the ball reaches the goal area). s de-
notes the sample standard deviation (i.e. an indicator of whether the
team spread is consistent at the time the ball reaches the goal area
across multiple possession chains).
N µ (metres) s (metres)
Attack Goal from Centre Bounce 20 29.57 6.67
Defend Goal from Centre Bounce 11 30.68 6.78
Attack Goal from Kick-In 5 36.57 6.03
Defend Goal from Kick-In 9 28.91 5.54
Quantifying Relationship between Game Speed and Team Spread
As a result of the exploratory analysis, it was hypothesised that the
team being spread out is associated with quick forward ball movement.
10Note the anomalously low value of team spread (10 metres) occurring in the Attack
Goal from Centre Bounce group due to an instance where the team packed closely
together near the goal area. Re-running the Shapiro-Wilk test without this outlier
indicates the group is consistent with the assumption of normality (p = 0.12).
11Unlike Student’s t-test, Welch’s t-test does not assume equal variance.
12The difference is not statistically significant regardless of whether the outlier is
included in the calculation or not.
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Table 7.2: Welch’s t-test results showing significance of difference of
team spread at time of attacking goal (µA) versus team spread at time
of defending goal (µD). t and p denote the t-statistic and two-tailed
p-value reported by Welch’s t-test (carried out using SciPy 1.2.1). Sig-
nificant results marked with a star (*).
µA − µD t p
Attack vs. Defend Goal from Centre Bounce -1.11 -0.44 0.66
Attack vs. Defend Goal from Kick-in 7.66 2.34 0.05*
Figure 7.24: Scatterplot of game speed versus team spread (at time of
scoring). Combines data from chains beginning with team possession
at centre bounce and chains beginning with team possession at kick-
in. Red dots indicate spread and average game speed at time of goal.
Blue dots indicate a behind (missed goal). Labels denote the match and
chain identifier so that performance analysts can cross-check anoma-
lous chains with video footage.
To test this hypothesis, the following variables were utilised: the team
spread; the forward distance the ball moved (e.g. a centre bounce to
goal only has to cover half the field, whereas a kick-in to goal has to
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Figure 7.25: As in Fig. 7.24, but analysing game speed versus team
spread for defence at time of goal by opposition team.
cover the full length of the field); and the duration of the possession
chain. Game speed was then defined as the forward distance13 divided
by time. An increasing relationship was found between team spread and
game speed when attacking goal, corresponding to the data displayed
in Fig. 7.24 (Pearson’s r = 0.61, p < 0.05; Spearman’s ρ = 0.69, p <
0.001). A strong linear relationship was found between team spread and
game speed when defending goal, corresponding to the data displayed
in Fig. 7.25 (Pearson’s r = 0.85, p < 0.001; Spearman’s ρ = 0.66, p < 0.01).
13Only the displacement vector between the position at the time of initial possession
of the ball and the position at the time of losing possession was considered, as opposed
to the total path length. Furthermore, only the component of the displacement vector
in the direction of goal heading was used. This means the forward distance metric will
be less than the total path distance covered by the player. However, this is sufficient
for the analysis, as the analysis is primarily concerned with game speed ratios rather
than measuring physical ball speed.
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7.2.7 Discussion
In communication with analysts at the club that provided the data, they
explained that, in principle, teams try to spread out for a good attack
to get around the defence, and condense in a good defence. However,
when examining possession chains that begin with a centre bounce,
there was no significant difference observed between team spread dur-
ing attack and defence. This may be explained by AFL players defend-
ing by “tagging” (following after) a player of the opposite team. When
examining kick-ins, there was weak evidence to suggest that the team
spread out more when attacking from a kick-in than when defending
from a kick-in. The club suggested that this may be explained by a
“zone defence” strategy (protecting space rather than following after an
opponent) employed in scenarios when the team has sufficient time to
set up a defence.
There may be some misalignment of the club analysts’ conception of
spreading out, and the mathematical definition of spread used in this
thesis. There are multiple ways that these notions could be formalised,
thus future work is needed to explore alternative mathematical defini-
tions of spread that more closely align with the tacit definition used
by sport practitioners. For example, if a player is injured or fatigued,
they may remain on-field for a short period, but may stay still rather
than moving with the rest of the team formation, thus should ideally
be removed from the team spread calculation.
There is a strong correlation between team spread and game speed;
however, caution is needed in the interpretation of this relationship.
It is possible that spreading out helps the team move the ball forward
quicker; however, a more likely explanation is that when the teammoves
the ball forward quickly, they do not have time to reform into a unified
attacking formation as they would when they move the ball slowly for-
ward. To definitively test for a causal relationship would require an in-
tervention study to vary a single variable at a time. If causality can be
established, then understanding this relationship would allow teams
to control the game speed. While this study was unable to establish
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whether a certain team spread or game speed is desirable14, knowledge
of which formations speed up or slow down the game could have strate-
gic implications when only a short time remains before the end of the
quarter.
7.2.8 Conclusions
This thesis section demonstrated an approach to utilising GPS data for
the purpose of strategic analysis of AFL teams. It demonstrated the
value of GPS data as a tool to form hypotheses, identify patterns, in-
vestigate anomalies, and quantitatively test performance analysts’ as-
sumptions about the game.
Caution is advised in the utilisation of specific findings. The dif-
ference between attacking and defending formations for kick-ins was
only weakly significant; however, the observation that teams generally
spread more in attack than in defence appears to be in alignment with
Alexander et al.’s preliminary findings [4, 5]. While there is a strong
correlation between spread and game speed, causality cannot be es-
tablished, and it is not clear to what extent the finding generalises to
other teams and venues.
Nevertheless, the approach demonstrates the ability to deliver insights
of direct interest to sport clubs. While larger datasets from a diversity of
teams are required to confirm these findings for sport science research
purposes, even weakly significant findings can provide value to sport
clubs as chance and uncertainty are inherent components of the game.
The approach presented could be applied to other team invasion games.
However, game specific modifications to metrics may be necessary. In
AFL, particularly prior to 2019 rule changes, player roles are flexible,
and the entire team tends to move with the ball. Modifications to the
14From the exploratory analysis, up until the point that a turnover occurs, there
does not appear to be any visually apparent distinction between chains that end
short, and chains that are successful. Furthermore, the behinds (blue) highlighted
in Fig. 7.24 appear to be distributed similarly to goals (red) in terms of both spread
and game speed, indicating that goal accuracy is independent of these factors.
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spread metric would be needed to account for sport games with more
rigid set formations.
7.3 Feedback from Sport Performance Ana-
lysts
Validating the work in this thesis is difficult, as it is unrealistic to expect
coaches to immediately adopt the system. Even in the case that coaches
were to adopt the system, the performance benefits will likely be small
compared to the overall element of luck involved in the game, so the
evidence would be anecdotal at best. Instead the system was informally
evaluated by presenting it to four sport performance analysts at an elite
AFL football club and requesting informal feedback as to which features
that they found most useful.
The system was demonstrated to show how it could be utilised to extract
the following insights:
1. Being able to visualise (and compare) team formations at time of
centre bounces and stoppages
2. Being able to quantitatively analyse team structures (e.g. how
spread out the team is) and to monitor how this changes in at-
tack/defence
3. Real-time15 monitoring of the time and location of interchanges/-
substitutions (where players come in from, and where the new
player moves out to)
4. Being able to easily define new metrics/statistics (e.g. team shape
length-to-width ratio) and breakdowns (e.g. comparing attack/de-
fence)
15The research prototype used historic data; however, enhancing it to process real-
time data streams would just be a matter of applying the additional software develop-
ment effort to implement this feature.
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5. Being able to verify and investigate analysis results by tracing them
back to the underlying video footage and GPS visualisations used
to calculate them
Being able to quantitatively analyse team structures (e.g. how spread
out the team is) and to monitor how this changes in attack/defence was
identified by all four of the analysts as the most important insight from
this project. They expressed interest in not only being able to look at
the team spread, but also how this changes over time.
When asked whether the GPS visualisation provided benefits over exist-
ing approaches, two answered “yes”, and two answered “maybe”. How-
ever, due to the way this question was asked, it is possible that the
“maybe” responses were talking about the visualisation itself rather
than the additional analytics that are possible by building on top of
this as a platform.
The interest of sport performance analysts shows that there is value in
using GPS data for team level strategic analysis, and that the work in
this thesis has made this form of analysis more accessible.
7.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter brought the components presented in previous chapters
together into a platform for spatio-temporal sport analysis. It demon-
strated the value of the platform as a means to rapidly form hypotheses,
quantitatively investigate team formations, and to facilitate tracing re-
sults back to the underlying data to ensure all sport practitioners can
understand and audit results of the analysis. While some of the pat-
terns found in this chapter were only weakly statistically significant,
and limited by the observational nature of sport analysis, the results
can still be insightful for sport practitioners, and can serve as a basis
upon which to form hypotheses to test through trialling strategies in
real games.
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This work is distinct from prior work in that:
1. The analysis is powered by only non-identifiable data. This facili-
tates ethical data sharing.
2. The player tracking GPS data input is expressed as latitude, longi-
tude points, which are then transformed to the coordinate system
of the field. This allows any GPS tracking device to be used, mak-
ing the technique accessible to sub-elite teams who cannot afford
a local positioning system.
3. All analysis results can be traced back to the underlying data,
thus allowing sport practitioners to investigate interesting pat-
terns identified in greater detail and to develop trust in the system
through an ability to scrutinise the results.
Limitations
The analysis in Sec. 7.2 was limited to five home matches. While each
match contains many events, the five home matches selected may not
be representative of other matches. In particular, they may be limited
by player availability, and the playing style may differ against different
opponents. Moreover they were all from the perspective of the same
club (Geelong Football Club) and played at the same venue (Kardinia
Park).
Future Work
From a research perspective, future work is needed to run the analysis
on a larger number of matches, and to work with other AFL teams. The
pipeline constructed in this chapter will process data for any matches
available, and (due to the re-projection step) allows merging of match
data frommultiple venues. Thus while this thesis has solved the techni-
cal challenges involved, running a larger study will require development
of a collaboration approach to unite all stakeholders involved.
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From an applied perspective, future work is needed to translate the
proof of concept developed in this thesis into a production ready tool
that sport analysts can apply. While each component has been designed
to consider the usability needs of sport performance analysts, the sys-
tem as a whole is not currently in a state that sport performance ana-
lysts could install the software and use it themselves. Thus additional
engineering effort is needed to simplify the deployment and improve the
consistency of the user interface. Furthermore, while de-identification
is important when sharing data outside the club, internally the analy-
sis is of most value when the club can trace the results to the individual
player level so they can deliver personalised feedback. Thus there is a
need for clubs to be able to disable the data de-identification step when
running analysis for their own internal use (i.e. without randomising
player order and without downsampling the data).
As the system aims to provide a platform for analysis, rather than
limiting sport performance analysts to just the analysis procedures
demonstrated in Sec. 7.2, future work is needed to design an end-
user programming environment that will support sport performance
analysts to build new functionality themselves. The analysis proce-
dures for Sec. 7.2 were implemented as Python scripts within a Jupyter
notebook16 that operated upon the data generated by the processing
pipeline. Future work could develop a Domain Specific Visual Lan-
guage (DSVL) to assist sport performance analysts to graphically ex-
press queries over the refined dataset in order to alleviate the need to
learn Python. The notation developed in Chapter 4 could be utilised as
part of the language as a way to assist sport performance analysts to
construct deeper analysis pipelines that build further upon each other.
Finally, future sport science research is needed to build upon and ex-
tend the platform. For example, extending the analysis to multiple
teams to study interactions, and to evaluate the information gain from
incorporating team spread into the analysis. This is elaborated further
in Sec. 8.3.
16Software: Jupyter https://jupyter.org/ Accessed: 2019-11-25
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Contributions
1. Developed a platform for spatio-temporal analysis of team sport,
demonstrated through AFL as an example. Feedback from an elite
AFL club confirms that the techniques proposed are likely to offer
useful insights.
2. Performed an analysis of team shape and game speed in AFL. Team
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This thesis set out to bridge the gap between raw position sensor mea-
surements of individuals and high level strategic insights about group
formations and behaviours. Doing so required a multi-disciplinary per-
spective spanning the fields of software engineering, metamodelling,
information theory, data provenance, data privacy, cartography, infor-
mation visualisation, and sport science. De-identification and spatio-
temporal normalisation were identified as key transformations neces-
sary to bridge this gap, which were poorly supported by existing ap-
proaches.
The approaches proposed to support these transformations were ap-
plied to develop a computational pipeline that de-identifies GPS player
position tracking data, reprojects the data relative to the nearest sport
field, and allows synchronisation with other available sources. This
serves as a platform for spatio-temporal analysis, which supports both
direct visual investigation, as well as quantitative spatio-temporal anal-




This thesis made the following contributions:
Elaborated in Chapter 3:
1. Structured AFL jargon into a formal domain model of consistent
terminology, and used this to identify variables that form part of
the game state. The full list of identified variables provides a holis-
tic understanding of game state, and can increase awareness of the
simplifying assumptions made by current sport analysis models.
2. Applied information theory to sport in order to provide a mathe-
matically rigorous perspective for understanding the role of sport
performance analysis systems within the larger sport context. In-
formation theory was used to formalise the objective of perfor-
mance analysis systems into a single formula, which states that
the goal is to ensure information is valuable yet not already known
to a coach, and incorporates the need to transmit this over limited
human information channels.
3. Provided an abstract data model that permits modelling both
dense and sparse spatio-temporal sport datasets, and draws atten-
tion to all required accuracy attributes that need to be specified in
order to reason about the confidence of interpretations made from
the dataset.
Elaborated in Chapter 4:
4. Provided an analysis of the data provenance needs of the sport do-
main, and evaluated existing data provenance tools against these
criteria. A customised data provenance notation for sport was pro-
posed in order to ease uptake for sport performance analysts with-
out a computer science background.
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Elaborated in Chapter 5:
5. Exposed the prevalence of improper de-identification methods
used in sport research, and demonstrated that GPS player track-
ing data is particularly prone to re-identification. An interaction
model was proposed to help improve ethical conduct of research by
allowing the researcher to specify the de-identification operations
in cases where the data custodian lacks the technical resources to
strongly de-identify data themselves prior to data hand-over. The
proposed approach was applied to GPS player tracking data held
by an AFL club to obtain the non-identifiable data used in this
thesis.
Elaborated in Chapter 6:
6. Proposed a novel method for representing spatio-temporal refer-
ence frames as geographic objects. This allows GIS novices, such
as sport performance analysts, to configure reference frames with-
out the need for deep conceptual knowledge of cartographic pro-
jections. It also facilitates partial automation (e.g. reprojecting
GPS data to the closest sport field), thus resulting in time sav-
ings when the analysis involves multiple reference frames (e.g. a
season of GPS tracking data involving multiple sport fields).
Elaborated in Chapter 7:
7. Developed a platform for spatio-temporal analysis of team sport,
demonstrated through AFL as an example. Feedback from an elite
AFL club confirms that the techniques proposed are likely to offer
useful insights.
8. Performed an analysis of team shape and game speed in AFL. Team
spread was found to strongly correlate with game speed.
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8.2 Applications outside of Sport
Team sport serves as a test bed for understanding teams in a more
general sense. Although the focus of this thesis was predominantly on
sport, the methods can be adapted to other domains involving spatio-
temporal data relating to group movement. The work in this thesis has
influenced collaborative research publications in other areas such as
defence, smart homes, and intelligent transport systems.
8.2.1 Defence
Defence departments prepare for possible scenarios through comput-
erised war simulation that produces detailed output logging the simu-
lated movements of each vehicle; however, require the ability to trans-
late this simulated tracking data into a form amenable to extracting
human insights into the underlying cause.1
While traditionally the “team invasion” game classification is only ap-
plied to sport, it is also possible to think of a combat scenario as an
invasion “game” (in the abstract sense). Reference frames could be
established with respect to key areas such as shore lines to facilitate
comparisons of different battles similar to the reference frames estab-
lished at sporting venues in this thesis to facilitate comparisons be-
tween matches.2
1Dion Grieger, Martin Wong, Antonio Giardina, Marco Tamassia, Luis Torres, Ra-
jesh Vasa, Kon Mouzakis. “Towards the Identification and Visualisation of Causal
Events to Support the Analysis of Closed-loop Combat Simulations”. In: ASOR Na-
tional Conference for the Australian Society of Operations Research and Defence Opera-
tions Research Symposium (ASOR/DORS) 2018. Melbourne, 4–6 December 2018. (In
Press)
2This work was published in a technical report sent to the client; however, it cannot




Internet-of-Things (IoT) enabled smart home systems use sensors
placed around the house to respond to movements of individuals. How-
ever spurious sensors events can cause the smart-home to trigger mes-
sages unintentionally, so it is necessary to process sensor events via a
real-time computational pipeline to infer higher-level patterns relating
to behaviours, such as triggering a greeting when the resident wakes
up, as opposed to triggering on individual motion sensors. Similarly to
the team spread versus game speed analysis performed in this thesis,
the smart-home situation could benefit from linking the degree to which
recent sensor activations are spread out amongst the various rooms of
the home to different forms of behaviours.
8.2.3 Intelligent Transport Systems
Transport engineering involves the use of scientific workflows to cali-
brate transport models with the demand and supply of the transport
network from a combination of sensor and survey data. Similarly to
the coach’s desire to understand the impact of an altered sport team
strategy, decision makers need to understand how changes to the trans-
port network and/or traffic signal timings are likely to improve or de-
grade the overall performance. As with sport, visualising transport
network data requires novel approaches that can account for the high-
dimensional nature of spatio-temporal data [193].
Following the approach in this thesis to generate a customised data
provenance notation for the sport domain, a custom data provenance
notation for transport engineering could help facilitate documentation,
reuse and traceability of transportation models. This could serve as a
step towards automating analysis so that the system could detect and
respond to transport network issues in real-time, thus helping to im-
prove the overall efficiency of the network and relieve the load on traffic





Future work is needed to integrate the system into sport practitioners’
workflows so that the system can be formally evaluated within the tar-
get domain. Further investigating the relationships identified between
team spread and game speed requires coaching interventions to estab-
lish causal relationships. Alternatively, a sport simulator could be built
in which to trial the interventions.
8.3.2 Probabilistic Approach
Despite the theoretical accuracy attainable using GPS tracking devices
under ideal conditions, the analysis of real-world data in Sec. 7.1.3
demonstrates operational issues with the devices that led to most
matches being discarded. The ability to analyse the team as a whole
requires that all 22 player tracking devices are functioning correctly
and have a reliable signal, thus even a low chance of signal issues
on a per-device basis can represent a high chance of issues at a team
level. While technological developments such as local positioning sys-
tems may largely eliminate these issues for elite teams in future, there
will always be some degree of positioning error, and issues are likely
to remain for sub-elite teams who cannot afford to invest in more ad-
vanced technology. Therefore, an important area for future sport re-
search would be to find techniques to design computational pipelines
in a way that accounts for errors. Potential avenues include simulating
errors to test the sensitivity of results to positioning errors, a Bayesian
approach to infer the most likely behaviour of players given noisy sen-
sor estimates3, and the use of robust statistics4 to reduce the impact
3A principled approach to this would be to model the prior distribution of movement
patterns along with the sensor errors involved in observation of movement, then apply
Bayesian inference over this model. John Winn and Christopher M. Bishop, Model-
Based Machine Learning. http://mbmlbook.com
4Thank you to A/Prof. Tim Wilkin for this suggestion
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of device malfunctions on performance measures.5
8.3.3 Two Team Perspective
As AFL clubs see their data as a competitive advantage, they are re-
luctant to share data, and unwilling to collaborate with other teams in
this regard. As such, this thesis worked with only a single team’s data,
and demonstrated the value that could be extracted from this. As the
team’s behaviour depends on the behaviour of the opposition, deeper
insights could be obtained with opposition GPS data. For example, the
team spread analysis performed in this thesis could be calculated for
both teams to investigate coupling between the spread of the two teams.
Another area would be to detect pairings between players from opposite
teams, for example players that are “tagging” (following after) a player
of the opposite team.
8.3.4 Information Gain
The system developed in this thesis was presented to sport performance
analysts at an elite AFL club to obtain feedback as to whether it provided
useful insights (an aspect that is difficult to quantify). Alternatively, if
a larger dataset were available, the value of team formation information
over existing data could have been measured against the information
theoretic objective set out in Sec. 3.3.
For example, O’Shaughnessy’s possession versus possession map [162]
estimates could be used as a baseline predictor of the expected outcome
of a possession that does not incorporate team formations. Future re-
search could test whether a modified version of the map that incorpo-
rates team formation data, e.g. an additional team spread attribute,
5An extreme example of a poor performance measure mentioned at the Victoria
University Player TrackingWorkshop 2019 is maximum player speed, as themaximum
player speed recorded is likely to be a result of a measurement anomaly. In contrast,
statistics like the median speed are largely unaffected by spurious measurements.
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provides additional predictive benefits in terms of estimating the ex-
pected outcome of each possession. The value of this information could
be measured according to the information gain6 offered by adding the
team spread attribute as an additional feature to the model.7
8.3.5 Deep Sets
Due to the high-dimensional nature of team formation data, and lim-
ited number of events to train on, the analysis in this thesis reduced
the team formation data to one dimension (team spread) when perform-
ing quantitative analysis in order to prevent overfitting. An alterna-
tive would be to apply machine learning techniques with regularisation
terms. A challenge with this approach is that de-identified formations
are represented as a set rather than the traditional vector input ex-
pected by most machine learning algorithms. While a set can be trans-
formed into a vector, this is not ideal, as the arbitrary ordering may
impact on the final result. Deep Sets [226] shows that neural networks
can be modified to act on sets by constraining the weights such that the
results of the neural network are permutation invariant to the order-
ing of the input vector. Furthermore, the permutation invariance con-
straint allows the Deep Sets approach to avoid overfitting and achieve
better performance on smaller datasets than approaches that ignore
this constraint.
6Wikipedia Contributors, 2019, “Information gain in decision trees” https:
//en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Information_gain_in_decision_
trees&oldid=880605287 Accessed: 2019-02-25
7As this project was only working with data for one season for a single team, it
is not reasonable to reproduce O’Shaughnessy’s possession versus possession map
estimates that are composed of 350000 data points taken over two AFL seasons (all
teams). As adding attributes can cause the model to overfit, one would ideally use a
larger dataset than O’Shaughnessy to ensure sufficient data after breaking the data




Currently, access to AFL player tracking data is restricted due to com-
mercial and privacy concerns, a situation that is also faced by those
seeking to examine other types of sport.8 Even as a researcher within
a university with agreements in place with both a club and the com-
mercial providers involved, formally obtaining a single season of data
for even one team was a lengthy process. This thesis should help ease
concerns around data sharing through demonstration that it is pos-
sible to extract meaningful team-level insights without compromising
individual privacy. While currently spatio-temporal analysis of sport
data is only accessible to those with strong technical capabilities, the
development of flexible computational pipelines offers the opportunity
to empower sport practitioners (and fans) with the tools to freely share
and extend analyses so that they can see the game from a new perspec-
tive.
8Thank you to the researchers working with AFL data that discussed these issues
with me, as well as the two Association Football analysts who independently reached
out to me to discuss data sharing and analysis reuse issues that they face
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AFL Australian Football League, the game of Australian Rules Football
played at the national elite level in accordance with the official
rules set by the AFL Commission. Informally used as a synonym
for Australian Rules Football.
Australian Rules Football The game of Australian Rules Football
played between two competing teams with an oval ball on an oval
field (see Sec. 2.2).
behind A kick that goes between two outer goal posts rather than the
two inner goal posts. Unlike a goal which is worth 6 points, a
behind is only awarded 1 point.
centre bounce An event marking the start of play in AFL. The umpire
bounces the ball in the centre of the field and ruck players attempt
to hit it towards their own team.
GIS Geographic Information System.
GPS The Global Positioning System of satellites operated by US De-
partment of Defense. Informally used to refer to other forms of
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) such as GLONASS op-
erated by Russia. Position tracking devices utilising GPS or other
GNSS systems often integrate additional microsensors such as ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers to enhance accu-
racy during short rapid movements occurring between readings.
Local Positioning Systems such as Catapult ClearSky can fulfil a




kick-in An event in AFL where after a team scores a behind, the oppo-
sition is provided with possession of the ball to kick in from the
end of the field towards the opposite end of the field.
quarter One of the four periods that comprise an AFL match. Each
quarter lasts approximately 20 minutes, but is extended during
times that the ball is not in play.





A.1 Application of Abstract Data Model
A.1.1 Concrete Syntax
This section utilises the abstract data model to define concrete data
models that describe the schema and meta-data of real-world data.
This can be performed directly within a general purpose programming
language, or through definition of a Domain Specific Language (DSL)
based on the abstract model to ease definition of the concrete models.
In respect to its ability to serve as language to describe concrete models,
the proposed abstract data model serves a similar purpose to a linguis-
tic metamodel. However, as Kühne notes in Matters of (meta-) modeling
[121], generalisation is a transitive relationship that directly applies to
the end system, and thus it is more appropriate to describe the model
as “abstract” rather than as a true “metamodel”.
For the purposes of this thesis, a very simple notation will be defined
for convenience:
• The syntax name : type will be used to annotate specific measure-
ments with their type. For example, ball position : Spatial.
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• Dense parameters will be represented by postfixing them with a
star *. For example, time : Temporal*.
• The syntax attribute = value will be used to specify the meta-data
of measured parameters. In the case of unknown parameters, the
token UNKNOWN will be used.
A.1.2 Examples
These examples utilise the abstract data model and concrete syntax to
compare the data collection methods currently available in a range of
sports.
Traditional Game Summary
A human tallies events. Assume that official data is 100% accurate.
Traditional Game Summary : Sensor Platform
Human : Human Entry
event : Event*




A human enters detailed game data based on video feeds. The error
estimates are taken from O’Shaughnessy [162] and Jackson [111] who
have both held positions at Champion Data, the AFL data provider.
Database System : Sensor Platform





Granularity = {kick, mark, handball, hit, tackle,
goal, behind, pick-up, centre-bounce,
throw-in, out-of-bounds, free-kick}
difficulty : Qualitative
Inter-rate Reliability = UNKNOWN
Granularity = {easy, hard}
ball position : Spatial
Error Radius = 5-10 m
time : Temporal
error rate = 5 s
player : ID
accuracy = UNKNOWN
event sequence order : ID*
accuracy = UNKNOWN
Computer Vision
Computer vision tracks two types of items: the ball, and the players.
A common issue with computer vision systems is losing track of the
mapping between trajectories and player identifiers when two players
pass in close proximity of each other.1








Error Radius : UNKNOWN





Unlike computer-vision, wearable devices ensure that the player iden-
tifier is always 100% accurate as it is physically attached to the player
(unless of course, if a player wears the wrong device).2 Note that ve-
locity vectors and orientation vectors are treated as spatial data. Heart
rate could be modelled in a number of ways; however, it was decided to
model it as a cumulative count, as this avoids ambiguities that typically
arise when describing variable rates.








Error Radius = 3 m
velocity : Spatial




Sample Rate = 1000 Hz
player : ID*
Accuracy = 100%
acceleration vector : Spatial
Error Radius = UNKNOWN
Gyroscope : Sensor
2The sample rates are taken from Catapult Sports circa 2015 (to re-
flect the technology available during the time-period of the primary dataset
used in this thesis) and found in product information released to https:
//web.archive.org/web/20170910220858/http://www.catapultsports.com:
80/system/system/ and https://youtu.be/F9ZsYEyf3HE?t=110. GPS accu-







Sample Rate = 1000 Hz
player : ID*
Accuracy = 100%
orientation vector : Spatial
Error Radius = UNKNOWN
Heart Rate Monitor : Sensor
time : Temporal*
Accuracy = UNKNOWN
Sample Rate = UNKNOWN
player : ID*
Accuracy = 100%





B.1 Symbols for Custom Sport Provenance
Notation
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Analyst / System 9
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Bundle (no symbol) Group 15
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B.2 Effectiveness of visual notation against
principles of Physics of Notations
Table B.6: Effectiveness of visual notation against principles of
Physics of Notations [144]

















agents. No ability to
directly model real
world. No concept of
physical causality.
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Table B.6: Effectiveness of visual notation against principles of
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Table B.6: Effectiveness of visual notation against principles of



































is a port, not obvious
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Table B.6: Effectiveness of visual notation against principles of






























Colour is used for
execution state, but
this is not one of
semantic constructs,
and brightness is
used to determine if
a port is connected,
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Table B.6: Effectiveness of visual notation against principles of













symbols, and even if









colour is not used in
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B.3 Usability evaluation of VisTrails using
Nielsen’s top ten heuristics





































Some terms such as
“port” (rather than
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Table B.7: Usability evaluation of VisTrails using Nielsen’s top ten
heuristics [153]
Error prevention Ports have types to
ensure that user can
only connect two





some support to aid
the user’s memory
(e.g. dark ports to
remind the user a
default has been set)
The user needs to
memorise the port










Main focus of the








Use of colour as sole
indicator of error
could be problematic
for users with colour
blindness.
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C.1 Detailed analysis of studies claiming use
of “non-identifiable” data
C.1.1 Analysis of Dataset 1
In a study of selection attributes in elite junior Australian Rules football
[174] the authors claim “access and consent to non-identifiable testing
data was provided by each of the relevant state-based organisations and
the study was approved by the relevant human research ethics advisory
group.” No details were provided about whether individual consent of
participants had also been sought. The data includes player birthdates,
performance, anthropometric data, as well as the outcome variable of
interest, whether the player was drafted. The study used logistic regres-
sion and the JRip algorithm to predict whether the player was drafted
as a function of the other variables in the dataset. The use of logistic re-
gression and the JRip algorithm in this manner imply that the authors
must have access to individual data rows for each player rather than
group averages. The use of the term “non-identifiable” is questionable;
the study specifically dealt with elite junior players which may progress
into elite Australian Rules football, upon which names and birthdates
are likely to become public information. In future, these details could
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then be linked back to the full attributes of the junior player using
birthdate as a key. Thus while the participants may have been “non-
identifiable” at the time of the study, it is likely that some of the partic-
ipants may become re-identifiable in future once more details become
public. The classification of the data as “non-identifiable” means that
it could become part of a research databank kept long term, despite the
data containing details that are likely to reveal participants at a future
data.
The same authors published a second paper [222], analysing the same
dataset as [174] from the perspective of age distribution. As some play-
ers did not participate in all performance tests (e.g. if injured, players
would not be able to participate in performance tests that stress the
injured part of the body), the number of players used to report averages
differs between the two papers; there were up to n=292 drafted players
in [222] who were measured, but only n=212 complete player profiles
selected for use in [174]. By comparing the differences between the two
papers, it is possible to infer details about the group of players who were
included in the first publication, but not the second. For example, [174]
reports a mean drafted player height of 186.4 cm (n=281), and a mean
drafted player body mass of 79.5 kg (n=282). Whereas [222] reports a
mean drafted player height of 185.7 cm (n=212), and a mean drafted
player body mass of 79.5 kg (n=212). From the difference, it is possible
to calculate that the excluded group (69 and 70 players) were higher
than average (188.5 cm) and had greater body mass (81.0 kg). These
differences alone give some indication of the characteristics of the ex-
cluded group. Furthermore, an attacker may have information from
auxiliary sources as to which players belong to the excluded group1. In
a similar manner, an attacker could calculate the average performance
results (in the tests that injured players were able to perform) for the
excluded group. While the performance attributes of individuals are
not sensitive—identifiable lists of the top performers in each test are
publicly published by the AFL each year—the lack of public identifiable
data including every individual suggests that only the results of the
1For example, a 2017 AFL Media article names players who were not able to com-




top performers are intended to be public information. There were too
many players in the excluded group that knowledge of the group statis-
tics would allow an attacker to infer individual player results. However,
it appears that the attack was only avoided by chance (due to multi-
ple players with incomplete profiles that needed to be excluded) rather
than by design, and could thus pose a threat to participant privacy
in other studies where the excluded group with incomplete profiles is
small. This highlights the need for a mechanism to preserve privacy at
the data level rather than post-publication to ensure that participants
are not revealed by the differences between results when multiple pub-
lications discuss the same dataset from different perspectives.
C.1.2 Analysis of Dataset 2
Greenham et al. [89] perform a pilot study to measure game style in
Australian Rules Football. They state that their research is exempt from
ethics review, as “non-identifiable player data, from identifiable team-
based data-sets, were used in this study”.
Their measure of game style was derived from 12 variables. In this re-
analysis, each variable was re-considered from the perspective of de-
identification.
Nine of their variables were either publicly reported, or could potentially
have been derived from public data (e.g. Shot at goal accuracy), thus
for the purposes of de-identification there is no need to consider these
further. Location of Goal attempts is potentially a de-identification issue
as it is possible to re-identify players if their location is known; however,
the study only used the proportion of goal attempts taken from close
to the goal, and it is possible that Champion Data precomputed this
prior to providing the data to the researchers. Ball Speed was derived
from video footage, while video footage is obviously identifiable, if using
public video footage this is not a privacy issue, and the research may
still be exempt from ethics approval. Offensive and defensive player
numbers in the 50 m zone and the closely related differential in team
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player numbers were derived “using video footage recorded behind the
goals”. This is an issue, as contrary to the authors claim, behind the
goals video footage is not public2, nor de-identified3. However, one could
potentially argue that a spectator at the game could observe the same
information if they had reserved the right seat at the game.
The table in the paper only provides summary statistics taken over the
entire group of games. However, the visual “game style plot” (parallel co-
ordinates visualisation), shows z-scores for individual teams, identified
by team name. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that one could infer details
of individual players from this plot. While the information revealed was
limited in the paper, it demonstrates that attention needs to be given to
data revealed in figures and visualisations, not just the main text and
tables.
C.1.3 Analysis of Dataset 3
Jacob et al. [112] perform a pilot study investigating the link between
genetic polymorphisms and performance in Australian Rules Football.
The study collected individual consent of players (and parental consent
for players under 18). The study stated that to “ensure anonymity, the
players were assigned a randomised, non-identifiable code.”
From a de-identification perspective, there are two aspects of this study
that make de-identification difficult: firstly, it only involved 30 partici-
pants, while small samples present well understood issues for validity
2Clubs are provided with “exclusive behind the goals vision” recordings
https://www.foxsports.com.au/afl/geelong-coach-chris-scott-explains-
why-afl-coaches-bother-going-to-games-inperson-in-2016-with-video-
technology/news-story/c9b99fbf9472483491294056c03bf25b, which are con-
sidered a “game-changer” for football analysis http://www.afl.com.au/news/2018-
02-18/secret-spies-the-life-of-an-opposition-analyst. A news report in
2013 revealed that clubs payed $28,000/year each for the footage, with prices
expected to rise to $60,000/year per club in 2014. https://www.theage.com.au/
sport/afl/afl-doubles-tv-costs-20131025-2w7d1.html
3Even in the hypothetical case that the authors were to ask the video provider to
blur out faces and player numbers in the behind-the-goals video, the position and
movements of players evident within the video would still allow re-identifying partic-
ular players in the footage.
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as they risk describing the group rather than population, this can also
be understood as a privacy issue as description of the characteristics
of the group can be used to make inferences about the members of the
group; and secondly, genetic polymorphisms can vary in distribution
between racial and ethic groups, thus revealing genetic markers of a
sub-group of the study may unintentionally reveal the likely racial or
ethnic profile of that sub-group.
The study does not reveal the players studied, stating only that the
study “recruited 30 sub-elite Australian [Rules] Football players”, pre-
sumably this is to prevent individual players being identified. How-
ever, all authors of the study were from the University of Notre Dame
Australia, Fremantle, Australia; it is thus likely that the players were
recruited from a club within close proximity of Fremantle, Australia.
Furthermore, a publicly available author pre-publication copy of the
study mentions East Fremantle Football Club in the acknowledgement
section. East Fremantle Football Club, and other clubs in the area,
publicly publish the names of players in their team. Thus attempting
to removing the name of the club from the published paper provided
only superficial privacy, and it is reasonable to assume that an attacker
could infer the list of players that potentially participated in the study.
The study considered polymorphisms of 9 genes, and published re-
gression coefficients for the association between each genotype on per-
formance. Amongst these, the study found “the ACE [angiotensin-
converting enzyme] DD genotype, associated with higher plasma ACE
levels, had the greatest positive impact on [Australian Rules Football]
players in traditional power and aerobic athletic assessments, as well
as in sport-specific skill assessments.” However, it is also necessary
to consider what information this reveals to an attacker regarding the
identity of participants; the ACE DD genotype is also known to occur
in lower proportions within certain ethnic groups, notably a study of
blood and kidney donors [126] found that Australian Aboriginals had
a D allele frequency of 14%, compared to Australian Caucasians who
had a D allele frequency of 55%, furthermore, one tribe of Australian
Aboriginals was found to have a D allele frequency of just 3%. In Jacob
et al., the performance results published for the DD genotype was de-
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rived from a group of just 10 players. While the study does not specify
who these players were, an attacker can refine the possible candidates
by inferring that they were unlikely to be Australian Aboriginals given
that they had the DD genotype.
In three cases, a genotype only corresponded to a single player. Thus
the regression coefficients for these genotypes correspond to the player
profile for a specific player. While the study does not make the identity
of the player known, hypothetically, if a the player were to exhibit ex-
ceptional results for one of the tests, an attacker familiar with the team
may be able to infer the likely identity of the player for that test, and
use it to look up their results on the other tests (as they were the only
player with that specific genotype). As before, the genotype itself also
reveals information about that player race and ethnicity which could
help the attacker reduce the possible candidates.
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A Platform for Spatio-Temporal
Sport Analysis
D.1 Data Extraction Requests
Analysis 1 - Metadata and Data Sample
This analysis will reveal a sample of each data file to help us understand
the data structure, without revealing the entire dataset.
• A sample of the first 10 rows and last 10 rows will be extracted for
each file.
• A summary of values in each column will be extracted (e.g. fre-
quency of each category, mean, standard deviation).
Analysis 2b - Formation Profiles (v2)
This analysis will extract team formations in a way that allows studying
the team, but not individuals.
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• Data will be resampled to 1Hz (1 sample per second) to reduce risk
of revealing detailed player movements detected by accelerometers.
• Team formations will be represented as a “point cloud” that in-
cludes non-identifiable dots for the location of each player in the
formation, but does not allow tracing the position of individual
players over the full course of the match (i.e. even if one knows
the player position at a certain time, they will lose track of which
player is which whenever two player paths cross over each other).
v2: Includes fix to handle time jumps backward (up to 1 second) or
forward (up to 11 minutes) occurring in sensor data.
Analysis 3 - Signal Quality
This analysis will extract the time of GPS fixes and the number of satel-
lites, but not the GPS data (latitude, longitude, speed, acceleration, etc.)
itself. Columns to be extracted:
• Player (e.g. "A1")
• Round
• Time of GPS fix (e.g. "15:05.4")
• Sats column (e.g. "T 4")
D.2 Review of Team Shape Metrics found in
the Literature
Stretch Index
Yue et al. 2008 [225] demonstrated mathematical techniques for team-
level analysis of Association Football player data. As a measure of team
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spread, they defined the “instantaneous radius” of the team to be the av-
erage distance of players from the centroid of the team. Bourbousson et
al. 2010 [23] analysed basketball team data, and as a measure of team
spread, they defined the “stretch index” in a manner that appears equiv-
alent to Yue et al.’s earlier definition of “instantaneous radius” [225]. It
is also sometimes referred to as the “dispersion” [79].
Variations have been proposed in the literature. Maçãs and Sampaio
2012 [129] proposed measuring the minimum and maximum distance
of players from the centroid of the team. Clemente et al. 2013 [40]
suggested weighting the calculation of the team centre and spread by
the distance players are from the ball (giving more weight to players that
are closer to the ball).
Surface Area
Frencken et al. 2011 [78] (following a preliminary study by Frencken
et al. 2008 [77]) analysed 5-a-side Association Football player data and
propose using a convex hull to measure the surface area of the team
shape (excluding the goal-keeper).
Clemente et al. 2013 [40] (method later republished [42]) suggested a
variation of surface area that they denote “effective area”, which sub-
tracts areas controlled by the opposition from the calculation. Clemente
et al. demonstrated this for an under-13 7-a-side Association Football
district final, and later performed a follow up study of three official 11-
a-side Association Football matches [41].
Length and Width
Folgado et al. 2014 [74] defined team length, width and length-to-width
ratio, which they used to compare under-9, under-11 and under-13 As-
sociation Football. These techniques were reused by Frias and Duarte
2014 [79] who examined two-team GPS data in small-sided youth As-
sociation Football games. Frias and Duarte created a custom Matlab
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application to calculate team surface area, stretch index, and length-to-
width ratio. These were analysed to examine the effects of two different
coaching interventions.
Spatial Variability
Couceiro et al. 2014 [45] proposed using Shannon Entropy [185] to
quantify the level of variability in a heat-map of player position. Specif-
ically, they applied Shannon Entropy to the context of sport by using
it to measure the uncertainty as to which point on the field would be
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